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INTRODUCTIO

The practices prepared by Mr. urling for this volume are dem to rye

students who have used Volume I and I of this series maximum drill' of the,iounds
and grammar patterns learned. Tielibooli is also correlated with Volume IV of this
series. THE CHARTS NECESSARY FOR THIS BOOK ARE UNDER SEPARATE
COVER.

Students whd base Ureir language on the acquisition of words or learning
...-

-----Nrammar patterns and rules from an intellectual standpoint alone, often find they
ar not able to use these new sounds and grammar patterns easily in conversation or
in reading and writing. Pattern practice drill is designed to meet this need. It is

.~1.
clesigrt to reduce to matters of habit those features of the new language whicir

the's-piLztetsts has already learned in an intellectual way. In other words, pattern prat-
- tice drills should develop the ability in the student to use the language.

.

__
Pattern practice has a further advantage-in that the student is guided to use the

grammatical patterns he has studied in a great variety of situations. The stimuli givers
through the charts (separately bound) and key words in the lessons' provide. ample
opportunity for students to try_ using the patterns in new contexts. The situations
are by no means intended to be exhaustive, but they are sufficiently varied and suf-

ficient in number to give the student a backlog of experience which enables him- to

use the patterns learned in uncountable situations. In this respect, pattern drill is very
different from the usual memory drills, or memorized conversation. It should be pointed
out that every pattern tau ht in *English foi Vietnamese Speakeri*, Volume II, Grammer,

is drilled in this Pattern P tice book. r

Pattern Practice is not a new technique. Many teachers with imagination have
stumbled en t, or through years of experience they have gradually concluded that the
only way mcst students will learn to use the sounds, grammatical patterns and words
of a new language is to prepare drills. It is through some kind of drilling* that

-the structural aspects of the language are &radually 'reduced to habit. After having
been thoroughly drilled on the geattrnar patterns by means of the techniques found
in this book, students have a strcing foundation tat the structural features of the English'"

language, 7y should find t with this foundation they can continue to grow

.4



and d:velap in the use of language long after formal instruction, has been
discontinued. Reading comprehension, the- ability to use and speak good English, as
welLas_ the ability to understand when spola'n to should continue to impro ve.

In the preparation of this book, Mr. Durling has been aided a great deal by the
example of the English Pattern Practices published by the English Language Institute,
University of Michigan. This is particularly true in matters of format, general
prose' ration of the drill techniques, and the use of charts-as stimili; however, theie

written ;specially for Vietnatne3e speakers and take into consideration the
special oblims Vietnamese speakers have in lelning English as a foreign language.

W. Bryce Van, Syoc
Chief, Materials Preparation

SEAREP USOM

Vielnani, 1960
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PATTERN PRACTICE.
Lesson One

Practice I. Chart I. This practice introduces the chart. (ta)
Teacher : (Introducing *the chart.) Students :

1. This. is aTCOmb.
2. This is a rap.
3. This is al mango.
4. This is ar-Fen.
5. This is of

6. This araat.
72 This is afFciat.
8. This is a blouse.
g. This is a fran.

to. This is a root.
it. This' is a rThck.

This is a J top
13. This is a .1cion.

14. This is a clock.
15. This is a plate.

Practice 2. Chart I. (Ea)

Teacher : (The fact that; that* is
referring to something further
away from the speaker may be
shown through the use of a larg-
er Pattern Practice Chart at tile

t' front of the room whereas ,this.,
1: may be used with smaller indi-

vidual charts near the students.)

a
.

(Repeat after the teacher.)

Students : (Listen to the first three
examples given by the teacher.
Then continue, the practice

using pictures 4-15 as a basis
for substitution in the pattern.)

12
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Lesson One (Cont'd)

I., That is arEomb.
2. That is a rap.
3. That is al mango.
4. That is aFFen.

.

(Listen to the examples.)

(Continue the practice.)

Practice 3. No Chart. (la) (The teacher will supply words-to be
substituted.)

Teacher : (Key words and examples) S dents :
( Listen.)

THIS IS A [TOMB .

x.

hit
That is arcOrnb.
That is a (Pat.

3. top That is a Fop.
" 4. this This is a (tap. -(Continue the practice.)

5. sock 15. coat
6. spoon x6. boot
7. that 17. that
8. clock 18. this
9. boat 19. spoon

to. plate

blouse--
comb

2i. top
12. pen' 22. SCICk

13. thise,--- 23. plate
14. fan 24. that

re
.41

poctice 4. Chart 2. (lb)
acher : (Introducing the chart)

1. This is bamboo.
2. his -is In.
3- his is [Oil.

Students :
( Repeat of ter. the teacher.)

is

(



Lesson One Coned)

4. This is tea.
.5. This is soup.
6. This is ice.
7. This is water
8. This is *oap.
g. This is honey.

This is chalk.
Ir. This is butter.
i2. This i money.
13. Th. is kapok.
14. is is coffee.
15 This is meat.

Practice 5. Chart 2. (rb)

Teacher : (Examples)

r. That ,iS bamboo.

- 3 -

2. That is rink.
3. That is j oil

t.

Stud nts

(List = to the examples.)

Practice 6. No ,Chart. The teacher will
substituted from
(ra, rb).

Teacher : (Key words and examples)

THIS IS AROMB

r. bamboo This is bamToo.
2. that That is bamboo.
3. top That is a rtIp.
4 kapok That is kapok

honey
this
blouse

5. fan 8.

6. cup 9.

7 ink ro.

Continue the practice.)

supply the words to be
the column On the left.

S dents
(Listen to the examples.)

1 4

O. .1\

(Continue the practice.)
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PP, Lesson One (Cont'd)

4

I. boot 22. that
12. that 23. this
13. soap 24. water
14. oil 25. butter
15. sock 26. chalk
/6. money 27. that
17. meat 28. boat
i8. this 29. meat
19. hat 30. ice
20. mango 3r. this

plate that

Practice 7. Chart I. (I c)

Teacher : (Key words and examples) Students :

I. good A comb is fiolod.
2. small A cup is ',steal!.

clean A mango is clean.

4. new
5. dirty
6. thick
7. big
13. expensive
g. useful
o. old

II. cheap
< i2. useless

3. cold
14. new
15. thin

(Listen to the examples.)

(Continue. the practice.)

aN

I
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PP, Lesson On (Cont'd)

Practice

Teacher

8. Chart 2. (ic)-

'(Key- words and examples)

**.j"/
cheap s Bamboo is I che'ap.

2. thick Ink is-I thick.

3. thin . Oil is I

4. cold 7. dirty to.

5. bad 8. useful I r..

6. 'clean old 12.
ft II

ft

ft

. Practice 9. No Chart. (lc)

ft

StUdents :

(Listen to Oe examples.)

(Continue the practice.)

13. useful

14.. hot

15. expensive

cheap

good

useless

Teacher : (Key words and examples)

THIS

butter
2. cheap
3. hat

4. oil

5. dirty

6. chalk

7. money

8. blouse

new9.

to. ink

COMB IS FIINX,

This butter is raw.
This bner is fcheap:

This hat is rcTaap.
This oil is I cheap.

It. fan

2. useless

13. soap

14. clean

15. meat

16. plate

1.1;

r
Students

(Continue.)

gft



PP, Lesson

17. spoon
i8. old

19. good
20. soup
21. coat
22. big

al

e) \(C )

23. seful
24. pok
25.i a ensive
26. bo t
27. cof ee
28. pen

Practice 10. Chart I. (id)

Tea her : (Key words and examples).

. \ew Student A.
Student B.

2. dim Student B.
Student C.

3. c &ld Student C.
Student D.

4. expensive

5.
6. thick
7. old

8. thin
9. useful

io. small
ti. dirty
12. useless

13. cheap
14. gocd
15. new

This is a j omb.
. t___

The ctita slaw.
L...

This is arAp._..
The cup isidit
This
The

t

manko.
mango isrFold.__

it

Students :

(

(Listen.)

(Continue.)



PP, Lesson One (Cont'd)

Practice 1 I. Chart 2. (td)

Teacher : (Key words and examples) J Students :

I. (thick Student A.
Student B.

2. dirty Student B.
Student C.

3. useful Student C.
Student D.

4. good
5. hot
6. cold

7. cheap
8. clean
9. good

to. cheap
1. expensive

12. dirty
13. useful

14. hot
15. expensive

This is bamS-Oo.
L._

The bamboo is Rick.

This is rink.
The ink is rarrty.

This is roil.
The oil is I useful.

Practice I 2. Chart I. (le

(Listen.)

(Continue.)

Teacher : (Key words and examples) Students :

I. dirty
a. expensive

3. good

This comb is dirty.
This cup is exTeTsive

This man49 is (god

18,

(Listen.)

(Continue.)



PP, Less On One (Cont'd)

4. new
5.

6. big
7. small
8. cheep
9. thin
o. useful

dirty
12. old
13. useless
14. bad
15. thick

Practice 13. Chart., 1. (le)
Teacher : (Key words and examples)

1. new That comb is raw.
2. old That cup is fold.
3. big That mango is reig.

4. small

5. cheap
Iuseful

7. old
8. dirty
9. thin

io. useless
I. expensive

12. new

13. dirty
14. good
15. thick

Students :

(Listen.)

(Contindr.).
4

19
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PP. Lesson One (Cont'd)
Practice 14. Chart 2. (le)

Teacher : (Key words and examples) Students,:

,1. useful This bamboo is I useful. (Listen.)

el old This ink is fit:
3. thin This oil is

t (Continue.)

4. holt
5. good

6. clean
7. dirty
8. new

9. thick
1o. cheap
II. expensive
12. useful
13. good
14. bad
15. cheap

Practice 15. Chart .2. (le)

Teacher : (Key words and examples)

cheap That bamboo is firteap
2. thick That ink isralick.
3. dirty That oil is dirty.

4. hot to. good
5. expensive II. old
6. useless 12. dirty

7. cold 13. cheap
8. thirt 14. hot
9. cheap 15. bad

14

nts

(Listen.)

(Continue.)
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LESS-ON TWO

Practice I. Chart 3. This practice introduces the chart. (re).

Teacher :Introducing the chart)

2.

The mango isigOod.
The mangomjs rbad.
The cup is irmg.

The cup is small.

3. The hat is clean.
The hat is dirty.

4. The book is thick.
The book is)thin.
The coat is new.
The coat is old.

6. The coffee is hot.
The coffee is cold.

7- The comb is useful.
The comb is useless.

8. The pen is expensive.
The Pen is cheap.

Students :

(Repeat after the teacher.)

Pracfke 2. Chart 5. This practice introduces the chart. In this
practice, only the singular items are introduced.

Teacher : (Introducing the chart) . Students :

z. This is a Far.
This is a i Nviridow.

3. This is a iriTirelbook.

4. This is a pzncil.
5. This is a 2en.

(Repeat after the (eacher.)

21
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PP, Lesson Two (Cont'd)

6. This a book.

7. This is a chair.
8. This is a ruler.

Practice 3. Chart 5. (2a)

Teacher :

i. This is a Far.
These arefars.

tr-
2. This is atwindow. e1#

These are windows.

. This i a notebook.
Th are notebooks.

4. This is a pencil.
These are pencils.

5. This is a pen.
These are pens.

6. This is a book.
These are books.

7. This is a chiir.
These are chairs.

8. This is a ruler.
These are rulers.

Practice 4.' Chart 5. (23)

Teacher :

expensiv,e This car is exj7e3sive.
These cars are exiisive.

2 new This window isrit.../.
These windows are rifew.

3. useful This notebook isriTseful.
These notebooks areruseful.

Students :

(Repeat after the teacher.)

Students :

(Listen to the examples.)

Ila
gib 44 22

(Continue the practice.)
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4. small

5. big

6. clean

7. good

8. new

Practice 5, Chart I. (2f, la)

Teacher :

z. Is this a I comb ?t
2. Is this al cupl

t,.,
3. Is this a I mango ? .

Practice 6. Chart 2. ib)

Teacher :

t. Is this bamSOCi?

2. Is this] ink?
3. Is this FOT11

Practic . Chart 5. (22, 2f)

Teacher :

t. Is this a I carl
these reirs?

2- Is this a t window ?
Are these [windows'?

3. Is this a I noteboon
Are these f notebooks?

r.
#

Studehls

isten to the examples.)

(Continue the practice.)

Students :

'

(Listen to elty, examples.)

(Continue the practice.) A

Students :

(Listen to the examples..),

(Continue the practice.)
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Practice 8. Chart 6. This practice introduces the chart. (x a. rb, 2a)

Teacher : Students t

I. This is aniouse.
These are Iriciuses

, -..-
2. This is 1 moihey .

This ils1 money.

3. This is mat.
This is meat.

4. This is a ruler.
These are rulers.'
This is a book.
These are books.

This is ice.

This is ice.
7. This is a pencil.

These are pencils.

8. This is soap.

This is soap.

Practice 9. No Chart. The teacher will give a verb and an ad-
jective, and the student will add the
correct pronoun to form a sentence. This
is for individucll drill. (2b. 2c)

(Repeat after the teach r)

Teacher students
I. am thin I am thin. (Listen to the
2. is old He. is raid. (or) She is old. examples.)

(or) It is old.
3. arc good You ar.rEood. (or) We are good. (Continue the

practice.)(or) They are good.
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4. -is small\
5. am old
6. are clean
7. is cold
8. are big
9. are old

is thin
II. am clean
12. am small
13. are dirty
14. is big
15. am cold

Practice 10,

Teacher :

No Chart. (2b, 2C, 2f)

Students:

1. John Is he j John ? (Listen to the examples.)
2. pupil Is he al pupa ?
3. teachers Are they' teachers ?
4. Mary Is she( Mari? (Continue the practice.)
5. girl
6. Ann
7. boys
8. pupils
9. teacher

1o. Peter
xi. girl
12. Paul

Practice lb Chart 6. Review of Chart (la, lb, 2a)
Teacher : Students :

Thal k a rause. (Listen.)

Tho5e areffiTaes,
2. That is moliey.

That is rf-T-6"ney.

3. That i:Fiicat.
That is meat.

(Continue the practice.)

25
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1ESSON .THREE

Practice I. Chart 4. This practice introduces the\hart.

Teacher : Students :

I. This is Rea.
2. This is a uli fir.

3- This is art-Ficher.

4. This is a pen.
5. This is chalk.

6. This is i

7. This i a book.

8. Thiklis a glass.
9. This is a pupil.

io. This is water.
xi. This is soap.

12. This is a chair.
This is a Map.

14. This is a pencil.
15. This is soup.

(1peat aftor the teacher.)

t

Practice 2. Chart 4. (lc, id, 2f, 3c) .

Teacher : (Key words 91 examples.) Students :

T. expensive is the tea expensive ? Yes, it/is. (Listen.)
../ --.

2. thin Is the ruler 1 thin ? Yes, it ris./
3. good I- iacher I good ? Yes, she is.(Continue.)

4. new

5. old

G. thick
7. cheap

28
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8. dirty
9. bad

io. cold
x 1. clean
Ia. big_

13. small
14. useful
z 5. hot

Practice 3. Chart 5. (3b)

Teacher : (Examples only)

x. Student A : Is this a I car?
Student B : Yes, itr
Student B : Are thesj cars/?
Student C: Yes, they Pre.

2. Stu'den C : Is this a window_
Student Yes, it is.
Student D : Are these* windows.?
Student E : Yes, they are.

fly Student E : Is this a notebook ?

Practice 4. No Chart. (3b)

Teacher : (Bafic sentence, key words and examples) Students :
.---

IS JOHN A i PUPIL- ? YES, HE DS. ).Listen.)4
k__

. Mary Is Mary -a I pup"1 ? Yes, sheFis.
'..2. teacher, a c er ?.. Yes, she Pis.

3. . Mary and Ann Are M and Ann I teachers ? Yes, they ra're.
.,r-`

,- ...
es,

\.....

(Continue.)

Students :

(Listen.)

(Continue the practice.)

AO*.
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4. Peter o.

5*
boy.; I t.

6. pupil 12.

7. Ann 13.

8. girl 14.

g.. Mary. 6.

small

Paul

John

big

old

teacher

Practice 5. Chart 5. (2f, 3c)

Teacher : (Examples) Students':

i. Student A 1 Is a car f useful ? (Listen.)

B : Yes, it ris.

B : Are ears [useful ?
C : Yes. they rare. ,

2. Student C : Is a window ruSeful ?
: Yes. it ris.

D : Are windows J useful ?
E : Yes; they ['re.

3. Student E : Is a notebook 'useful ?
F : Yes, it [is.
F : Are notebooks j useful ? (Continue the practice.

G : Yes, they (arse.

p

Practice 6. Chart 5. (313; 2d, 2e)

Teacher: (Examples only) Students :

.0 28
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Student A : Is this a J car ? (Listen.)

B : Yes, It is a rear.
B : Are these cars ?
C : Yes, they Pre. They are raeL

2. Student C : Is this al wind-o71 ?
D : Yes, it PLR is a I window. (Continue the

practice.)

Practice 7. Chart 6. (la, ib, 3b)

Teacher : (Examples only) - Students :

r. Student A : Is this 4 house ? (Listen.)

B : Yes, it s. , It is ariiouse.
B : Are these I houses ?
C : Yes, they rare. They are( hotges.

Student C : Is this money ?
: Yes, it is. It is money.

D : Is this money ?
E : Yes, it is. It is money. (Continue the practice.)

Practice 8. Chart 7. This practice introduces the chart.

Teacher : (Introducing the chart) Students :

I.:She is 'afairse.
2. He is at farmer.
3. He is al sordier.

He is a doctor.4
5. She is a teacher.
6. He is a sailor.

(kepeat after the teacher.)
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PP, Lesson Three (

7. He is a- pupil.
8. He is a -barber.
9. He is a baby.

to. She is a woman.
r. She is a girl.

12. He is a policeman.-

Practice 9. Chart 7. (3d)

Teacher : (Examples only).

She isl not la nurse.
2. He is !not I a farmer,
3. He is I not 1 a soldier.

Practice 10. Chart 6. (3d)

Teacher : (Examples only).

x. A) It is I not t a house.

B) They are I not' houses.

2. B) It is I not I money.

C) It is Inotl:money.

3. C) It is J not( meat.

D) It is 'not I meat.

Students :

(Listen.)

(Continue the practice.)

---Aractice I I. NG chart. (3d) Individual Drill.

Teacher : (Key words and examples).

1. pen It is I notl a pen. (List )

2. peas_Thev are ;not! pens.

3. ink It is Inca [ ink. (Continue the prac

Students

(Listen.).

(Continue.)
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4. sailor
5. farmer
6. soap
7. car
8: house
9. mangos

'rm. doctor
II. pencils
12. .teacher
13. rul

20

Practica 12 Chart 5. (le, 2a, 3c)

Teacher : (Key words and examples) ' Students:

i. good Is this car/good?
Are these cars/goocl ?

2. dirty Is this window dirty ?
Are these windows dirty?

3. new Is this notebook-,new?
Are these notebooks new?

Yes, it/is.
Yes. they/are.

Yes, it
Yes, they are.
Yes, it is.

Yes, they are. (Continue
the practice.)4. useful

5. expensive
6. clean
7. old
8. thick

(Listen.)

31
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LESSON,,-FOUR
Practice I. Chart 8. This practice introduces the chat.

Teacher : (Introducing the chart). at Students :

i. They are rivers.

2. They arerrighermen.
3 They are Rids.
4. They. are carpenters.
5. Thiy are cooks.
6. They are gardeners.
7. They are boys.
8. They are swimmers.

They are pupils.
They are sinners.

9.

xi. They are students.
12. They are children.

Bract Chart 4. (44.

(Repeat after the teacher.)

Teacher : (Examples only). Students :

0 I. It's tea.
2. It's a Frriler.

3 che's a freacher.

Practice 3. Chart 8. (4a).

Teacher (Examples only).

They".re_LaTtivers.

2. They're nhermen.
3. They're (Rids.

3a

(Listen.)

(Continue.)

Students :

(Listen.)

(Continue.)
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Practice 4. Chart 6. (4a).

Teacher: (Examples Only). Students:

i. A) It's a house. (Listen.)
B) They're I hoines.

2. B) It's money.
D) It's money

3. C) It's Ft-Rat.
D) It's ii at. tow (Continue.)

Practice 5. Chart 9. This practice introduces the chart.

l"Tacher: (Introducing the chart.) Students:

1. I am Kik
tYou are I Tuy
He is Kilt.

4. She is I T4et.
5. We arehrls.
6. You arerFpils.
7. 'They are pupils.
8. It is a cup.
g. They are books.

to. We are pupils.
VVe are boys.

Practice 6. Chart 9. (4b).

(Repeat after the teacher.)

101

Teacher: (Key phrasc5 and examples). Students :

3
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i. I am I not I Kiet. « I'm not Kiet.b

2. You are I not Ttiyat. a You aren't Tuy?t.
He isn't Kiet.3 fie is I noti Kiet.

4. She is I not t Tuyat.

5. We are not girls.
You are not pupils.

7. They are not pupils.
8. It is not a cup.
9. They are not books.

to. We are not pupils.
x. We are not boys.

41

(Listen.)

(Continue.)

(This practice may be repeated without the teacher giving
the key sentenc4).

4..

Practice 7. Chart 4. (4b).

Teacher : (Examples only)

1. It isn'tfTea:
It isn't a

3. She isn't_aftel:cher.

Practice 8. Chart 6. (4b)

Teacher : (Examples only)

I. A) It isn't a(-Ruse.
B) They aren't firoltn.

2. B) It isn't triTERey.

C) It isn't J mon'ey.

3. C) It isn't meat.
D) It imit meat.

t ki 431

Students :

(Listen.)

(Continue.)

Students :

(Listen.)

(Continue.)
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Practice 9. Chart 8. (4c)

Teacher : (Examples and key words).

I. drive
2. fish

sew
4. work

cook
garden

7 jump
8. swim
9. listen

xo. sing
xi. read

12. shout

3.

Practice

Teacher :

They' are rcliyiing.
They are) fishing.
They arerse-W,ing.

10. Chart 7. (4d).

(Exampls and key words).

It. wait Is she I waiting ?

2. eat Is ke-feating'?

3. run Is he) running ?

4. work 8. stand
5. teach 9. laugh
6. smile Io. wash

7. sleep II. cry

12. point

r

Students :

(Listen.)

Students :
I

(Listen.)

(Continue.)

Practice 11 Chart 7n (4e, 4f).

Teacher : (Examples and key words) Students
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(Listen.)
1. eat The nurse is not I eating. She isn't I eatitj.g:
2. run The farmer isJ not' running. He isretfirtining.
3. work

teach
5. smile
6. sleep

7. stand
8. laugh

g. wash
0, cty

It. point

_Practice 12, Chart 8. (4e, 4f).

Tea et : (Examples and ,keyweraal). Students:

(Continue.)

llnot 1 fishing. They aren't I fishing. (Lis- >t'I. fish The drivels "are
. .

,
ten.)2. sew The fishermen ;Fel notisewing. They aren'tfieVia

,

3. work The aids avej not !working. They aren't FoTkino.
4. cook *\ (Continue.)

garden
6. jump
7. swim

8. listen
9. sing

to. read
t. shout

Practice 13, No hart. (4f).

Teacher : (Examples ey words).

1/4

Students :

.
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i. she She isn't !work
L

ing
:

2. 1 I'm not 1 work:
3. .John Tohn isn't Frizrking.4----
4. we
5. they
6. John and Mary
7. it
8. you
g. Mary

io.
ix. he

2. she

Practico 14. Chart 7. (4g)

Teacher : (Examples and key words).

I. wait A) Is she I waitinl?
B) Yes

2. point B) Is die I pointing ?
C) No. he isn't.

3. sleep C) Is h.e J sleeping ?

D) No, he risn't.
4. work
5. eat
6. smile
7. run
8. stand.
9. laugh

I o. teach

(Listen.)

(Continue).

Students :

(Listen.),

(Continue.)
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Practice 14, (Cont'd)

II. cry

12. walk

Practice 15, Chart 8. (4g)y

Teacher : (Examples and key words).

'shout A) Are they l shouting ?
B) No, they aren't.

bsh B) Are they I fishini?
_q Yes. they IRe.
C) Are they] sewingr?

D) Yes, they ace.
4. drive
5.A work

6. garden
7. jump
8. cook

9. swim

low shout
Ir. read
12. rest

38

Students :

(1isten.)

(Continue.)
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LESSON FIVE

Practice 1. No Chart. Comite review of « this », that 0,
count, and mass nouns in quistioris.

Teacher : (Brie., sentence, key words and examples)

ARE THESE' CHAIRS ?

i. chair Is this a 'chair ?
2. that Is that al chair ?
3. these Are thesej chairs ?
4. tea Is that rial
5. this t6. those
6. maps 17. ink
7. that x8. this
8. butter 9. soup
g. this .2o. rulers ,

to. pencils 21. th
I. that

12. money
x 3. water
14. this
t5. fan

Students:

(Listen.)

(Continue.)

Practice 2. Chart
--

Teacher : (Examples and'
,

Students :

4.1"-
. good

2. thin A ruder ist
3. skillful Altearlissy

4. expensive 5. dirty

( Listen.)

(Continue.)
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Practice 2 (Cunt 'd)

- 6. cheap x. expensive

7. thick 12. ,strong

8. clean 13. useful

g. busy- x4. small

to. clean 15. hot

Practice 3. Chart a.

Teacher : (Examples) Students :

This is al mahE. .

The mango isreoEl:
C) The mango is(ilad.
3) This is a cup.
C) The cup is big.
D) The cup is small.
C) This is a hat.
D) The hatOclean.-
E) The hat is dirty.

Practice 4- hart 3.

Teach& mples)

1. maxTFod.
That mi n o is ad.

2. This c is te.
That u is small.
This hat is ci-T2.1n.

ETIliat Prity.

40

(Continue.)

Students :

(Listen.)

CroitinUe.)
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Practice 5. Chart 7.

Teacher (Examples) .Students :

i. She is a nurse.
2. He is al-Meer.
3. He is a soldier.

Practice 6. Chart 8.

Teacher : (Examples)

r. They arer-Pivers
2. They are fishermen.
3. They are girls.

Practice 7. Chart 9.

(Listen.)

(Continue.)

Students :

(Listen.)

(Continue.)

Teacher : (Examples) Students

I. I amritiet.
2. YOU are Tuytt.
3. .He is Kiet.

Practice 8. Chart 9.
'1

Teacher : ( Examples)

r Am I I Kiet ?
2. Are you 1Tuyet ?
3. Is he Kiet ? °

046 41

(Listen.)

(Continue.)

Students

(Listen.)

(Continue.)
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Pr'actice 9. Chart 3.

Teacher : (Examples)

T. Is the mango I goon
Is the mango] bad?

2. Is the cup big
Is the cup small ?

3. Is the hat clean ?
Is the hat dirty ?

Practice 10. Chart 4.,

Teacher : (Examples and key words)

I. good
2. thin
3. pretty

Is the tea ( good?
Is the ruler gri ?
Is the teacher( pretty?

4. cheap to. cold

5. clean II. useful

6. thin 12. new

7.- small 13. old

8. clean 14. big

9. idle 15. good

Practice I I. Chart 6.

Students :

( Listen.)

(Continue.)

Students :

(Listen.)

(Continue.)

Teacher : (Examples and key words) Students :

i. cheap, no A) Is a house t cheali?
B) No, itri3n't.

( Listen. )
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C) Are houses cheap ?
D) Noi they aren't.

2. useful, yes E) Is money useful ?
F). Yes, it is.
G) Is money -usefsl ?
H) Yes, it is.

3. expensive, yes I) Is meat expensive ?
J) Yes, it is.

K) Is meatexpensive ?
L) Yes, it is.

4. thick, nc)
5. useful, yes
6. hot, no
7. big, no
8. clean, yes

Practice 12. Chart 9.

(Continue.)

Teacher : (Examples) Students :

I . I arn I not 1Kiet.

You are not I Tuyet.
He 15 I not I Kier.

Practice 13. Chart 9,

Teacher : (Examples)

(Listen.)

(Continue.)

*.w

Students :

I . I'm X i7i t. (Listen.)
\.__

2. You're EITI..Rt.

3 He's Kitt. (Continue.) r
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Practice I4, Chart 9.
Teacher : (Examples)

i. I'mj not(nei.
2. You'rerriciltruyet.
3. He isn't Kitt.

Practice 15. Chart 7.

33

Students :

(Listen.)

(Continue.)

Teacher : (Examples) Students

A) Is she [eating ? (Listen.)

2. B) No, she isn'treTting.

3- C) She's (waiting.

2. B) Is he running ?
C) No, he isn't running.
D) He's eating.

3. C) Is he working ?
D) No, he isn't working.
E) He's running.. (Continue.)

Practice 16. Chart 8.

Teacher : (Examples) Students :

1. A) Are the drivers fishing ?
2. B) No, they' aren't.
3. C) They're drive ing.

2. B) Are the fishermen sewing ?
C) No, they aren't.
D) They're fishing.

3. C) Are the girls working ?
D) No; they aren't.
E) They're sewing.

(Listen.)

(Continue.)

4,r
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Practice 1, Chart I. (6a).

Teacher: (Key word and examples).

1. he

2. 4. I

3. they

4. John
5. she
6. Peter and Mary

we
8. Ann
9. they

to. you
ix. he

2. .she
13. you
14. you and I
15. t Peter

He has a comb.
I I_ jp.jcarat
They have a mango.

I

4

Students :

(Listen.)

(Continue.)

Practice 2. Chart 2. (6a).

Teacher : (Key words and examples.) Students :

/. they They have ,bam,17)o.
\--

2. Paul Paul has ink.
3. you. You have oil.

4. we
5. Mary and Bill
6. he
7. they

MN.

45

(Listen.)

(Continue.)
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8. I
9. it
o. Dan
r. she

12. you
13. he
14. she
x5. they

Practice 3...Chart 4, (6a)

Teacher : (Key words and examples). Students : ,

I. Mary Mary has rrea. (Listen.)

2. they They have arfaler
3. we We have a teacher. (Continue.)

4. John 8. Betty 12. you
5. he « 9. she- x3. it
6. Peter and Paul .to. they . 14. I

7. Ann xi. we 15. Bill

Practice 4, Chart 7, (6b).

Teacher : (Examples). Students :

7 . She waits everyFray. (Listen.)
2. He eats every day.
3. He runs every day. (Continue.)

Practice 5, Chart 8, (W. ij

Teacher : (Examples). Students :

40
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i. The drivers drive every Flay.
2. The fishermen fish every day.
3. The girls sew every day.

Practice 6. Chart 8. (6b, 4c)

Teacher : (Key words and Examples.)

I. now They are driyingrtiow.
2. every day They fish every rafaz:
3. every Friday They sew every Friday.
4. now
5. every Saturday
6. every Tuesday
7. now
8. every Saturday
9. every Monday

1o. now
II. every day
12. now

(Listen.)

(Continue.)

Studenta-4:

(Listen.)

(Continue.)

Practice 7. Chart 8. (6c).

Teacher : (Examples). Students :

1. Do they drive everyila)?
2. Do they fish every day ?
3. DO they sew every day ?

Practice 8. Chart 7. (6c).

Teacher : (Examples).

(Listen.)

(Continue.)

Students :

.47
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x. Student A :
Student B :

2. Student B :
Student C :

3. Student C :
Student D:

(Cont'd)

Does the nurse wait every FEY?
Yes, she does.
Does the farmer eat every day?
Yes, he does.
Does the soldier run every day?
Yes, he does.

Practice 9. Chart 7. (6c, 4d)

Teacher : (IC,e, wOols and examples)
,

1. now Is she waiting.] nold-r?

2. every day Does he eat every Far?
3.

4.

c5.6.
7.
8.

9.
10.

1

. 12.

I

(Listen.)

(Continue.)

Students :

(Listen.)

every Tuesday Does he run every Tuesday ?

every Friday
every day
now
every Monday
every morning
every day
every Monday
now
now

Practice 10. Chart 7. (6d)
1(1

(Continue.)

Teacher : (Examples only) Students :

t. The nurse doesn't' eat 'every day.
2. The farmer doesn't( runt every day.
3. The sollier doesn't work every d

(Listen.)

(Continue.)



Practice I I. Chah 8. (6d)

Teacher : (Examples only) Students :

T. The drivers don't Fish.
z. The fishermen don't ,sew.
3,. The girls don't work.

(Listen.)

(Continue.)*

Practice 12. Chart 8. (6b, 6c,)

Teacher : (Examples) Students:

z. Student A : Do they drive every dai?
Student B : No, theyreish.

2. Student B: Do they fish every day ?

Student C: No, they sew.
3. Student C: Do they sew every day

D: No, they work.

(Listen.)

(Continue.)

Practice 13. Chart 7. (6b, 6c,)

Teacher : (Examples only). Students:

T. Student A : Does sheFvair? (Listen.) )
Student B: Yfi, she waits' every \ day.

2. Student C : Does he eat ?
Student D: Yes, he eats every. day.

3. Student E : Does he run ?
Student F : Yes, he runs every day.

49
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(Continue )



LESSON SEVEN

Pricictice I. Chart 9. (7a).

Teacher : (Key words and examples.)

1. happy

2. quiet

busy

tired
5. noisy
6. quiet
7. good
8. small
9. good

to. busy
r. noisy

I'm Kitt_
I'm j happy.

You're Tuyet.
You're quiet.
He's Kiet.
He's busy.

Practice

Teacher:

.1. pretty

2. Chart 7. (7a).

(Key words and examples).

The nurse isi pretty.
She's) pretty.

2. hungry The farmer is hungry
He's hungry.

3. hot The soldiers is hot. ,

He's hot. 4

4. skillful
5. good "4

50

Students

(Listen.)

(Continue.)

Students :

(Listen.)

------____---2
(Continue.)
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6. happy
7. sleepy

8. tired

9. cure
o. busy

it. sad
44

12. angry

Seven (Coned)

Practice 3. Chart 8: (7a)

Thither : (Key words and examples) Students :

I.

2.

3.

careful

patient

quiet

The drivers are I careful. (Listen.)
Thei're cariful.

are patient.

quiet.

The fishermen
They're patient.
The girls are

Thst
They're quiet. (Continue.)

4. clever

5. busy
6. happy
7. active
8. strong
9. good
o. beautiful

II. serious

2. %noisy
ti

Practice 4. Chart 7. (7b, 7c)

Teacher : (Key phrases and ,-;Im
.4 0
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I. Does

2. Does

3. Does

4. Does

5. Does

6. Does

7. Does

8. Does

9. Does

o. Does

II. Does

12. Does

she often fTviii? Yes, she raes.
he often run ? No, -he doesn't.

he often point ? No, he doesn't.
he often worky
she often teach ?
he often walk ?
he often sleep ?

he often stand ?
he often eat ?
she often wash ?
she often cry ?
he often run ?

Practice 5. Chart 7. (717).

Teacher : (Examples)

I. Is

Is

Is

2. Is

Is

Is

3. Is

Is

Is

she a I nurse ?

she I pretty*?

she 1 waiting ?

he a farmer ?
he hungry ?

he eating ?
he a soldier ?
he hot ?
he running ?

Yes, she ris.

Yes, she

Yes, shens.

Yes, he is.
Yes, he is.
Yes, he is.
Yes, he is.
Yes, he is.
Yes, he is.

(Listen.)

(Continue)

Students :

( Listen.)

(Continue.)

Practice 6. Chart 7. (7b)

Teacher : (Key words lnd examples) Students :
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z. sometimes Student A ; Does she sometimes wait ? (Listen.)
: Yes. she Piles.L-

2. often B : Does he often eat ?
C : Yes he does.

3. usually C D s he usually run ?
D : Yes, he does. (Continue.)

4. always
5 ever

6. sometimes
7. often
8. usually
9. sometimes
o. ever

t. sometimes
12. often

Practice 7. Chart 8. (7c)

Teacher : (Examples) ""*--\ Students : .

1. Student A : Do drivers usually f fish ?
B : No, they f d3n't.

2. B : Do 'fishermen usually
C : No, they don't.
C : Do girls usually Oork ?
D : No, they clOii\

Practice 8. No Chart (7b, 7c)

Teacher : (Key words and examples)

DO YOU OFTEN WORK ?

(Listen.)

(Continue.)

Students :

(Listen.)
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1. swim A : Do, you often] swim ?
B : Yes, I rcr. ot_

C: No, Ifni.
2. we B : Do we often swim ?

C : Yes, we do.
D : No, we don't.

3. eat C: Do we often eat ?
D,: Yes, we do.
E : No, we don't.

4. you (I) 9. I
5. read to. sleep
6. drive

7. we

8. rest

Practice 9. Chart 8. (7d).

Teacher : (Examples bnly).

i. Student AreAre the drivers] fishing ?
B :. No, they'refakt: They're I not I fishing.

6

Students :

(Listen.)

2. B : Are the fishermen sewing ?
C: No, they're not. They'\re not sewing.

3. C: Are the girls working
D : No, they're not. They're not working. (Continue.)

Practice 10. Chart 7. (7d)

Teacher : (Examples) Students :
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1. Student A : Is she rwaiting?
Yes, she11_ s. waitiL ng.

_ --
2. B : Is he eating ?

C : Yes, he ,is. He's eating.
C : Is he sunning ?
D : Yes, he is. He's running ?

Practice I I. Chart 7. (7d)

Teacher : (Examples only)

(Listen.)

(Continue.)

Students :

1. Is she I eating ? No, sherrsn,'t. She isn't reating (Listen.)
2. Is he smiling ? No, he isn't. He isn't srizAing.
3. Is he running t Yes, he is.
4. Is he working ?
5. Is he waiting ?
6. Is he cooking ?
7. Is he sleeping ?
8. Is he pointing ?
9. Is he walking ?

io. Is she standing ?
II. Is she crying ?
12. Is he washing ?

Practice I2, Chart 7. (7d)

He's running. ( Continue.)

Teacher : (Key phrates and examples) Students :

i. Is she piE6 ? Yes, shells.: She's) pretty. (Listen.)

2. Is he tired ? No, he isn't. He isn't tired.
3. Is he hungry ? (No, he isn't. He isn't hungry. (Continue.)
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4. Is he skiltful ?
5. Is she noisy ?
6. Is he old?

Is he sleepy ?
8. Is he graceful ?
g. Is he cute ?

io. Is she busy ?
I. Is she happy ?

12. Is he angry ?

Practice 13 Chart 7. (7d)

Teacher : (Key words and examples)

1. nurse A) Is she' a nurse ?,
B) Yes, sheris. Sh.&s 'a I-nurse.

--,/

Stude .

2.. pupil C) Is he a pupil ?
D) No; he isn't. He istitt a 'pupil.

3. soldier E) Is he a soldier ?
F,) Yes, he is. He's a soldier.

4. fisherman
5. driver

6. gardener
7. pupil
8. barber
9. carpenter

to. woman
1. cook

12. farmer

56
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Practice 14. Chart 7. (7e, 7g).

Teacher : (Examples)

Students :

i. Student A : Is the nurse sometimes.) pretty?
B Yeri, she'iraually pretty.

2. B : Is the famer sometimes hungry ?
C: Yes, hers usually hungry.

3. C: is the soldier sometimes hot ?

D: Yes, he's usually hot.

Practice 15. Chart 7. (r, 7f)

Teacher': (Key words and examples)

i. wait A nurse often rwlits.
2. hungry A farmer is often I hunigry.

3., run A soldier' often runs.
4. skillful
5. good
6. smile
7. sleep
8. tired
9. cute

to. wash
t. sad

12. point

Practice 16. Chart 8. (7f, 7g)

r 57

(Listen.)

(Continue.)

Students:

(Listen.)

. (Continue.)
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Teacher : (Examples) Students : 4.

1. Student A : Do the drivers usuallvj drive ? (Listen.)
B : They railways drive.

2. B : Do the fishermen usually fish ?
C : They always fish.

3. C : Do the girls usually sew ?
D : They always sew. (Continue.)

Practice 17. Chart 8. (7e, 7f 7g)

Teacher : (Key words and Examples). Studens :
(Listen.)

. usually, careful A) Are the drivers usually] careful.?
B) Yfi, they are lusually careftri...

2. often, fish B) Do the fishermen often I fish ?
C) Ye% they I often' fish.

3. always, quite C) Are the girls always quiet ?
D) Yes, they are always. (Continue.)

4. sometimes, clever
5. usually, cook
6. always, happy
7. often, jump
8. sometimes, swim

9. usually, good
to. often, sing

always, serious
12. sometimes, noisy
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LESSON EIGHT

Prociice 1. Chart 7. (8a)

Teacher: (Examples)

t. She's a pretty
2. He's a hungryfra7mer.
3. He's a hot soldier.

Students : !.

(Listen.)

(Continue.)

Practice 2. Chart 4. (8c)

Teacher : (Key words and examples) Students :
(Listen.)

z. cheap It's cheaniTea.

. 2. new It's a newrialer
3. pretty She's a pretty teacher. (Continue). (
4. expensive
5. dirty
6. good

7. thick
8. clean
9. hungry

zo. cold
xi. good
12. new
13. useful
14. cheap
15. hot

Practice 3. Chart 3. (8a)

Teacher : (Examples) Students :



Lesson Eight (Cont'd)

f. It's al good 'mango.
It's albad !mango.

2. It's a big cup.
It's a small cup.

3- It's a clean hat.
It's a dirty hat.

Practice 4. Chart 4, (8b)

(Listen.)

(Continue.)

Teacher: (Key words and examples) . Students :

1. expensive It isn't exoen ivertea. (Listen.)

2. new It isn't a newt
3. old She-Ts-et an old teacher. (Continue.)
4. good
5. clean
6. thick
7. bad
8. dirty
9. noisy

io. cold
good

12. band

13. usefu

14. old
15. cold

Practice 5. Chart 3 *(8b)

Teacher : (Examples)

.. .60Solo

Nor

Students :
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i. It isn't- al bad 'mango.
It isn't a good mango.

2. It isn't a small cup.
It isn't a big cup.

3. It isn't a dirty hat.
It isn't a clean hat.

Practice 6. Chart 8. (8c) .

Teacher : (Examples)

1. They're carefulld7 vers.
2. They're patient fishermen.
3. They're quiet girls.

Practite 7. Chart 7. (8b)

Teacher : (Examples)

z. She isn't a hungryrrirse.
2. He isn't a hot farmer.
3. He isn't a skillful soldier.

(kontinue.)

Student's :

(Listen.)

(C6ntinue.)

Stude#ts :

(Listen.)

(Continue.)

Practice 8. Chart I. (8c)

Teacher : (Key words and examples) Students :

I. I This is my jamb.
2. they This is their cup
3. Mary This is Mary's mango.

1

(Listen.)
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4.. we
5. he
6. Paul

7. they
8. Ann

9. Betty
1o. he

1. Peter
12. they
13. she

14. you

15. I

Practice 9. Chart 5. (8c)

Teacher : (Key words .and examples).

1. they This is theirrear.
These are flit ;ars.

2. it This is its window.
These are its windows.

3. I This is my notebockk:
These are my notebooks.

4. Paul

we

6. she

7. he
8. you

Practice 10. Chart 7. (8d)

Students :

(Listen.)

(Continue.)

Teacher : (Key words and (examples) Students':
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I. Student A : Is the nurse lever hungry ?
B : No, she'sraver hungry.

2. B : Is the farmer! ever -hot ?
C: o, he'sfirever hot.

3. C Is e soldier ever skillful ?
D: No, he's never skillful.

(Listen)

(Continue.)

Practice_14-. Chart 8. (8d).

Teacher : (Examples only) Students :

1. Student A : Do the drivers' ever fish ?
B: No, they rnever fish.

2. B: Do the fishermen ever sew ?
C: No, they never sew.

3. C: Do the girls ever work ?
D: No, they never work.

(Listen.)

(Continue.)

Practice 12 *. Chart 7. INDIVIDUAL DRILL (8d, 7e, 7f)

Teacher : (Key words and examples). Students :

t. pretty Is the nurse( ever pretty ?
She'sroten pretty.

run Does the nurse ever run ?
She DIever runs.

(Listen.)

2. pretty Is the farmer ever pretty ?

If this practice is too difficult, it may be used with questions alone,
i. e. no responses.

B3
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eat

3. hot

run

4. happy
work

5. quiet
wait

Praitice

Teacher :

t. wait
2. hungry

3. run
4. work

5. teach
6. happy
7. sleepy

8. stand
9. laugh

o. busy
it. sad
/2. point

He's never pretty.
Does the farmer ever eat ?
He often eats.
Is the soldier ever hot ?
He's often hot.
Does the soldier ever run ?
He often runs.
6. angry

smile

7. sleepy
eat

cm,

8. tired to.. busy
stand cry

g. skillful it. sad
laugh wash

13. Chart 7. (8d)

(Key words and examples)

Does the nurse ever wait
Is the farmer ever hungry ?
Does the soldier ever run?

(Continue.)

12. happy
sleep

Students:

(Listen.)

(Continue.)

Practice 14. Chart 6. (8e)

Teacher : (Examples) Students :
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1. Student A : Do you have any} houses ?
B : I2oyou have some houses ?
C : No, I don't havel any' houses.

2. B : Do you have any money ?
C: Do you have some money ?

: No, I don't have any money.
3. C : Do you have any meat ?

D : Do you have some meat ?
E : No, I don't have any meat.

Practice IS. Chart 6. (8e)

(Listen.)

(Continue.)

Teacher : (Key words and examples) Students :

1. need any A) Do you need any houses..?
B) Yes, I need some ihotises.

2. want some B) Do you want some money ?
C) Yes, I want some money.

3. have any C) Do you have any meat ?
D) Yes, I have some meat.

4. want any
5. need some
6. have some

need any
8. want some

(Listen.

(Continue.)

Practice 16. Chart 6. (8e)

Teacher : (Examples) Students :
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T. Student A : Do you ever have any {houses
B : Inierer have any houses.
C : ISOrten have some houses.

2. : Do you ever have any money ?
: I never have any money.
_Ioften have some money.

C: o you ever have any meat ?
D : never have any meat.
E : often have some meat.

ti
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(Continue.)
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LESSON NINE

Practice I. Chart 7.

Teacher :.(Key words and ekamples).

r.
2.

3.

at 8 o'clock
rice

in Dalat
the doctor

5. at school
6. after work
7. at school
8. the barber
9. in the mornin

Io. a blouse

at home
12. the policeman

When' does she Fait ?
What is he rating
Where is he running ?

Practice 2. Chart 8. (9a)

Teacher : (Key words and examples)

i. the cars What are they( driving ?
in Vietnam Where are they I (laving ?
at night. When do they raiive ?
Paul and John Who are driving ?

2. in Chalon
Phi and Son
on Sundays

girls
in the

Where are they fiihing ?
Who are fishing
When' do they fish ?
Who are sewing ?

g When do they sew ?

67

Students :

(Listen.)

(Continue)`.

Students :

(Listen.)
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coats What are theyiisewing ?
at school Where

4. Phi and Thuan
in }-lta
in the morning

6. the men
on Saturdays
at home

8. in the river
in the morning
John and Don

zo. Three girls
at the house
at noon

12. at noon
the boys
in the park

are they sewing ?
5. rice

at noon
Phi and Cuc
at the restaurant

7. Peter and 'Paul
at school
in the afternoon

9. the pupils
in the evening
at school

II. students
books
in the morning
in Nha-Trang

(Continue.)

Practice 3. chart 4. (9b)

Teacher: (Key words and examples) Students :

1. drink Please drink the f tea. (Listen.)

2. take Please take the ruler.
3. see Please set the teacher. (Continue.)
4. buy
5. use

6. take
7. read

68
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8. wash

;9 teach
to. drink

. use

12. take

13. point to
14. use

15. eat

Practice 4. No chart. (0)

Teacher : ( Key words and examples) Students :

I. serious Please be rserious.
2. quiet Please ibe. quiet.,:'

good Please be good.
4 careful
5: graceful
6. clever

7. happy
8. active

. 9. strong
io. useful

skillful

12. busy

Practice 5. Chart 7. (9b)

(Listen.)

(Continue.)

'Teacher : (Key words and examples) Students :

I. in the morning Please wait in thelmorinina. (Listen.)

2. rice Please eat rice.
(Continuej---/home Please run home.
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.4. the
5. at sch

\
o

6. every

7. at night
8. at home
9,, every day;

ro. the blouse
I 1. at home
12. at the driv

Practice 6. Chart 8, (9c).

Teacher : (Examples).

1. Let's (drive.
2. Let's fish.
3. Let's' sew.

Practice 7.. Chart 8. (9c)

Teacher : (Examples)

r. Let's be f careful.
2. Let's be patient.
3. Let's be ,quiet.

Students :

(Listeri.)

(Continue.)

Students :

(Listen.)

(Continue.)

Practice 8. Chart 8. (9c) .

Teacher : .(Key words, and examples) Students :

1. to Saigon Let's drive to fSaigon.
2. everyday Let's fish everyday.
3. blouses Lees sew blouses.

70
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4. tomorrow
5. this afternoon
6' this evening
7. in the river
8. in the water
g. to the teacher

1o. at noon
(rI. some books

12. today

Practice 9. Chart 4. (gd)

Teacher: (Key words and examples) Students :

*I. take Please l don't take any Ffea.

2. point to Please don't point to a ruler.
3. go to Please don't go to a teacher. (Continue.)

4. buy

(Listen.)

5. use

6. take

read
8. wash

g. teach
io. drink
I I. use

12. take
13. point to
14. use

15. eat

Practice 10. Chart 7. (gd)

, I 71
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Teacher : (Examples)

don't [Zit.
2. Please don't eat.

`xmlot,

Please don't run.

Practice I I. Chart 8. (9d)

Students :

(Listen.)

(Continue.)

Teacher : (Key words and Examples.) Students :

.

t. in Cholon Please don't drive in Cholon. (Listen.)

2. in the morning Please don't fish in the morning.
3. at school Please don't sew at school. (Continue.)

4. at night
5. rice
6. on Monday
7. at noon
8. in the river
9. to the teacher

to. in the afternoon
that book

12. every day

Practice 12. Chart 8. f9d, 9c)

Teacher : (Examples) Students :

1. Let's not cnve.
2. Let's riot* fish.

3. Let's not se,v.
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Practice I 3. Chart 8. (9d, gc)

Teacher : (Examples only) Students :

/ . Let's not bt I careful.
2. Let's hot be patient.
3. Let's not be quiet.

(Listen.)

(Continue.)

Practice 14. Chart 8.

Teacher : (Key words and examples). Students

i. yes (Listen.)YeS, let's be I careful.
2. yes Yes, let's be patient.
3. no No, let's not be quiet. (Continue.)

4. yes 9. yes

5. no to. no

6. yes it. no

7. no 12. no

8. yes

Practice 15. Chart 7. (9b, gd).

Teacher (Key words and examples) Students :

i. no

2. yes

3. no

4. no

5. yes

6. yes

7. no

Ncr please don't Fit.
Yes,. please eat.
No, please don't run.

7:3

( Listen.)

(Continue.)
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8. no
9. yes

10. no
. no

12. 110

Practice I 6. No chart.

Teacher : (Examples and key words) Students :

I. wall: John and I Let's wank.
2. -go home you Please go fame.
3. not eat you Please don't eat.
4. not fish we
5. listen you
6. cook Mary and I
7. not swim you
8. not be sad you
g. not be noisy we

to. sew on Wednesdays we
. not point you and Peter

12. walk John, Peter and I
13. walk John, Peter and you
14. not read we
15. be busy we
16. not be angry Ann and you
17. not stand you
18. run the soldier and you
19. work you
20. not be tired T5tn and I

7.J

(Listen):

(Continue.)
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Practice I. Chart 4.

Teacher : (Examples and key words). Students :

I. I A) I hav$. someiTea. This 1st my ( tea.

good B) It's) good tea.
C) It isn'tjbad l tea.

2. she D) She has a ruler. This is her ruler.,
thin E) It's a thin ruler.

F) It isn't a thick ruler.
3. they G) They have a teacher. This is their teacher.

good H) She's a. good teacher.
I) She isn't a bad teacher.

(Listen.)

4.
5.
6.

7.
8.

9.

Practice 2. Chart 7.

Teacher : (4xamples).

you, expensive
we, dirty
you, thin
John, cheap
I, clean

she, good

t.

2.

we, cold
they, useful
she, big
Paul, new
I, small
we, hot

A) Does she eat every raiP
doet;n't, she waits.

B) Does he run every day ?
C) No, he doesn't, he eats.

C) Does he work every day ?

D) No, he doesn',t; he runs.
4

75

(Continue.)

Students :

(Listen.)

(Continue.)
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Practice 3. Chart 71,.

Teacher : (Key words and examples).

z. always A) Is she f pretty ?
B) She's rii:vvays pretty.

C) Does she Iwait
D} She 1il'ways watts.

2. usually B) Is he hungry ?
C) He's usually hungry.
D) Does he eat ?
E) He Usually eats.

3. often C) Is he hot ?
D) He's often hot.
E) Does he run ?
F) He often runs.

4. always

5. usually
6. always

7. often

8. usually

Practice 4, Chart 7.

g. always

zo. usually
t. often

12. usually

Students :

(Listen.)

(Continue.)

Teacher : (Examples) Students :

Z. A) She's I pretty.

B) Is slej waiting ?
C) Yes, sheris. She's J waiting.

.7\
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2.

-66-

B) He's hungry.
C) Is he, eating ?
D) Yes, he is. He's eating.
C) He's hot.
D) Is he running ?
E) Yes, he is. He's running.

Practice 5. Chart 8.

,Teacher : (Examples)

I. A) They oftenrailve.
B) Dot you drive ?
A) Yes, I _go:

2. C) They often fish.
D) Do you fish?
C) Yes, I do.

3. E) They often sew.
F) Do you sew ?
E) Yes, I do.

Practice 6. Chart 4.

(Continue.)

Students :

(Listen.)

(Continue.)

Teacher : (Key words and examples) Students :

1. you A) Dc_Lyc)Lt need any l tea? (Listen.)
B) IVO; I don't needreeL I need ariTiLL.

2. she B) Does she need any rulers ?
C) No,' she doesn't need a ruler. She needs a teacher.

we C) Do we need any teachers ?
D) No, we don't need a teacher. We need a pen.

77
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4. he D) Does he need iny pens?
E) 1)11o, he doesn't 'need a pen. He needs some chalk.

5. you 8. she it. you 14. she

6. they 9. we r2.. they 15. we

7. I to. he 13. you (Continue.)

Practice 7. Chart 7.

Teacher: (Key words and exa\mples)

x. wait A) Does she everflwatl
B) Sherorlten

2. hungry B) Is he ever hungry ?
C) He's often hungry.

3. idle C) Is he ever idle?
D) He's never idle.

9. walk

to. busy

it. smile

12. happy

4. run
5. teach
6. sad
7. jump
8. stand

Practical

Teacher :

x. in the

8. Chart 7. Individual drill v

Students:

(Liste n. )

(Continue.)

(Key words and examples)/ Students :

morning A) -4hen does sheFait?
in Saigon
the nurse

2. rice
at home

B) Where is she I waiting ?
C) Who ist wailing!

D) What is she eating?
E) Where is he eating ?

(Listen.)
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the farmer
at 8 o'clock

3. home
now
the soldier

4. the doctor
every day
in Chalon

5. the pupils
the teacher
at school
after work
the sailor
at the movie

7, at school
at noon
the pupil

8. the barber
at work
in the afternoon

Who is eating ?
When does he eat ?
Where is he running ?
When does he run ?
Who is running ?

9. at home
in the morning
the baby

io. her blouse
in the mottling
at home

1. the girl
at school
now

Practice 9. Chart 8.

I. in Hue
now
the policeman

Teacher : (Key words and examples)

/. to Hue Student A :
(Others)*

2. all day Student B:
(Others)*

3. the coatz: Student C:o
(Othel'os)*

Students :

Please drive to Hue.
Let's drive to Hue.
Please fish all day.
Let's fish all day.
Please sew the coats.
Let's sew the coats.

(Listen.)

(Continue.)

Otip.rs means all besides the one giving the imperative.
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4. In the morning
5. rice
6. every day
7. often
8. in the river

Practice 10. Chart

Teacher : (qxamples)

--69-

9. to the teacher
to. at noon
it. the books

2. tomorrow

1

Student A : Please don't wait now. (Liste
(Others) Let's not wait.

2. Student B : Please. don't eat now.
(Others) Let's not eat.

3. Student C Please don't run now.
(Others) Let's not run.

StudentS

(Continue.)

Practice I I. Chart 10. This practice introduces e chart.

Teacher : (Introducing the chart) udents:

.t.
1. They are brushing theietteeth. peat after the teacher.)
2. She is ironing.
3. He is painting.
4. They are rowing a boat.
5. They are traveling.
6. He is opening the door.

They are talking.
They are carrying thing

9. He is combing his hair

81)
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to. They are playing ball.
t r. They are studying.
12. He is working.

MORE REVIEW CAN BE DONE BY REPEATING ANY OF
THE PRACTICES WHICH GAVE TROUBLE PREVIOUSLY.

a

81
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LESSON, ELEVEN

Practice I. Chart 7. (Ira).

Teacher : (Examples).

i. The nurse was' pretty yesterday.
2.

3.

The farmer was hungry yesterday.
The soldier was hot yesterday.

Practice 2. Chart 8. itta)

Teacher : (Examples) Students :

Students:

(Listen.)

(Continue.)

r. The drivers were] careful lastriii 1§21.7

2. The fisher en were patient last nigh.
3. The girls were uiet last night.

Practice 3. Chart (4c, 6b, xtb)

Teacher : (Key words and examples).

I. //now She isfTvilting now.
2. last night He rate last night.
3. usually He usually rilns.
4. 'sometimes

(Listen.)

(Continue.)

Students :

(Listen.)

(Continue.)

5. yesterday 9. yesterday morning
6. now to. now

7. _yesterday afternoon i t. often
8. every dap. 12. last night .

Practice 4. Chart 10. (t tb) (Regular past tenses).

Teacher : (New words and examples.) Students:
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I. brushed They brushed theirl teeth yesterday.
their teeth

2. ironed She ;ironed yesterday.

-painted

4. rowed the boat
5. traveled

6. opened the doai
7. talked
8. carried things\

He painted yeste*

9.

I 2.

cbed his hair.
played ball
studied
worked

,Practice 5.: Chart 10. (lib):

(Listen.)

1.1

Teacher: (Key words and ,examples). Stdets :

yesterday Thebrushed yes'te (Listen.)

yesterde noon Sfierfratied yeSterdayriThoni
last night 146i painted last

last Monday
last Wednesday

6. last night
yesterday
last Saturday

7.

Practice 6.
4

a

yeSiterday-Tpoort

io. last Sunday
IL. yesterday morning

.

lastl night

ontin

Chart 10.'(4.c>6c,.

Tea:her : (Key -.vords examples.)

1 -

I. every dav They brus their teeth every r'ay.
2. no She_ is ir nine, now., ---,, ,,,,,

3. yesJ:rdav. He painteM.ye4terday.
% - ...-,..te'

05

Students:

83
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( Listen.)

/
(Continue.)
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.....

4. -often
5. every day
6. now

last night
8. now

Practice 7, Chart 7, (1 lc)

.g. every , day

to. ,every Saturday'
often

I2. yesterday afternoon

Teacher : (Examples) Students :

1. Was she rpretty yesterday ?
2. Was he Hungry, 'yesterday ?
3. Was he hot yesterday ?

Practice 8. Chart 8. (Iic)

(Listere.)

(Continui.)

Teacher : (Examples) Students :

t

1. Were the drivers f careful ? (Listen.)

2; Were the fishermen patient ?
3. Were 'the girls quiet ? (Continue.)

Practice 9. Chart 7. (rid).

Teacher : (Examples)

Did the nurse f work?
2. Did the farmer eat ?

3. Did The soldier run ?

0

81 84

Students :

(Listen.)

. (Continue.) .

a iv
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Practice 10. Chart 8. (rrdi
Teacher : (Examples) Students':

-,.. Did they drive yesterday afternoon?
2. Did they fish yesterday afternoon ?

(Listen.)

3. Did they sew yesterday afternoon ? (Continue.)

Practice 11. Chart 8. (Ile)

Teacher : (Examples)

1. The drivers weren't 73trient.
2. The fishermen weren't quiet.
3. The girls weren't clever.

Practice 12. Chart 10. (ile)

Students:

(Listen.)

(Continue.)

Teacher : (Examples) Students :

i. They didret
2. She didn't paint.
3. He didn't row the boat.

Practice 13. Chart 7. (Ile)

Teacher : (Examplitei)

i. Student A : The nurse wasn't hun'gry.
B: She didn't rFat.!

85

(Listen.)

(Continue.)

Studen(':

(Listen.)
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2.

3.

.B: The farmer wasn't hot.
C: He didn't run.
C: The soldier wasn't skillful.
D: He didn't work.

Practice 14. Chart 7. (zia, tie)

(

(Continue.)

Teacher : (Examples). Students :

.1. A) Was the nurse I hungry yesterday ?
13) Nor-, she wasn't I hurigry. She was( pre(ty.

2. C) Was the farmer hot yesterday ?
D) No, he asn't hot. He was hungry.

3. E) Was the soldier skillful yesterday ?
F) No; he wasn't skillful. He, was hot.

Practice 15. Chart 10. (rid, ire)

-,t Teacher (Examples)

(Listen.)

(Continue.)

Students :

(Listen.)

I.- A) Did theyl iron yesterday ?
B) N6-, they didn'tFiron. They brushed theist teeth 1 yesterday.

2. C) Did she paint yesterday ?
D) No, she didn't paint. She ironed yesterday.

3.. E) Did he row the boat yesterday ?
F) N6, he didn't row the boat. He painted yestetday.

(Continue.)

8 t3
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LESSON TWELVE

Practice Chart 7. (r2a, Ira)

Teacher : (Examples). Students

A) Was she I pretty-1 ( Listen.)
B) Yes, she 7as.

2. B) Was he hungry ?
C) Yes, he was.

3. C) Was he hot?
D) Yes he was..

Practice 2. Chart 8. (12a)

Teacher : (Examples)

I. A) Were the drivers) patient ?
B) No, they I weren't.

2. B) Were, the fishermen quiet ?
C) No, they weren't.
C) Were the girls clever ?
D) No, they weren't..,

.,/
(Continue.)

Students :

( Listen.)

(Continue.)

Practice 3. Chart 8. (r2a, 4g),

Teacher : (Key words and examples) Students :

I. busy A) Were the drivers ( bus"), ?
B) No, they weren't. They were 'careful.

4

2. patient B) Y.'*- the fish,!rrnerli patimr?
C)

.
they, 17,..sete.

87
:;

( Listen.)
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3. stroll C) Were the girls strone
D) No, they weren't. They were quiet. (Continue.)

4. quiet
5. busy g. good
6. happy to. noisy

7- careful I t. serious
8. quiet 12. idle

Practice 4. Chart 10. (12b)

Teacher : (Examples) Students :

. A) Did they brush their ( teeth ?
B) Yes, they raid.

B) Did she iron ?
C) Yes, she did.
C) Did he paint ?
D) Yes, lie did.

Practice 5. ClAart 7. (i2I))

Teacher : (Examples)

(Listen.)

(Continue.).

Students :

(Listen.).t. A) Did the nurst eat
B) No. she nit

) Did- the farmer run ?
C) No, he didn't.

3. C) Did the soldier work ?.
DI No, he didn't.

I

88

(Continue.)
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Praitice 6. Chart 7. (12b,

Teacher : (Key words and examples)

1. point

2. eat

run

4. smile
5. teach
6. work
7. sleep

8. stand

A), Did she [ point. ?
B) No, she ( didn't.
B) Did he eat'
C) 'Yes, he did.
C) Did he run ?

15), les, he did.

She FiTted.

9y cry
zo. walk

z. wash

z 2. wait

Studenti :

(Listen.)

(Continue.)

Practice 7. Chart 7. (Jac, 9a) INDIVIDUAL DRILL

Teacher : (Key words and examples)

'. last night A) When did the
B) She waited last fnight.

. \--
2. the farmer B) Who flue

C) The II arlmer ate.

3. in Hue C) Where did he run
D) He ran in flue.

Students :

nurse wait ?

4
5'

via 6.
7-

yesterday morning
in Nha-Trang
the sailor
at szhool

S. on th-.! floor

9. this morning
IQ. yesterday
I 1. last night
1. 2. the policema

139

(Listen.)

(Continue.)
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Practice 8. Chart 10. (12.c, lib)
Teacher: (Key .words and examples) Students :

I. at 8 o clock A) When did they brush theiritleth ? (Listen.)
B) They brushed their teeth, at 8 &Frock.

2. in the afternoon B) When did she iron'?
C) She ironed in the afternoon.

3. last night C) When did he paint?
D) He painted last /night.

4. yesterday
5. last W dnesday
6. last night
7. in the morning
8. at noon
9. yesterday morning

lo. in the afternoon
. last night

it on Tuesday

Practice .9. Chart 5. (x2d)

(Continue.)

Teacher : (Examples and key words) Students :

(Listen.)A) This is an foffice car.I. work

B) These are [office I cars.

2. picture B) This is a picture window.
C) These are picture windows.

grammar C) This is a grammar notebook.
D) These are grammar notebooks. (Continue.)

90
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4. school
5. fountain
6. poetry

7. desk

8. foot

Practice 10. Chart 10. (t2c).

Teacher : (ExImples) Students :

i. They're going to brush their' teeth' tomorrow.
2. She's going to iron tomorrow.
3. He's going to paint tomorrow.

(Listen.)

(Continue.)

Practice 11. Chart 10. (12f)

Teacher : (Examples) Students:

t. They aren't going tofiron tomorrow.
2. She isn't going to paint tomorrow.
3. He isn't going to row the boat tomorrow.

(Listen.)

(Continue.)

Practise 12. Chart 10. (12g)

Teacher : (Examples) Students :

,
i. Are They going to brush theiriteeth
2. Is she going to iron tomorrow ?
3. Is he going to paint tomorrow ?

tomorrow ?

Practice I 3. Chart 7. (t2e, t2f, t2g)

Teacher : (Examples).

91

( Listen.)

(Continue.)

Students :
..011111.
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i. A) Is she going to I eat tomorrow ?
B) No7she isn't going toreat. She'sgping tpj wait.

2. B) Is he going to run tomorrow ?
,-

C) No, he isn't going to run. He's going to eat.

3. C) Is he going to work tomorrow ?
*-D) No, he isn't going to work: He's going t6 run. (Continue.)

(Listen.)

Practice 14. Chart 7. (t2f, 4e, 6d, 'If)

Teiater : (Key words and examples) Students :

. tomorrow She isn't going to Fe7titomorrow. ( Listen. )

2. now He isn't rudning now.
3. usually He doesn't usually rw'ork.

4.

5.

6.

7.
8.

yesterday
now

tomorrow morning
often
last night

9. now

to. tomorrow
II. usually

12. often

Practice 15. Chart 7. (Itc; 3a, 7g)

. (Continue.)

Teacher : (Key words and examples) Students :

(Listen.)

\
I. yesterday Was she 517e-itday ?. Yes, she was.

__
\ 2. now Is he j hungry now ? Yes, he -is.

i. ()hen Is he often I hot ? . 'Yes, he is.
_-_---

4. last night
5. today
6. usually

4

,

92 F

(Continue.)
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7. yesterday morning
8. always

9. now

89

to. yesterday afternoon
often

12. today

'Practice 16. Chart 10. (I2e, Ltd, 4d, 7g).

Teacher : (Key words and examples) Students :

1. now

2. tomorrow

3. last night

- A)

-13)

B)

C)

C)

D)

4. often
5. today
6. tomorrow morning
7. yesterday
8. ustiallSr

(Listen.)

Are they brushing their teeth now ?
Yes, they rare.
Is she goinfi to (iron tomorrow ?
Yes, sherlit:
Did he j paint last night ?
Yes, he did.

9. last night
to. alw?ys
II( now
12. tomorrow

9 3

(Cntinue.)

a
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LESSON TH1 EN

Practice 1. Chart I. (t 3c)

Teacher : amples)

A) I bought, a few Rombs.NO
B) I didn't buy inanyribmbs

2. B) I bought a few ITups.
C) I didn't buy many cups.

C)/- I bought a few mangos:
D) I didn't buy many mangos.

Practice 2. Chart 2. (130

Teacher : (Examples)

a

He's going to get. a little barn oo.

He's not going to get talluchl bamboo.

He's going tp get a ittle
He's not go' g to get mach ink.
He's goin to get little oil.
He's not going to get much oil.

(Continue.)

Students.:

Practice (r 3c)

Teacher\ : (Examples)

r. A) I have, a little
B) I. don't have much f?ea.

2. 8) I have a 'few rulers.
6 I don't have many rulers.

(Listen.) -

tudents :

iisten.)

94
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3. C) I have a few teachers
D) I don't have many teachers.

(Continue.)

Practice 4. Chart 4. (t3a)

Teacher : (Examples) Students:

1. A) I: have a lot of fleas
B) I don't rhave a lot of tea.

have a lot of rulers.
C) I don't have a lot of rulers.
C) I have a lot of teachers.
Dl, I don't have a lot of teachers.

Practice 5. Chart 8. (13b).

(Listen.)

(Continue.)

Teacher : (Ex'amples and key words). Students:

I. never

2. seldom

3. t)trely

4. never

5. seldom

6. rarely

7. never

The dtivers are never {tient.Low*
The fishermen are seldom quiet.
The girls are 'rarely cle:.er.

8. seldom

9. rarely
io. never

t. seldom

Practice 6. Chart 7. (13b)

Teacher : (Examples).

(Continue.)

m She seldbm cats atFiljit.
never runs at night.

1l rarely' at night.

,9

0 (Continue.)
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4. seldom 8. rarely
5. never 9. never
6. rarely t o. seldom
7. seldom 1 r. rarely

Practice 7. Chart 10. (13b)

Teacher : (Examples) Students : \
(Listen.)

t. A) They seldom brush their teeth in the Fmorning.
(7?

B) The rarely brush their teeth in the morning.
C) ey don't usually brush their teeth in the morning.

She seldom irons in the morning.
E) She rarely irons in morning.
F) She doesn't usually iron inte morning.

3. G) He seldom paints iii the morning.
H) He rarely paints in the .,morning.
I) He doesp't usually .paint in th(e- mornjr. (Continue.)

Practice 8. Chart I. (13c)

Teacher : (Key words and examples.) Students :

here. (Listen.)

(Continue.)

. that comb The tomb is
2. .any cup
3. all mangos
4. this pen #
5. these hats
6. any , coat

'. those blousesll

7. all boats

g. that fan '
Id

s new here.
are new here.

to. any boot
II. all socks
t2. this top
13. these spoons
14. any clock
r5. that plate

(

*16

94)
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.

Pr'actic,

'Teacher (Key words an examples).*

1. that bamboo.
2. this itik

-.3. :all oil.

-.4., any -tea

The bamboo is I useful.
The ink is useful. .
Oil is useful.

-IL

*

tht chalk
5. this _soap

w

1. all butter
6. all ice' . I .any money.
7. --that water all 'kapok

,8. any soap . 'this coffee
.9. this honey ..15. that meat

Practice 10. Chart 4. (13c)

Teachei : (Key words and examples)

Tea l is rgOod.

A ru tr is good.
The teac ier is good.

I. any tea
2. any ,ruler
3. thatteacher

5.
6. all ink

all pens
this chalk

7, this book

8. these glasses.
9. those pupils

1o. that water
II. any soap

- Practice (1 1. No Chart. (13d)

S -dents :

t.

Stu ents : '

.(t.isten.)

tinue.)

12. all cliair
13. this ma
14. any pencil

.15. all soup

Teacher : (Key Words and examples). Students :

1. man A) I seel one man.
B) I s51two men.

.

C) I see three men.

9 7

(Listen.)
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deer D). I gee one deer:
.Er I see two deer.

I see- three- deer.
3. knife G) I see 'one) knife.

I see two knis'es.
1)- I see .three -knives.

4. gentleman 8. child
5. sheep, g. tooth
6. woman --ro. wife
7. mouse

.0 - foot

Praitice 12. Chart 7. (13c)
..

Teacher : (Examples)

Please! look I at her.
2. Please look at him.
3. Please look at him.

Practice -I 3. Chart 9. (r3e)

Students :

(Listen!)

(Continue.)

Teacher : (Examples). Students :

r. I ami Kiet. Do they I see me ?
2. You are Tuyset. Do they ste you ?
3. He is' Kiet. Do they see him ?

Bract ce 14. Chart 3. (13f)

Teacher : (Examples)

r. One I mango is' gOod.
. Another is (bad.

98

(Listen.)

(Continue.)

Students :

(Listen.)
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,/. ne cup is big
Art&ther is sm411.

3. 'One hat is clean.
Anoth-er is dirty

(6. 04e. clip of ,coffee is

.

Practice.- 15. chart. 5. -(i3g)

Teacher :.{Examples)-

,

(Continue.) .

.

.

; Students :

1. Oriel car, isrriew. (Liiten.)
Three other [cars arepid.

2. One window is new.
Three other windows are old.,

3. One notebook is new.
Four other notebooks are old. (Continue)

Practice 16. Chart 8. 13,.

Teacher : (Examples.).

i. A. One driver is! driving.
B. ArixEiT1 driver is driving fiTow.

2. B. One fisherman is fishing.
C. Another fisherman is fishing now.

3. C. One girl is sewing.
D. Two other giirls are sewing now. ontinue.)

Students :

(Listen.)

Practice 17..0,5hart 8. (13h).

Teacher: (Examples). Students :

99
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I-. Some drivers are driving. now,
but Filchers. are join& to drive tomorrow.

. .
- 2. Soiree ere fishmen are fishing now, r

. .

. but. others are going to fish tomorrow.
...

3. Some girls are swng now:,. ,. . .
-bul others 3re going to sew= tomorrow.

".t
4 .

. ) 1 t .
. 1

Practice I8. Chart 10. (t3f, 13sg) INDIVIbIJA DRILL
.., ...

,s
'Teacher : (Examples) -; Stud is :

ontinue:)

bay brushed this teeth this rtFanin (LisTeiz.)

B) Ainotherl is brushingt his teeth raw.
C) The otheriboys are going to brush their teeth to-Wight.

2., D). One woman irone4 this, morning.
'

E) Another is iconipg ow.

F) The other worten a e. going to iron tonight.
3. G) One man painted this morning.

H) Another is painting now.
II) The other men are going to paint tonight. ontinue.)

r

Practice 19. Chart 3. (i3h)

Teacher : (Key words and examples) Students :

t. people sell Some people sell good mangos. (Listen.)
ZiFe-s sell lath mangos.

2. w'omen buy Some 'Women buy' big. cups.
Others buy small cups.

men wear Some men wear clean hats.
Others wear dirty hats. (Continue.)

k
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i-

/4. -students
II

read
/ 1: boys wear

/ 6." teachers kink.
7. students have
8. people buy

Practice' 20. No Chart. (13d, 13g, 13h)
. ,

..
Teacher :.(Key words and examples). , Students :

, (Listen.).

1. man. A) I see f one Inan liere -and I two other then Were.
B) Tisee Frpsr others.' .

.
2. foot, '13) I see one foot hete, and two' other-feet there.

C) see four others.
sheep C) I see one sheep here, and two othr sheep there.

I

D) I .see four others. (Continue.)

4. mouse 8. tooth
5. child' 9. deer
6. wife knife
7. gentleman I1. woman

Practice 21. Chart 5. (13e, 13g)

Teacher : (Key words and examples) Students :

(Listen.)

I 'A) Kiet is -going to sell one car torine.
they B) 141 e is going to sell three other Lars to fiTem.

2. she B) Kiet is going to sell one window to her.
we C) He is going to sell three other windows to us.
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3. he C) Kiet is going to sell one notebrk to him.
you D) He is 'going to sell, four other notebooks to you.
I 5. She 6. he .. (Continue.),

they we . you
.

I 8. you

they

I.

4.

we

f

102
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LESSON FOURTEEN

Practice I. No'Chart. (r4a)

Teacher : (Basic sentence, key words and. examples)

she

Students

HE OFTEN SAYS, «HELILO », TO ME.

:

(Listen.)

She often sa -s «He lo,n to me.
2. her She often says, «He lo,)) to her.
3. they They often say, «H llo,» to her. (Continue.)
4. us 9. her
5. him to. I

6. she II. we
7. them 12. they
8. he 13. me

Practice 2. Chart 10. INDIVIDUAL DRILL (14a470
4

Teacher: (Key words add ,examples)

I. when

at night

2. here

t home

3- what
the ho

4. where
in the river

5. when
oct N.Vednesday

Students :

A) They always ask me* when to
brush their Fteeth.
B) I always tell them to brush

their teeth at(iTi ht.

(Listen.)

B) She always asks me where to [iron.
C) I always itell het to iron' at fame.
C) He always asks me what to paint.
D) I always tell him to paint the house.

6. who
(Continue.)

the lady
7. what

English

108
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8. when
- in the afternoon

9. where r 1.. when
at home at night
who . when

the boys in Hue

Optiortal Practice 2a.
,

-

Repeat the above drill substituting (( usually » or 0 often 4 in
place of « always » eg : -`

i. A) They usually ask me when to brush their teeth.
B) I usually tell them to brush their teeth at night.

or : (Continue.) -
i. A) They often = ask me when to brush their teeth.

B) I often tell them' to brush their teeth at night.
(Continue.) .

Practice- 3. No Chart. (14a)

T eacfier : (Basic sentence, -key words and examples) Students

SHE EXPLAINED THE PROBLEM TO US.
(Listen.)

1. report She reported the] problem to us.
,..

2. announce She announced thee problem to us.

3. him She announced the problem to him.

4. they io. repeat' (Continue.)

5. introduced 1 r. explain
(:,. I: 12. them

described 1 3. she:

>. her
we

.14. US

15. report

104
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me

17.. announce
18: he

Cont

i
Practice 4. -Chart (i4b,

Teachr.: (Examples): Students
. (Listen.)

1. A) He's _going to give me, a fewf-FombS.
he going to give (you any combn.

2. .B) o he isn't He's going to give "me some ( Clips. '
111,110

going to gi o any cups?/Is he
C) No, he isn't..' He's going to give me some angos.

Is he going tO give you any mangos? I ntinue)

Practice 5. Chart 2. (14b).

Teacher :_(Examples).- Studen

1. A) Did they show any' ink to yo--u ?
B) No, -they [ didn't show any 'ink to us.
C). They showed some bam:Goo to us.

2. D) Did they shovi any oil to You ?
E) ,,No, they didn't show any oil to us.
F) They showed some ink to us.

3. G) Did they show any tea to you?
H) No, they didn't show any tea to us.
I) They shoy.-ed some oil to us. st

Practice 6. Chart 3. (i4b)

:Teacher : -(E'xamples) .

1Q;

I

(Li;ien.)

(Continue.)

StudentSI
AM.



. A) Did he sell you ( good mangos ? (Listen.)

B) No, he I didn't He sold' met bad mangos.

2. B) Did he sell you big cups ?
C) No, he didn't. He sold me small 'cups.

3. C) Did he sell you cleati hats ?
D) No, he didn't. He sold me dirty hats. (Continue.)

Practice 7. Chart 4. (x4c)

Teacher : (Key words and examples) Students:

1. buy I'm going to buy some' tea 1 for them. (Listen.)
z get - guying to get arrisler for them.
3. ask I'm Foing to ask a teacher for them. (Continue.)

44 get IO change
5. open get
6. buy

l
12. make

7. open 11 13.1 open
8. wash 14.r. buy
9. tell "15. make

Practi 8. Chart 4. (x4c)

Teacher : (Basic sentence, key words, and examples) Students :

HE'S GOING TO GET TEA FOR THEM., (Listen.)

2. She
3. me

4. They
5., us
6. he

She's going to get .a ruler for them.'
.She's going to get a teacher for me.
They're going to gtiv.,a pen for me. (Continue.)

7. her
8. them

- ,
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9.. I
a

i o.. him 13. she
,tr. they 14.- him

12. me 15. we

Practice 9. Chall I (MCA 12C) .

Teacher : (Key words and examples)

it

Students

. get When did he get the J comb l for you ? (Listen)1

2. wash When did he 'wash the cup for you ?
3. buy When did he btly the mango for you ?

(Continue)

4.. open
5. get
6. buy . .

7. make

8. wash

9. get

o. change
. wash

12. buy
13. wash

14. get

15. buy

Practice 10. No chart. (14d)

Teacher : (Key words and examples)
4

Students :

I. I'm eating rice. I ate rice ryesterday. (Listen.)
2. I'm reading a book. I read a book yesterday.
3. I'm running home. I ran home yestetday. (Continue.)

4. She's teaching a class.
5. They're sleeping in class.
6. He's standing in the door.
3. They're driving to Hue.
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8. He's swim ing' in the river.

9. They're coming home.
I°. She's giviivg me a pencil.
it. They're going to Hui.
12. We're having dinner.

PraCtice 1 I Chart ijit. (t4d)

Teacher : (Examples)

I
z

Students :

i. A) They se dom drive here in the J morning.
B)" They drove here. last Flight.-

2. B) They seldom fish here in the morning.
C) They fished here last night,,

3. C) They1 seldom sew here in the morning.
D) They sewed heile last night.

48.

Practice 'I 2. Chart 7.. (t4d)

Teacher': (Examples) Students'?

A

(Listen.)

(Continue.)

i. A) Did the nursel-wait ?

13) Yes, she raid. She waited *last (nigit.

2. B) Did the farmer eat ?
C) Yes, he did. He ate last night.

3. C) Did the scildier run ?
D). Yes, he did. He ran last night.

(Listen.)

(Continue.)

Practice 13. Chart 7. (t4d)

Teacher : (Key words and gxamples) Students

108
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1. every day
2. now
3. yesterday_

4. often
5. yesterday morning
6. now

7
8.

e

The purse waits every Fray. (Listen.)
The farmer i eating now.
The soldier ran yesterday.

last night s

yesterday

9. usually
io. seldom
I I. no*
12. last night

Practice 4. No chart. (14a)

Teacher : (Basic sentence, key words and examples)

(Continue.)

Students :

HE 'EXPLAINED THE QUESTION TO US. (Listen.)

1.

2.

3.

4.

5-

6.

7-
8.

9

ask

describe
report

ask

introduce
report

ask

repeat
ask

He asked us the

(Continue.)

11.

question.
He described the

-
I question to us.

He ,reported the question to us.
.

o. describe
. report

12. ask

13. introduce
14. repeat
15. ask

109'
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Practice 15: No chart, (I4c)

Te er : (Basic sentence; key words, and examples) Students :

HE OFTEN PRESCRIBES MEDICINE FOR ME. isten.)

I. You

2. buy

3 I

4. she
5. bread

Ile often prescribes medicine for you.
He often buys medicine for you.'
I often buy medicine for _you.

14. pen .

15. open

question
them
I
answer .

pronounce
word

problem
do

6. -make i6.
7. them 17.

8. cake 18.

9. get 19.

1o. money zo.

II. change 21.

12. he 22.

13. me 23.

1 1 01:3;
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Practice I. Chart ICI. (15a)

Teacher : (Key words and examples)

1. should

2. can
. 3. may

Students:

They should brush their Fteeth.
She can iron.
He may paint.

4. must
5. will - 9. may

------._ 1 o. must...--6.tmiglit
4 7. - sould II. will

8. clan 12. might

(Listen.)

.t
( Continue.)

Practice 21 Chart 7. (15a)

Teacher : (Key 'words; and examples) ,Students :

1. will The pretty nurse will f wait I here tonight. (Listen.)
2. can The hungry farmer can eat here tonight.
3. might, The hot soldier might run here tonight.

(Continue.)
4.- may
5. should
6. might'
7. will

8. must

9. might
to. may

1. might
12. may

Practice 3. Chart 8. (15b)

Teacher : (Key words and examples)

.111

Students :
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I. will

3. might

'4. should
must

6. will

2.

5.

7.
8. can

may

101

Fifteen (Coned)

Will they ) drive 'ioni6-1?
Can they fish tonight ?
Might they sew tonight ?

g. might
o. should

II. must

12. M

Practice 4. Cyan. 10. (15c,)

Teache'r : (Key words and examples)

I. A)

B)'

C)

D)

E)

F)
G)
H)
I)

(Listen.)

(Continue.))

Students :

Will they ever brush their teeth ?
No, they will I never brush their teeth.
Ye's, they 'will I brush their teeth.

Will she ever iron ?
No, she will never iron.
Yes she will iron. a

he ever paint ?
No, he will never p
Yeg, he will paint.

Practice 5. Chart 8. (15c)

Teacher : (Examples)

T. A) Can the drivers fish ?
B) No they can't1

(Listen.)

(Continu

Students

C) Th,:y 15an'triish, but they canPivo

112
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D) Can the is ermen sew ?%
a, they can't sew.

F) They can't sew, but they can fish.
3. G) Can the girls work ?

H) No, they can't work.
I) They can't work, but they can sew.

Practice 6. Chart 10. (t5c)

Teacher : (Key words and examples)

(Continue.)

Studer s :

r. can They can't Ron now.
2. should She shouldn't paint now.
3. might He mightn't row :the boat now.

4. will 8. should
5. may 9. might,
6 must ro. will

7. can . may

Practice 7. Chart 10. (I5c1)

Teacher : (Key words`-and texamples)

I. should A)

B) Yes, the should.
C) No, they-l-shouldn't.

2. can D) Can she iron tonight ?
F) Yes, she' can.
F) No, she can't.

(Listen.

(Continue.)

Students :

Should they brush their teeth tonight ? (Listen.)

9,4
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. will G) Will he paint tonight ?
H) Yes, he will.
I) No, he won't.

4. 4iust
5. might
6. may ay

7. should it. might
8. can 12. must

Practice 8. Chart 8. (15e)

(Continue.)

Teacher : (Examples). Students :

i . One 1 driver is care,rul, and the other is too.
2. One fisherman is patient, and the other is too.

(Listen.)

3. One girl is quiet, and the others are too. . (Continue.)

Practice 9. Chart 8. (15e)

Teacher : (Examples) Students :

x. angry The J drivers aren't anFil and the fishelne
aren't! ether. (Listen.)

2. tired The fishermen aren't tired and the girls
aren't either.

3. old The girls aren't old and the carpenters
aren't either. (Continue.)

4. pretty 8. hot
5. sad 9. busy
6. hungry io. skillful
7. sleepy i t. careful

1 1 4
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Practice 10. Chart 7. (t5e)

Teacher : (Key words and examples) Students

1. driving The nurse l isn't drivingl and the farmer
isn't either. (Listen.)

. The
isn't

2. reading farmer isn't reading and the soldier
either.

3. dan.cin The
isn't

sotdier isn't dancing and the doctor
either. (Continue.)

4. yoking 8. jumping
5. sewing 9. - shouting
6. reading to. listening
7. swimming II. resting

Practice 1 I. Chart 7. (15f).

Teacher : (Examples) Students :

I. A) The nurse is pretFY, but thei farmer isn't.
B) The j nurse' is waiTni, but the farmer isn't.

2. B) The farmer is hungry, but the soldier isn't.
C) The farmer is eating, but the soldier isn'v

3. C) The soldier is hot, but the doctor isn't.
D) The soldier is running, but the doctor isn't. (Continue.)

(Listen.)

Practice 12. Chart 7. (15f).

Teacher : (Examples) Students :

(Listen.)i. 7-pd-r-.eis isn't eatmo -, but the fTaTtre7is.
2. The fa:-mer isn't running, but the' soldier is.
;. Ti e s-Adier isn't Nv orking. but the doctor is. (Continue.)
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Practice 13. Chart 3. (15f)

Teacher : (Examples) Students :

I. A) This mango is riOR4, but the other isIn't.
B) mango is.rkd, but the other] is [-bad.

2. B) This cup is big, but the other is4,
C) This cup is big, but the other is small.

3. C) This hat is clean, but the other isn't.

(Listen.)

1/4

D) This iias is clean, but the other is dirty. (Continue.)
a

Practice -14. Chart 10. (15b, 15d)

Teacher : (Key words and examples) Students :

z. can A) Can they brush their j teeth ?
B) Yes, they rean.

2. will B) Will she iron ?
C) Yes, she will.

3. may C) May he paint ?
D) Yes, he may.

4.

5.
6.

should

must

might
7. can

8. will

9. may

10. should

Ir. must

12. might

(Listen.)

(Continue.)

Practice 15. Chart 10. 415b, 15d)

Teacher : (Kew words and examples) Students :

1 1 f;
.1 .
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1 ()(3

I
(Conned)

I. will A) Will they! iron ?
B) No, they' W'on.'t.

2. may B) May she paint ?
C) No, she may not.

3. should C) Should he row the boat ?
D) No, he shouldn't.

4., might 8. should
5. can g. might
6. will- fo. can
/. may 11. will

Practice 16. Chart 4. (rug, 12b)

(Listen.)

(Continue.)

Teacher : (Key words and examples) Students :

1. drink A)

B)

.2. break B)

C)

3. meet C)

D)

4. ta%e 7.

5. forget 8.

6. get g.

Did you drink Fie37
Yes, I Rid: I drank tea last f night.

Did you break the ruler ?

(Listen.)

Yes, I did. I broke it last night.
Did you meet the teacher ?
Yes, I did. I met her last night. (Continue:)
write ro. drink 13. carry
wash 11. have 14. get

see 12. break 15. forget

Practice 17. No chart. (15f .15g)

Teacher : (Key words and examples) Students :
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I. eat rice He seldom eats rice 41 -the j moving,
but he ate rice ( thisl morning.

2. read He seldom reads in the morning,
but he read this morning.

3. run. He seldom runs in the morning,
but he ran this morning.

4. teach
5. sleep

6. stand
7. drive

8. swim
9. come s

.

to. give money
I.. get meat

12. see a boat
13. know the lesson
14. have a pencil

15. do the work
i6. go home
17. meet a friend
t8. sit in the house
19. drink water
20. forget the lesson
21. wear a, coat
'22. speak

23. break the cup
24. write a letter
25. take money

Practice 18, Chart 10. (t5d and review)

Teacher : (Key phrase and examples)

t. an they brush their teeth ?
2. Does she iron every day ?
3. Is he gardening ?.

4. Can they dance ?.
3. Do they often travel ?
6. Is he opening the door ?
7. Can they speak English ?

(Listen.)

(Continue.)

Students :
(Listen.)

YES, THEY FC-AN.
YES, SHE DOES.
NO, HE ISN'T.

1 18

J
(Continue.)
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8. Do they always rest ?
g. Is he brushing his teeth ?

TO. Can they sew ?
Are they studying ?

12. Is he playing ball ?

,119
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Practice I. Chart 7. (i6a)

Teacher (Key words aria examples)

r. quietly The . nurse waits I quietlyy.
2. rapidly The, farmer eats rapidly.
3. fast The soldier runs fast.
4. skillfully
5. well 9.1 lout'
6. happily lg. busily
7. a lot Ii. sadly
8. very much 12. Angrily

4

Students :

(Listen.)

(Continue.)

Practice 2. Chart 8. (16a) (Introduction of adjectives to sham)
Teacher: (Key words and .examples). Student's' :

x. carefully A) Are the drivers] driving ?
B) Ye'T, they are driving [carefully.

2. patiently 13) Are the fishermen fishing ?

C) Yes, they are fishing patiently.
quietly C) Are the girls sewing ?

D) Yes, they are sewing quietly.
4. cleverly
5. busily
6. happily
7. actively
d. rapidly

9. well

beautifully
Ir. seriously
12. noisily

Practice 3. Chart ff. (16a)

'
1 0

(Listen.)

(Continue.)
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Teacher : Key words° and exam,
previous practice)

using adjectives learned in
Students :

. now are driving carefully Fribw. (Listen.) -

2.
sr

3-

They
tomorrow They are going to" fish
yesterd4y They sewed quietly vest

4- last week 7.)5. yesterday morning 8.

6. every day g.

patiently jo,rrriarow.
erday. (Continue.)

every morning to. now

in the afternoon
yesterday 12.

tomorrow
last night

Practice 4. Chart 8. (x6a, x 5f)

Teacher : (Examples). /4. Students :

(Listen.)

x. The rh3vers can't fish! patiently, but the fislEretTnen can.
2. The frisermen can't sew Riirtet,ly, but the J girls can
3. The girls can't work cleverly, but the carpenters can.

(Continue.)

Practice 5. Chart 7. (I6b)

Teacher : (Examples and key words) Students :

1. from Cholon The nurse from Cholon is( waiting.
.2. with a hat The farmer with a hat is

**eating.
3. from Dalat The soldier from Dalat 4s running.

4. from Hue
5. in Vung-tau
6. in the city
74 at school

from Gb-VAp

9. without shoes
19. at home

in Saigon
12. on the corner

121
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Practice 6. Chart 3. ( 6d, 8a) -

Teache (Key words and examples) Students :
_-------

.- r-Ni. from Saigon The mango from i Saigon is t gozci. (Listen.)
green The 1 green] Marigo is [Rad.

6--
_ _

2. with coffee The cup with coffee is big.
with tea The cup with tea is small.

3. from Hui The hat fro in Hui is clean."'
small The small 114 is dirty. (Continue.)

)

5.

grammar
pronunciation
from the shop
green
in the cup
with ice

7.. new
in the -bag

8. on the desk

green.

Practice 7. Chart 8. (I6b)

Teacher : (Key

( .

on the road
Id

from Vietnam

4,.

'.
1-5

6.

words and examples) Students :

at home
in Dal it
in that room
with flowers
from Cholon
in the river

Are_ the ari..-ers on _the road
driO Rnqi<aiely
Arc the fr,hermen 'from Viet -
nam fishing patiently
Are the girk at home 'wing quietly 2

(Continue

g. at school
o. in Gia-dinh

- in class
12. fobn America

(Listen.)

1 22
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Practice 8, No Chart, (16c) INDIVIDUAL DRILL.

Teacher : (Basic sentence, key words, and examples). Students

5

I.

2.

3
4

t.

2.

3

5

4

JOHN WROTE A LETTER TO -HIS MOTHER
HERE YESTERDAY.

I
ot

who (al) V:th_ (rn) did he- write al letter to
what W:ia: did he write ?
wh Wile:: did write a letter ?
where

who

(Listen.)

(Continue.)

WE GAVE. A twos' Go TO THE TEACHER AT
SCHOOL LAST MONDAY.

who (m)
what
when

where
who

TWO STUDENTS BOUGHT THREE POUNDS
OF BUTTER AT THE STORE.

4*
who

how many
where

what
how much

Practice 9. No chart. (i6c) INDIVIDUAL DRILL

Teacher : (Basic sentence, keywords, and examples). Students :

123
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I BOUGHT TWO BOOKS AT THE BOOKSTORE YESTERDAY.

i. halv many A) How many books did I fRiy ? (Listen.)
B) Two I books.

2. who B) Who( bought the books ?
C)

3. where C) Where did II buy I the books ?

D) At the store.

4. when-
5. what

(Continue.)

TWO CHILDREN BROUGHT US A DOG LAST WEEK.

I. what
2. when
3. who
4!'who (m)
5. how many

MRS. SMITH BOUGHT. THE TOYS A LOT
OF CANDY IN TOWN LAST NIGHT.

I. who (m) i
2. how much' 5. who

3. where 6. how :many

4. when 7. What

Practice 10. Chart 8. (i6c)

Teacher : (Examples)

1. A) Who ( &bye ?
B) The J drivers drove.

"ft

,'-411141

124

Students :

(Listen.)
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3. B) WhO fished ?
C) The fishermen fished.

j 3.- C) Who sewed ?
D) The girls sewed.

Practice 1 1 . Chart 8. (I6c)

Teacher : (Key words and examples)

I. US

(Continues)

Students :

A) Whom did thevidrive 1 for ? (Listen.)

B) They drove, for riffs.

2. , Mr. Yates B) Whom did they Gish for ?
C) They fished for Mr. Yates.

3. their teacher C) Whom did they sew for ?
D) They sewed for their teacher,

4.. me
5. Ilea 9- their friends
6. Ngoc to. their parents
7. - their teacher i 1. Miss Smith
8.,_,41thand Sue 12. John

(Continue.)

Practice 12. No Chart. (tec, ga)

Teacher : (Basic sentence, key words and examples) Students :

NGUYO' GAVE ME SOME FRUIT TODAY.

z. she .A) Who
B) She gave me some fr4it today.

2. yesterday B) Wheri
C) She gave me SD/11C fruit yesterday.

(Listen.)
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C) Whori?

4.

11))

m Dncv4

She gavel usi some fruit yesterday.

8. last night
. (Continue.)

12. he
5. they - 9. we 13. me
6. this mDrning 1o. her 14. yesterday aftornobn
7. him I I. books 15. she

44.

Practice J3. Char07. (i6b, i6d) INDIVIDUAL DRILL

TeaCher : (Key phrases and examples) Students :

i. She's from Hue.
She became tired.

2. He's young.
He bought a mango.

(Listen.)

The nurse from Hue became tired.

T)e young farmer bought a (mango.

He's in Nhal.trang. The soldier in Nhaltran
e spent 'his money. spent his mon

has black hair.
He began to work.
She's pretty.
She told a story.
He's from Dalat.
He felt happy.
He's tired. 1o. She has a white blouse.
He slept. She put the clothes into the water.

8. He's in Saigon. t 1. She has white shoes.
He chase a white coat. She broke the plate.

9- He's happy. t 2. He's tall.
He slept last night. He became angry.

126
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Practice 14. No Chart. (16d) INDIVIDUAL DRILL

Teacher : (Key phrases and examples) Students :

J. Did you buy a coat ?
2. Did you si ep well ?
3. Did the cu cost a lot ?- Yes, it cost 4a lot.

4. Did John tell them a story ?
5. Did they spend all the money ?
6. Did the teacher feel tired at night?
7. DjI she choose the green dress?
877Did the pupil tear the book ?
9. Did they begin the course ?

to. Did his father become angry ?
Did she put the comb on the shelf ?

12: Did he think well in class ?
13. Did he mean «Hub ?

ysrs, I bought a Pat. (Listen.)
Yes, I slept well.

Practice 15. No chart. (r6d)

Teacher : (Key phrases and examples)

I.

2.

3.

4.

5.
6.

going to write 'a letter.
e s going to take a pen.

(Continue.)

Students :

I wrote a i letter.

He took a pen.

(Listen.)

rn, going to break the window__ Ibroke the window.

he's going to choose a hat.
m going to sleep at home.

The book will cost a lot.

tsi.
127.
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7. They are going to sit in the house.
8. We will meet Mr. Campbell today.
9. Mr. Yates is going to buy a clock.

1o. I'll put the pencil on the table.
II. We will begin the class this morning.
12. John is going to think some coffee.
13. He will forget the book.
14. She is going to wear a green dress.
15. I, will feel tired tonight.

Ni6. They will speak French at the house.
17. John will know the way to Nha-trang.
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Practice I. Chait 4. (tia)

Teacher : (Key words and examples) Students :

T out of A) They ran out of Fea.
E) They ra al out tof it.

2. look for

3. call on

4. look at
5. look at
6. run out of

think about
8. look for
9. look like

B) They looked for the ruler.
C) They looked for it.
C) They called on the teacher.
D) They called on her.

1o: jump over
. ii. wait for

12. run into
13. get along with
14. look at
15. look after.

(Listen.)

(Continue.)

Practice 2. Chart 4. (I7a)°

Teacher : (Key words and examples.) Students :

. put* on A) Please put on the (Tea.
.B) Please put the( tea I on.
C) Please put itron.

3. break up B) Please break up the ruler.
C) Please break the ruler up.
D) Please break it up.

call up C) Please call up the teacher.
D.) Pleas call the teacher up,
E) Please c I Mier up.

(29

(Listen.)

(Continue.)
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4. pick up 1o. look over
5. give out II. take off
6. bring over 12. break up
7. think over' 13. look over
8. take down 14. brinrtwet
9. wake up 15. put on

Practice 3. Chart 4. (17a).

Teacher : (Key words and examples.)

I. think

Students,:

about A) Let's not think about (Tea. (Listen.)

B) Let's not (think 'about it.

'eke down B) Let's not take down tht rule4;
C) Let's not take .it down.
C) Let's not wait for the teadher.
D) Let's not 'wait for her. (Continue.)

3. wait for

4. look over
5. break up
6. look for
7. jump over
8. bring over
9. look like

1o. give out
II. run out of
12. break up
13. look up
14. look for
15. look forward to

Practice 4. No Chart. (17a)

Teacher : (Basic sentence, key words and examples) Students:

A) DID YOU CALL UP JONES ? (Listen.)
B) YES, I CALLED HIM UP.

I Sue

C) I her rilp

130
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2. Wait for C) Did you wait for Sue ?
D) Yes, I waited for her.

3. the teacher D) Did you wait for the teacher ?
E) Yes, I waited for her.

4. look up t4. 4ok at
5. the lesson 15. the book
6. put off t6. think over
7. the homework 17. look up
8. get over t8. Bill

9. the river 19. call up
to. get across 20. wake up
it. the- road 21. get along with
12. jump over 22. run into
13. the chair 23. call on

(Continue.).

Practice S. Chart 10. (i7b)

Tea 1 er : (Examples) Students :

i. A They .came to ,brush their rTheth.
B) They came in order to brush their Vie, th.

. 2. B) She came to iron.
C) She came in order to iron.

3. C) He came to paint.
D) He came in order to paint.

Practice 6. Chart I. (i7b)

(Listen.)

(Continue.)

Teacher : (Examples). Students :

141
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(Listen.)t. Shy to th,2:EiTiVket comb.

2.. ,She.f going to go to the market, or a cup.
She going to go to the market or a mango. (Continue.)'

Practice 7. Chart 4. (17b)

Teacher : (Key words and examp14)

1. buy

Students:

A) He went in order to ity tea.
B) He went to buyfTea.
C) He went for(-Tea.

(Listen.)

2. get .B) He went it? order to get a ruler.
C) He went to get a ruler.
D) He went for a ruler.

3. find C) He went in order to find a .teacher.
D) He went to find a teacher.
E) He went for a teacher. ~ (Continue.)

4. bring over 8. bring u. bring
5. buy 9.. get 13. get

6. get to. find 14. find

7- fina it. buy II. bring

'Practice 8. Chart 10. (17c)

Teacher : (Key words and examples)

I.

Students:

A) k;Aly did they brush their riZeth ? (Listen.)
clean them B) In order tof clean( them.

A) Whcr?

B) To j clean [them.

32
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2. C) Why did she gron ?
get money D) In order to getj money.

C) Why
D) To get( money.

3. E) Why did he paint ?

have work F) In order to have work.
E) Why ?
F) To have work.

4. travel
5. go to Laos 5. be neat
6. go into the room to. be happy
7. understand t t. learn

'R. use them 12. get !honey

Practice 9. No Chart. (t7c and review) INDIVIDUAL DRILL
Teacher : (Key words and examples) Students :

KIET WILL SEND HER TO CHOLON TOMORROW .,
TO GET DURIAN.

r. whp(m)

2. why

3. when

4. who
5. what
6. where

A) Whom will het-Tend ?
B) He'll sendrRer
B) Why will hel send her ?
C) To get( durian.

C) When will he send her ?
D) He'll send her tomorrow.

133
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I GAVE MR. YATES A NEW BOOK TO READ AT.
SCHOOL YESTERDAY.

7. where
8. when
9. ,why

I

zo. who

z. what
z2. WhO(M)

Practice .10. Chart 1. (t7c, z7c1)

Teacher : (Key words and examples) Students:

i. GO-v1p, taxi A)

B).
C)

2. Nlia- trang, .bus D)
E)

Oft F)

3. Dalat, car G)

H)

I)

4.

5..

6.

Singapore, boat
Hui, train
Hongkong, plane

7. Nha-trang, train
8. Hui, plane

He went to Go-vap byrti3ti. (Listen.)
Why -did her-go!
For a rcOmb ?

He went to. Nha-trang by bus.
Why did he go ?
For a cup.
He went to Dalat by car.
Why did he go ?
rur a mango.

9. Saigon, train
zo. Hui, car
z 1. Dalat, bus
12. Saigon, car
13. Cholon, taxi

Practice I I. Chart '8. 17d)

Teacher : (Examples).

They be-come ',careful by) driving a-lot.
2, They become patient by fishing a lot.

They h%..,:oine quiet by sewing a lot.

. 1 a .1

Students

(Listen.)

(Continue.)
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Practice 12. Chart 9. (i7d)'

Teacher : ',Key words and examples)

I. -boat TI went to Saigon by tat.
2. train You went to Saigon b'y train.
3. car He went to Saigon by car.
4. plane
5. bus
6. boat
7. train

8. car
9. plane

to. bus

it . boat

Students t

(Listen.)

(Continue.)

Practice rt 2. (t7d, 17e) INDIVIDUAL DRILL

Tea : (Key ords and examples)

ye.

Students :
(Listen.)

t get A) }:jpvi-dtLy)6 get the bamboo
cut 131 The, got it bylcueting- it

2. find
look for C) T y ound it by looking for it.

3. buy C) How did they by the oil ?

spend sVN too D) They bought it by spending $ VN zoo.
4. make

wse hot -water look for
5. eat 9. get

use a spoon look for
6. get io. use

buy write
7. use Ir. use

(Inn!: eat with bread

they find the inh ?

8. find
(Continue.)

1 3)
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12. get 14. make ..

wo:k using hot water

.13. bring . 1
t
5. -cut

carry .. use a knife

Practice 14. Chart 10. (te,.)
Teacher : (Key words and examples) .11'.Students :

4' (Listen.)I. A) How did they briash theirrtleth ? k,........ . .
quickly B) They brushed their teeth( quickly:

2.. B) How did she [iron ?
...._-_,

by using the C) She ironed by using the old citron.
old iron N

3. 41 C) How did he -paint ? )
with oil D) He painted with oil. ('Continue.)
by standing A .:
y train 9. witg .oil . ,,

using his hat. 10.` by running
'j. by telephone i: 1. quietly
8. carefully 12. with a pencil

, a.

Practice 15. No Chart. (1.7e) INDIVIDUAL DRILL '*
/1`

Teacher : (Key words and examples). Students :

SALLY CALLED YOU BY TELEPHONE TO TALK.

I. who

1 @v:

(Listen.)
A) Who) called I you ?

B) Sal[y] e:.alled- me. (
B) How did stile] call you
C) She called:the _b IF:iephone.
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3, who(m) C) Who(m) did she call
D) She called you.

4. why
.(ContinziL)

WE LISTENED TO THEM CAREFULLY' 01 ORDER
TO UNDERSTAND.

5. who

6. how

7. who(m)

8. *why

THEY'LL SEND' ME WITH A'CUP FOR SOME

9. who
xo. how
ii. whotn))

12. why

Practice 16. No Chart. (170 INDIVIDUAL DRILL

Teacher: (Key words and examples). Students :
(Listen.)

I. spend your money A) Please l don't spend -your,
B) I Spent it yesterday.

2. tell Mr. Thompson B) Please don't tell Mr. Thompson. ,
- C) I told him Sresteiaay.

.

3. put the book C) Please don't put the book
on the table ' on the table. '

, t
', t

D) I put it there yesterday. (Continue.)

tr

'..

4., sell your clock
5. listen to the noisy children,

137
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6. say the Vietnamese word
7. leave your book
8. cut the bread

9- make tea
io. lend him the money

Practice 17. Chart 4. (i7f)

Teacher : (Key words, and examples) Students : .

I. drink A) Did you drink thef tea ? (Listen.)
B) Yes, I drank the ilea.

2. have B) Did you have the .rulet ?
C) Yes, I had ruler.

3. meet C) Did you meet the teacher ?
D) Yes, I met the AlikCIhier. (Continue.)

4. get 6. see- 8. break 1o. feel 12. sit on - la. choose.
5. buy 7. tear 94 hear II. forget 13. cut ./5; eat

-Prcictice 1 Chart 10. (17e) INDIVIDUAL DRILL

Teacher : Key words and examples). Students :

2.

3

quick

new iron

(Listen.)

A) How did, they brush their teeth ? -

B) Quickly.

B) How did she ( iron ?
C) With a new iron.

C) How did he paint ?
stand on the floor D) By standine,on-the floor. (Continue.)

4. slow
188
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5. train 9. use hair oil

6. polite io. happy
7. quiet II. serious
8. their hands 12. rapid

Practice 19. No Chart. (i7e, 17f) INDIVIDUAL DRILL

Tedcher : (Key words and examples) Students :

(Listen.)

pend'money, They spent their money by buying ICTOthes.

buy. clothes
2. lend money, They lznt their money I happily.

happy.

3. make tea,
witlibul sugar

/1.

They made their tea without sugar.

4. sell car, cheap
5. tell story, rapid
5. cut bread, easy
6. cut bread, easy
7. hear music, listen to the radio
8. "`stfy «hello», smile

9. put 'shoes on, with socks -
io. leave Saigon, train

4
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Practice I. Chart 7. (i8a)

Teazhe: : (Key words and examples) Students:

1. Int.:.-,-. The pretty nurse must Fait.
. ,.._

The hungry farmer likes to reat.
..._

(Listen.)

3,

4.

rni z.:-.: have

should

The hot soldier might have to run.
(Continue.)

5.- mt.t..,..t like g. has

6. can to. is going to need
7. might it., had
8. is planning 12. tries

Practice 2. Chart 8. (i8a)

Teacjier : (Key words and examples) Students :

i. learned They Teamed to drive r-carefully. (Li ten.:

2. lute . They like to .fish patiently.
3. are King to need They are going to need to sew quietly.

4. should
5. must 9.

=should like

6. like ro. want
7. want II. are going to have
8. learned 12. will want

4
Practice 3. Chart 10. (18b)

Teacher : (Key words and examples) Students :

. 140
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I. should A) Should they brush their ) teethI
B) Yes, they shOuld.

2. does want B) Does she want to iron ?
C) Yes, she does.

3. must -try C) Must he try to aint ?

D) Yes, he must.

(Listen.)

(Continue.)
4. do intend

. 5. might 9. did refuse
-6.

y

did. intend to. tried to learn
7. are going to want' it. are expecting to
g. should learn 12. did want

A

Practise 4. Chart 8. (T8c,)

TeaCher : (Key words and examples) Students :

1. don't want The rch-iyers don't want to Fish. (Listen.)
2. aren:t trying The fishermen aren't trying to sew.
3., might not need The girls might not need to work.

(Continue.)
i. can't learn
5. aren't going to want
6. mustn't try
7. don't like

Practice 5. Chart 10. (i8b, i8c)

8. prefer not
9. don't like

to. must . not try
I I. won't try

Teacher : (Key words and examples) Students :

141
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I. can A) an they brush their [ teeth ?

B) No, they ran't
C) Yes, they] can.

2. does prefer B) Does she prefer to iron ?
C) No, she doesn't.
D) Yes, she does.

3. is planning C) Is he planning to paint ?
D) -No, he isn't.
E) Yes, be is.

4. can learn
5. do need 9: did promise
6. may to. can

7. should it. are expecting
8. are triirig 12. could

Practice 6. Chart 10. (i8d)

Teacher : (KeX words and examples)
)

(Listen.)

(Continue.)

Students :

(Listen.)

want to They don't brush theirrteeth, but Iheyfwant
2.. is learning to She doesn't iron, but she's learning to.
3. expect to He doesn't paint, but he expects to.

4. hope to
5. want to
6. ought to
7. need to
8. plan to

9. needs to
Ip. want to
I I. try to
12. ought to

142
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Practice 7. Chart 10. (act)

reacher : (Key words and examples) Students :

(Listen.)
don't like They brush their recelt, but they don't j like' to.

2. shouldn't She irons, but she shouldn't.
3. didn't He painted, but he didn't intend to.

intend

4. didn't want
5. don't need 9. didn't need
6. didn't intend to. shouldn't
7. shouldn't tx. didn't plan
8. didn't like doesn't like

Practice 8. Chart 3. (18e)

Continue.)

Teacher : (Key Words and examples) Students :

him A) That mango is too 1 good 'for him. (Listen.)
cat ,B) That Inangoistooj gooal to fiat...._._ .C) That mango is too 'good Ifor him too feat.
John B) That mango is too bad for John.
buy C) That mango is too bad to buy.

D) That mango is too bad for John to buy.
2. Mary C) That cup is too big for Mary.

Wash D) That cup is too big to wash.
E) That cup is too big for Mary to wash.

(Continue.)
the boy
use

143
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;. Jane 6. us
wash drink
the girl them
wear

the pupil 7.* her
read break up
the teacher Mary
use

5. me
sell
John
wear

)want8.

Practice 9. Chart 10. (i8e).

Teacher: Key words and\bxamples Students:

(Listen.

Sue
buy
Mr. Yates
use

I,

, 1. their teeth Their teeth are reTtssy for theni to brush.
a blouse A blouse is easy for her to iron.

3. the house The house is easy for him 1Q paint.

(Continue.)
4. the boat
5. the distance to Dalat
6. that door
7. English
8. those things

g. his hair
1o. football

this lesson
12. that problem

Practice id. Chart 3. (r8f)

Teacher : (Key words and examples) Students :

t.
144
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1. eat A) This mango is very good to (fat. (Listen)
B) This mango is too good to Rat.
C) This mango is good enongli to Feat.

2. - buy his mango is very bad to buy.
C) This mango is too bad to buy.
D) This mango is bad enough to buy.

3. use C) This cup is very big to use;
D) This cup is too big to use.
E) This cup is big enough to use. (Continue.)

4
5-

6.
7. read
8. use

9. sell

to. buy

take
use

4

drink
2. like

/13. break up
14. -want
15. want
16. buy

Practice I I. Chart 8. (18f)

T.eacher : (Examples) Students :

1. A) The I drisyers drive ITN, carefully.
B) The drivers carefully en ugh.

2. B) The fishermen ver patiently.
C) The! fishermen fish I pat:iently enough.

3. C) The ITEIFITI sew very rcrtietly.
D) The I girls I sew cFrietly

Practice 12. Clort 10. (t8g)

Teacher : (Key words and examples) Students :

(Listen.)

(Continue.)
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1. He wanted He wanted them to brush theirFee\____th. (Listen.)

2. They asked They asked iher to iron.

3. I'll ask I'll ask him to paint.

4. She expected
5. I want
6. They'll expect
7. We don't want
8. She is asking

9. Please te (Continue.)

1o. I didn't ask
. The teacher told

12. They're not expecting

Practice I 3. Chart 7. (18g)

Teacher : (Examples) Students :

1. Therriurse wanted farmer to Rat. (Listen.)

2. The farmer wanted the hot soldier to run.

3. The soldier wanted the skillful doctOr to work.
(Continue.)

Practice I 4. Chart 4. (18h)

Teacher : (Key words and examples) Students :

1. good flavor The fl Ivor of tIaLeteaisriOod. (Listen.)

2. green color The color of the ruler is green.
3. thick book The J teacher's bdok is ("Thick (Continue.)

4. large top 8. red top 12. Strong legs
5, red color 9. small desk 13. pretty color
6. green color 1o. bad flavor 14. small size
7. good paper it. big size rj. good flavor
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Practice 1 5.. No Chart. (t8h).

Teacher : (Key words and examples) Students :

1. ropat, green The back of the tooth is ngteen, (Listen.)
4...81

2. Mr. Lane, strong Mr. Lane's back is strong.
3. book, dirty The back of the book is dirty.
4. dog, black
5. house; pretty 8. woman, tired f,
6. desk, useless 9. cup, broken
7. Paul, broken to. chair, bamboo

Practice 16. No Chart. (18h) INDIVIDUAL DILL

Teacher : (Key words and examples) Students :

(Continue.)

(Listen.)f.

1. end, pencil, broken The end of the pencil was broken.
2. top, box, red The top of the box was red.
3. trip, week, interesting. The week's trip was interesting.

(Continue.)

4. foot, dog, cut
5. cover, book, green
6. food, child, cold
7. door, house, open
8. fruit, tree, beautiful
9. work, day, long

to. shoes, Mr. Yates, expensive
. birthday, Seer! today

12. study, year, expensive
13. friend, Bill, from Viet-Nam

147:
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14. pronunciation, word, difficult
157. windo-w, school, clean

Practice 17. No Charts (i8e, t8f)

Teacher : (Key words and examples) Students :

f. Was the lesson easy enough to understand ? (Listent)

A) the lesson I wasn't very easy.
B)' It was, easy enough for I me I to understand.

2. Was the chair good enough to paint ?
B) No, it wasn't very good.
C) It was good enough for me to paint.

3. Was the book cheap enough to buy ?
C) No, it wasn't very cheap.
D) It was cheap enough for me to buy. (Continue.)

4. Was the car good enough to use ?
5. Was the story interesting enough to tell ?
6. Wis the tea hot enough 'to drink ?
7. Was the pen new- enough to sell ?
8. Was the mango small enough to eat ?
9. Wass the shirt clean enough to wear ?

to. Was the durian big enough to buy ?
. Was the house clean enough to use ?

i a. Was the food clean enough to cook ?

Practice 18. Chart 7. it8b, 18c)

Teacher : (Key words -and examples) Students :

.Y' 14B
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es %Ws.

x. want, to A) Does tl nurse want eat ? (Listen.)

B) ,Nor,- she doesn't wan to Rat.
2. ``should B) Should the farmer (run*? (Continue,)

C) tisc he shouldn't (ain.

3. try to C) Does the soldier try t work ?

D) NO, he doesn't try to ork.

5.
6.

7.

need to
must
try
should,

8. want
9. learn

will

intend

Practice 19.. No Chart. (x8d, t8g)

Teacher : (Key phrases and examples) Students :

Did they wash the car ? (Lisieh.)

Ncr, I j asked I them to wash the care
but they didn't y anti to.

2. Did he brush his shoes ?
No, I asked him to bruill his shoes,

bur he didn't want to.
3. Did she iron her blouse ,?

No, I asked her to iron her blouse,
but she didn't want to. (Continue.)

4. Did they sit in the chairs ?
5. Did he pass the sugar ?
6. Did they pay for the food ?
7. Did she plan the lesson ?
8. Did she play tennis ?

9. Did they practice English ?
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1o. Did he pronou e the word ?
it. Did he put his c at on.2(7:-

12. Did hev buC the fevers ?
Did she write the letter ?

I4. Did he bring his friends over ?
15. Did they describe the trip ?

ti

4
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Practice 1. Chart- 7. (19a)

Teacher : (Key words

i. important A)

and examples). Students :

Is it im,portant for the pretty nurse'.to wait ?
B) Yes, it ns.

(Listen.)4'1

2. necessary B) Is it necessary for the hungry farmer
to eat ?C) Yes, it is

3. hard C) Is it hard for the hot soldier to run ?
D) Yes, it is.

4. useful ,.
. (Continue.)

. hard 9. easy
6. easy 1o. 'expensive
7. useful 1 t. -necessary
8. difficult 12. important

Practice 2. No chart. (19a)

Teacher : (Key words and examples) Students :

. snow tomorrow , A) It will j snow 'tomorrow..
B) It j won't I snow tomorrow.

2. cold yesterday, B) It was cold yesterday..
C) It wasn't cold yesterday.

3. time to eat C) It's time to eat,
D) It isn't time to: eat.

4. raining now-
5. hot now

1

6. Tuesday, January 49

151
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7. far to Vung Tau
8. raining
9. rained yesterday

to. late now
o'clock now

12. correct to say «isn't »

Practice 3. Chart 8. (t9b)

Teacher: (Key words and examples)

1. necessary
2. useftil

3. difficult

4. useful
5. hard work
6. pleasant
7. good for us
8. difficult

Students :

Is driving I carefully ( necessary ?
Is fishing 'patently useful .?
Is sewing, I quieitly difficult ?

Practice 4. Chart '8..

Teacher: (Ke wo

1. when A)

at night B)

2. why B)

for success
3. where C)

at school D)
4. why

to build a hou
. when

before dinner

ne essary
har work
i cresting

oring

s and examples).

(Listen.)'

(Continue.).

Students :

When is careful tiriving I necessary ?
C ref ul drivin

.5

(Listen.)

is necessar atTilight.

y is patient fishing necessary ? (Continue.)
Patient fishing is necessary for success.
Where is quiet sewing necesary ?
Quiet sewing is necessary at school.

6. where
se"

f.

at home
7. where

at school

1152
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8. why
for exercise

9. when
during class

to. why
for entertainment

it. why
to learn

2. when
during a ball game

Practice 5. Chart 7. (19b, t9c)

Teacher : (Key words and examples) Students :

t. hard A) Waiiting is ihard for the nurse. (Listen.)
B) It's hard for the nurse to5'vait.

2. easy B) Eating is easy for the farmer.
C) It's easy for the farmer to eat.

3. necessary C) Running is necessary for the soldier.
D) It's necessary for the soldier to run. (Continue.)

4. important
5. useful 9. easy

easy to. important
difficult bad

8. necessary t 2. necessary

Practice 6. Chart 8. (t9b, tgc)

Teacher : (Examples). Students :

1. A) It isn't 1 easy tol Wive.
B) Driving isn't rasy

-

153
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2. B) It isn't easy to fish.
C) Fishing isn't easy.

3. C) It isn't easy to sew.
D) Sewing sn't easy, (Continue.)

Practice 7. Chart 5. (tgd)

Teacher : (Key words and 'examples) Students :

1. at home There was a car at [Rome.
on the road There were some cars on

(Listen.)

2. in the room There was -a, window in the room.
in the house There,,,were some windows in the house.

(Continue.).,
3. in the desk

on the table
4. in my book

at school
5. near the telephone

at the store

6. on the floor
in the library

7. in the room
in the school

8. on my desk
at school

Practice 8. Chart 6. (t9d)

Teacher : (Examples) Students :

I. A) Is there a! house here ?
(Listen.)

B) Yest there is a house here.
C) Are there i houses here

D) Yes,_ there I ire houses here.
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2. E) Is there money here ?
F) Yes, there is money here.
G) Is there money' here ?
H) Yes, there is money here.

Practice 9. Chart 1. (ige)

Teacher : (Key words and examples.)

I A) It's my iamb.
B) It's mine.

2. they B) It's their cup.
C) It's theirs.

3. she C) It's her *Ingo.
D) It's- hers.

e, 4. John
5. you
6. she
7. we

8. Mary 12. they
9. Sue 13. I

to. he 14. Sue
it. you 15. he

Practice 10. Chart 5. (i9e).

(Continue.)

Students.

(Listen.)

(Continue.)

Teacher : (Key words and examples) Students :

'1. Mr. Yates A) Whose car is thi`

2. they

B) It's Mr. I Yatels's.
B) Whose,-c-ars are I these?
C) They're r mine.

C) Whose window is this ?
D) theirs '.

155
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she D) Whose windows are these ?
E) They're hers.

3. he 6. Sue
we we

4. John 7. she
you you

5. I 8. he
they the school

Practice l I. Chart 5. (490

(Continue.)

Teacher : (Key words and examples) Students :

t. A) i see a far.
B) 11 see one (t o.
C) 11 see fihiee.

2. B) 11 see a window.
C) 1-1 see one !Tao.

D) 11 see I three.

3. C) 11 see a notebook.
D) 11 see one [too.
E) 11 see rrOur.

Practice 12. Chart 4. (Of)

(Listen.)

5
(Continue.)

Teacher : (Examples) Students :

. A) Do you have any itea ?
B) Yes, 11 have some.
C) He doesn't have pny.

156
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B) Do yQu have a ruler?
C) Yes, I have one.
D) He doesn't hale any.

3. C) Do you have a teacher ?
.

D) . Yes, I have one.
E), He doesn't have any. (Continue.)

Practice 13. Chart I. (t9f)

Teacher : (Key words and examples) Students

several A) Do you need a j cornSi
B) Yes, I need several.

2. five B) Do you need a cup ?
C) Yes, I need five.

a few C) Do you need a mango?
D) Yes, I need a few.

some to two
5. those it. two

6. these 12. some

7: five 13. 'five

8. several 14. some
g. three /5. those

(Listen.)

(Continue.)

Practice 14. No Chart. (tga, xgc) INDIVIDUAL DRILL

Teacher : (Key phrases and examples) Students :

1. rains, necessary to go early
If it Frlins, it will be necessary to go 1 eai'ly.

2. late, hard to study
If it israte, it will be hard tot study.

I 157
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3., snows, too cold to walk
If it snows, it will be too cold to walk,

4. warm,. easy to swim

5:% his birthday, a good. thing to-get 'a cake
6. snows, .difficult to drive
7. -hot, necessary to buy a fan
8. too far, important to buy food
9. nice weather, easy to play tennis

to. rains, important to have a coat
tr. early, easy to bUy fruit
12. 4 o'clock, necessary to go home
13. far, difficult to go
14. noisy, hard to sleep
15. Monday, necessary to go to work

1.

(Continue.)

Practice 15. Chart 5. (19d, 15e)

Teacher : (Key words and examples) Students :

i. A) Is there a J car here ? (Listen.)

mine B) Yes, there ris. It is (mine.

B) Are there cars here ?
his C) Yes, there ?ro,. They are his.

2. , fi C) Is there a Window here ?
ours DI Yes, there is. It is ours.

D) Are there windows here ?
hers E) Yes, there are. They are hers.
yburs 5. hers 7. mine
theirs ours

4. his 6. theirs 8. ousrs

mine yours hers

' .158
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Practice I. Chart 7.

Teacher : (Examples). Students :

(Listen.)T. A) W4 the nurse I pretty ?
B) Ye _sheF`vas, but the J farmer wasn't.

2. B) Was the farmer hungry ?
C) yes, he was, but the soldier wasn't.

3. C) Was the soldier hot ?
D) Yes, he was, but the doctor wasn't.

Practice. 2. Chart 8.

Teicher : (Examples)

(Continue.)

4

Students :.

I. A) -Were the drivers care ? (Listen.)

B) Yes, theyriFere, but the) fishermen 7e7en't.

B) Were the fifhethen patient ?
C) Yes, they were, but the girls weren't. \
C) Were the girls quiet ?
D) Yes, they were, but the carpenters weren't. (Continue.)

Practice 3. N9 Chart.

Teacher : (Examples)

t. 1 eat A) When did you Feat ?
B) I atef yesterday.

2. come B) When did you come ?
C) I\ came yesterday.

3. read When did you read ?
D) I read yesterday.'

J,59

Students :

(Listen.)

(Continue.)
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4. know

Coned)

5. go I I . begin -
6. sit here 12. choose

-7. forget 13. sleep

8. speak 14. tell him
9. write 15. think
o. knoW 16. leave

Practice 4. No Chart.

Teacher : (Key wofds and examples ) ' Students :

1. give money A) Dick he want to give rinoney ? (Listen.)
B) Yes, he wanted to give' money.
C) He ( gavel money.

z get soap B) Did he want to get soap ?
c) Yes, he wanted to get soap.
D) He got soap.

see Saigon C) Did he want to see Saigon ?
D) Yes, he wanted to see Saigon.
E) He saw Saigon. (Continue.)

4. have children
5.. do exercises
6. meet the teachers
7. drink coffee
8. wear a coat
g. break glasses
o. take lessons
1. become tired

12. tear the book
13. spend money
14. buy socks
i5. lend money
16. make clothes
17. say »hello »

i8. hear Vietnamese"
19. sell books

inn
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Practice 5. Chart 4.

Teacher (txamples). Students :

(Listen.).1r. A) He has a little (Tea.

B) He has a f lot I of t tea.

2. He has a few rulers.
C) He has a lot- of rulers.

3. C) He has a few teachers.
D) He has a lot of teachers.

Practice 6. Chart 8.

Teacher : o(Key words and eximRles).

I. seldom The drivers. seldom Irish.
2. never The fishermen never. sew.
3. rarely The girls Y rarely work.

4. seldom, 8. never.
5. never 9. rarely
6. rarely ro. . seldom
7. seldom I 1. never

(Continue.)

Studeatts :

(Listen.)

(Continue.)

Practice 7. No Chart.

Teacher : (Key words and examples) Students :
(Listen.)

man from Dalat A) You showed tilt man from rDalat to us.
B) You' showed ttS the men from 1157lat.
B) You showed the rand to° us.

Alp

C) You showed us the children:
deer C) You showed the deer -to us.

D) You showed us the. deer. (Continue.)

2. child

161
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gentleman
5.' woman
6: knife

7. your foot
8. your tooth
9. amouse

io. sheep

Practice 8. Chart 7.

Teacher : (Key words and examples) Students :

z. shoUld A) Should the nurse f wain
Bi Yes, sherifibuld.

2. will B) Will the farmer eat ?
C) .Yes, he will.

3. must C) Must the soldier run ?
D) Yes,h must.

4. can
5. should g. should
6. will IO. will

7. must Ir. must
8. can 12. can

(Listen.)`

(Continue.)

Practice 9. No Chart. INDIVIDUAL DRILL

Teacher : (Basi: sentence, key words, and examples) Students :

BILL READ THE BOOK TO BETTY QUIETLY
AT SCHOOL YESTERDAY.

162
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i. Bill Who read the rbbok ?
quietly How did he read the book ?
at school Where did he read the book ?

4. Betty
5. yesterday
6. the book

(Listen.)

(Continue.)

PETER AND PAUL WENT TO DALAT BY TRAIN- TO BUY
.A COAT FOR THEIR FATHER LAST WEEK.

i. their father, -4. Peter and Paul
2. Dalat 5. a coat
3. ,last week 6. by train

Practice 10. No Chart.

, -Teacher : (Key words and examples) Students :

1. called on Mary

2. called up Mary

A) He called on f Mary.
B) He j called Ion her.
B) He called up I Mary.
Cr He called her112...

3. gave out the books C) He gave out the books.
D.) He gave them out. (Continue.)

(Listen.)

4. Put on a shirt
5. ran into a car
6. got over a Lold
7. ran out of ink
8. woke up Peter

9- looks like his brother

o. gave out the lesson
looked up his friend

12. called up his father
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Practice

Teacher :

Twenty (Cont'd)

11. Chart 7.

(Key words and examples) Students :

1. ask We asked the nurse to it. (Listen.)

2. tell We told the farmer to eft.
3. want We wanted the soldier to run. fContinue.)
4. expect
5. ask 9. expect

6. tell to. ask

7. expect zz. expect

8. want 12. tell

Practice 1.2. Chart 4.

Teacher : (Key Words and examples) Students :
t

t. any tea Italiffibode (Listen.)

a. this ruler Therrujer isfibod.
3. any teacher A teacher is good. (Continue.)

4. this pen to. any ..stet
5. all chalk r z. all soap

6. this ink 12. this chair
7. these books 13. all maps

8._ those glasses 14.. all pencils
9. that pupil. / t 5. that soup

Practice 13. No Chart,.

Teacher : ,(Key words and examples) Students :

THEY CAME TO SAIGON BY BOAT. (Listen.)
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walk They came to Saigon by (wanking.
2. car They came to Saigon by ( car.
3. plane They came to Saigon by plqne.
4, drive
5. --sitim

A-

6. bus
7. drun

walk

boat
A boat

II. car

1
I2. plane

I. \1\

Practice 14. Chart 10.

Tlacher : Key words a examples)

(Continue.)

Students:

,

(Listen.)

I. necessary, Br thing their teeth is necessary for them.
4ro I is{ hvdtfor her.

3. easy Painti a is--esy for him'

.
4. important "
5. useful
6. itnpo'rtaitt

7. __easy... 16. useful:
.

8. dAfficult, I r. good
.9. necessary . 12% necessary

(Continue.)
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Practice I . Chart I. (2ia)

TeAcher : (Examples)

----...
1.- A) Is your com e same as mine

B) No', mine isfairferent from yours.
...c) ViTt. lrs is like ary's.

--',. -
2. ) Is your cup the same as mine ?

C) Not, mine is different from yours._____--------------B

Students

D) Yours is like Mary's.
3. C) Is your mango,the same -as. mine_?

D) No, mine is different from yours.
E) "Yours is like Mary's.

(Listen.)

(Continue.)

Practice 2. IWO Chc!rtOzt a) INDIVIDUAL* DRILL
I *

. 'Teacher : (Key phrases and examples) Students :

. i. Jolin has a thick English 'obok at home.
Paul has a . thick English book' atschool.

*.(JolTines book- is like Maul's D.

2., I have a new red Webster Dictionary.
You have a new red Webster Dictionary too.

pryl dictionary is the .ame asFours.

3. Mary's blouse is new.
Sue's blouse is old.

a Mary's blouse is different froin Sue's. ), (Continue.)
,4. My 'address is 33 Duong Cong ly.

Bill's address is -39 tThong Pasteur.

(Lisreri)-
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5. Ann has a big box of soap powder.
Betty has a big 'box of soap powder too.

6. Betty's teeth are very white.
Mary's teeth-,are very white.

7. I have a little white dog in Saigon.
You have a little white dog in Dalat.

8. Saigon is a big city.
Nha-tra-ng is a small town.

9. My coffee has milk and sugar:
Your coffee has milk and, sugar too.

1o. Sue has a new -white blouse at her home.
Ann has a new white blouse at school.
I have a small brown comb in my shirt.
Bill has a small brown comb in his desk.

12. He. likes hot coffee *wit sugar and milk.
She likes cold coffee without sugar or milk.
My home is in Cholon.
Your home is irr`Cholon too.

14. I have an old gray pen on my desk.
Paul has an old gray pen on his desk.

Practice 3. Chart,1. (2th)

Tea :her : (Key words and examples). Students :

price Tri7lcomb( is the same price as that one. (Listen.)
2. size This cup is the same' size as that one.
3. --color This mango is the same color as that one.

(Continue.)

width4. length c.
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6. size II. price

7. width- I2. color

8. length i3. size

g. price 14. age

o. *color . 15. thickness

Practice 4. Chart 7. (21b)

Teacher : (Examples) Students:

1. The nurse isn't as hungry as the [rgmer.
2. The farmer isn't as hot as the soldier..
3: The soldier isn't as skillful as the doctor.

Practice 5.--Chalit 8. (21b)

'Ite-asher_l_(Examples)

3.

(Listee4)

(Continue.)

Students :

IC 'Frei driver drives as carefully as the other.
One fisherman fishes as patiently as the other.
One girl sews as quietly as the others. (Continue.)

(Listen.)

. Practice '6. Chart 4. (21b)

Teach& : (Examples) Students :

I. 6A) 11 have as much tea as (you. (Listen.)

B) 1l hae.as much as rybu

B) I have as many rulers as you.
C) I have ag many as you..

...168
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3. C) I have as ma4 teachers as you.

D) I have as many as you.

.4*

(Continue.),

Practice 7. Chart "3. (21c)

Teacher : (Key ,wards and examples.) Students
(Listen.)

I. expensive godimango is more expensive than albadlona.
2. useful A big cup is more useful than a small one.
3. beautiful A clean hat is more beautiful than a dirty . one.

4. expensive (Continue.)
5. useful
6. interesting (Hot coffee is ,more interesting than cold coffee.)
7. beautiful
8. useful

*Teacher : :.--'Note picture No. '6 is a mass noun, so must be
drilled without a a.,)

'Practice 8. No Chart. (m)

Teacher : (Key words And examples) Students :

I. drive careful -1-le drives more carefully than (you. (Listen.)-
.- 2. walk quiCk He walks more quickly than you.

3.. read. serious 'He reads more seriously than you.

(Continue.)
sing beautiful

5. play active
6. sew skillful

.7. speak intelligent
-'8. teach careful

4

9. point cilick
ro. work serious
r combi his hair careful
12. write skillful.
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Practice 9. Chart 6. (tic)

Teacher : (Examples).

i. We have more houses than rFou.
a We have more money than you.
3. We have more meat than you..

Students :s

(Listen.)

(Continue.)

Practice 10. Chart 7. (atd)

Teacher : (Key words, and examples) Students:
(Listen.)

young Thei nurselis younger than the I far:mer.
2. .work hard The farmer works harder Allan the soldier.
3. runs fast The soldier runs faster than the -doctor.

4. .1:::Usy 8.. big
5. quiet 9. small
6. strong to. washes clean
7. happy x 1. sad

(Continue.)

NOTE : The key words given don't correspond to those already
learned for the chart. This should be called to the attention
of the students.

Practice I I. Chart 8. (21d)

Teacher : (Examples) Students :

The I divers are more careful than the Fishermen.
The fishermen are more patient than the girls.
The are quieter *thin the _carpenters,

"a 170-
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. (Continue.)
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Practke .12. Chart 10. (arc)

Teacher : (Kty words and examples) Students
(Listen.)

r. careful They brush their teeth more' carefulbt thanri.
%...

2. fast She irons faster than 1.
3. good He paints better than T. (Continue.)

loud4. graceful 7. toua ro. - hard.
5. slow 8-. skillful Ir. serious
6. quick 9. careful 12. good

Practice 13. Chart' 4. (are)

Teacher : (Key words and examples) Students :

1. expensive thisl tea is the. most t xiiirisive.

2. long This ruler is the longest..

3. smart This teacher is the smartest.
. . .

,
. good 8. old 1 2. strong

5- useful 9. intelligent 13.- Interesting
6. cheap io. dirty 14. expensive
7.. thick Ir. useless .' t5. hot

(Listen.) (

( Continue.)

Practice 1'4. Chart 8. (aid, ,are)

Teacher : (Key words and . examples) Students :

1 . fast The driver on the right drives faster. ( Listen .)
L____

,
a. happy' The fisherman on the 1 rightf fishes more I happily.
3. good The girl- on the right sews best. (Continue.)

4. hard -. ,7. quick ro. high
5.- bad 8. good Ir.. fast
6. careful g. serious 12. loud
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'

Practica 15. Chart 8, (21e)

Teacher : (Key words arid examples) Students :
(Listen.)

I. on the These 1 drivers are the most Icareful ones on the street.
. street

2. in Chalon These fishermen are the most patient ones in Cholon.
3. at school These aids are the' quietest ones at school.

(Continue.)
4. at work 7. at shool to. in the room
5, in the house 8. in the river i. in the library
6. in the garden 9. in class 12. in 'Saigon
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Practice, 1. "Chart 4. (aaa)

Teacher : (Examples)
# .

1. A) I see some ITea ._
B) I see some flea which II-like.

B) I see a ruler that I like.
C) I see a ruler which I like.
C) I see a teacher that I like.
D), I see a te4her who(m) I like.

Students :

(Listen.)

(Continue.)

Practice 2. No Chart. (a a) INDIVIDUAL DRILL

Teacher : (Key words and examples) Students :

John likes the people that are speaking with him. (Listen.)
JOHN LIKES THE:PEOPLE THAT HE ISI

SPE4AkING WITH.

I know a boy that we helped.
I KNOW A BOY THAT HELPED US.

I know the boy who helped his father.
I KNOW THE BOY WHOSE FATHER HELPED HIM.

(Continue.)
4. found a friend who(m) we can visit.
5. He sees a dog that he may follow.
6. He has met a girl that he likes.
7. I'll speak to the man that met me yesterdays
8. She talked to a child that she likes.
9. I saw a. lady whose dog follows her.

1o. I saw the man whose car she wrecked.
I.' I saw the man that we helped.

13. I liked the people that I taught.

173
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Practice 3. Chart 8. (2?a)

Teacher : (Examples) Students :

(SEE - KNOW)

1. He *sees the driVers that' know I him.
He sees the drivers that hefk-Tiows.

(SMILE AT - KNOW)
2. He smiles at the fishermen that know him

He smiles at the fishermen that he knows:
(TALKED TO - WORK FOR)

3. He talked to the girls that work for him.
He talked to the girls that' he works for.

4. met work for 7. likeplay with . 1o.
5. see spoke 8. know swim with I 1.
6. work for see 9. respecttalk to 12:

(Listen.)

(Continue.]
know see
likes write to
see like

Practice 4. Chart 8. (22b)

Teacher : (Key words and examples) Students :

I. two hours
2. five hours
3. morning

They drove for two Tours.
They fished for five hours.

. They sewed dtiring the morning.

4. school hours
5. one hour
6. three years

7. afternoon
8. summer
9. the class hour

Practice 5. Chart 7. (2214

Teacher : (Key words an) :I examples)

i. during dinner
. at noon

ten iniiiutes

When did she Ftit ?
When did he eat ?
How long did he run

174

(Lis. ten.)

(Continue.)
noon
three hours
morning

Students:

(Listen.)

- (Continue.) ,
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4. two *houts
5. during the morning
6. during the evening"
7. two ,,hours
8. eight hours

Practice 6. Chart 7. (22b

Teache (

a,

g. during the morning
one hour

Ir. three minutes
'a. during the trouble

6I

les) Students :

I. A) The wasnurse waiting when the I farmer lite. (Listen.).
6 .

B) The farmer ate while t e nir.u.vas Wirting.

2. B) The farmer was eating when the soldier ran.
C) The soldier ran while the farmer was eating.
C) The soldier was running when the 'doctor worked. ""

D) The _doctor worked while the soldier was running.
-, It (Continue.)

Prictice 7. Chart 8. (22b).

,Teacher : (Key words and examples) Students :
(Listen.)

t. A) While the jdrii:LeiLsdriiing, th -fishermen fished.

B) Tiler fishermen fished Were tdriving.

2. .By While the fishermen were fishing the girls sewed.
The girls sewed while the fishermen were fishing.

C) While the girls were sewing, the carpenters worked.
-C) The carpenters worked while the girls were sewing.

(Continue.)
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..

Practice 8. -Chart iO. (22c)

.Teac.her : (Key words and examples)* Students :

1. who I know who brushed their {Teeth. (Listen.)
____.

2. when 'I know when she ironed.
3. how often I ); now how often he. painted.

(Continue.)
4. where 7. what. to. where
5. how 8. where i 1 . why ,).
6. who . 9. how often 12. when

., . .

-Pilactice 9. Chart 7. (22c)

Teacher : (Key words and examples) Students :
(Listen.)

when The nurse asked me when the farmer rate.

2. where The farmer asked me where the soldier ran.

3. how The soldier asked me how the doctor worked.

4. who

5. why
6. how long

7. where
8. when
g. how much

PractiCe 10. Chart 8. (22d)

Teacher : (Key words and examples)

(Continue.)
to. why

r. where

Students :

14 at 8 o'clock Do you know when they I drove.? (Listen.)

2. to earn money Do you know why they fished ?
3. at home Do you know where they sewed ?
4. skillfully (Continue.)

5. for three hc,urs
6: because they. like flowers

in tlfe afternoon
8. ih the river
9. carefully

67.6
4 e a
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to. at 7 o'clock
It. because the books
12. in the morning

were interesting

Practice I I. :No Chart. (22d). INDIVIDUAL DRILL

eachet- : (Key words and examples) Students :

x. It's 8 o'clock Can, ou tell me what !time it is? (Listen.)

2. John wept home Can you tell me where John went ?
3.. That :is Sue Can you tell me who that it ?
4. They went to Hue. (Continue.)
5. He worked well.
6. They slept from It .to .j o'clock.
7. She tatight Lesson 21.
8. They listened because they wanted to learn.
g. They drove 55 kilometers.

.ro. It's 3 o'cloCk now.
It. The girls went. to Laps.
12. John is my frimd.

Practice .12, Chart 7. (22d)

Teacher (Key words aid examples) Students :

T. remember

.

"(Listen.)

Did you remember when the nurse waited?
2_ ask Did you ask when the farmer ate?.
3. tell rue Did you tell me when the soldier fan ?
4 know 1 (Continue.)

rem ber 7. tell them g. know It. remember
forget S. a4: to. forget tz.,.. ask

17z7

1
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Practice 13. Chart 7. (22e)

Teacher : (Examples) Students :

I. A) kslis25rTh.se or a_ ?

B) St-it, a (nu ~e.
C) Is she.twaitiTIgiTn is she eating .

D) She's 1 waiting.

2. E) Is he a farmer or a soldier ?
F) He's a farmer.
G) Is he eating or is he running ?

He's eating.
3. I) Is he a soldier or a doctor ?

J) He's a soldier.
IC) Is he running or is he working ?
L) He's running.

Practice 14. Chart I. (22e)

Teacher: (Exmples).

:. A) Do you want a eom or a cup
B)

2. B) Do you want a cup or a mango ?
C) I want a cup.

3; C) Do you want a mango or a pen
D) I want a mango.

178

Students :

(Listen.)

(Continue.)
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,Teacher : (Key words and exxi-np
-

I. A) Will they come in January
B) They'll come in I Jan'uary.

2. B) Will they come in February or March ?
C) ., They'll come in February.
C) Will they come in March or April ?
D), They'll come in. March.

179
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Practice I. Chart 8. (23a)

Teacher,: (Examples)`:

We thought the_ drivers were I care ul.
2. We thought the fishermen were atient.
3. We di-ought the girls were quiet.

Practice I a. Chart 0.14T-K)

Siddents ;

(Listen.

I.' We thought -dia. the drivers werer cariful.

2. We thought that' the fishermen were patient.
3. We thought that the girls were . quiet.

Practice 2. Chart 10. (23a).

ords and examples)

e,

I Ka e they'll fir sh their
2. he thinks' 'He think she'll ton'.
3. we imagine We imagine he'll .aint. . (Continue.)

4. they say 7. I think o.- he-thinks
5 she 6I4.eves- 8. they Say /1. we hope
6: she opes she t t \I believe

Stiidents :

Practice 3. .Chart ICL (23
-- . ,L ,. ,.

l'Teachei: KIy words and ,ex mples.) , ,_, Students
_A

1 t --7:;-." (Listen.)

. t minutes , They have 12{Cished their teeth for>two* minutes.

. ,one hour, 'She, had ironed -19d one .Hour. - -----
. A.

3. 3o -minutes .He fias.painteskiar thirty nittrerre7

.I.

a

(Contki ue.)
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tvo days 7. three hours
5 six months 8. more than I kilometer

'b. many times 9. already

Practice 4, Chart 7. (23b).

Teacher : (Key phrases and examples)

ro. one hour
all afternoon

12. hard

\Students :

NOTE : FOR PURPOSES OF THIS DRILL, PREi"tNEY THAT
THE TIME -NOW IS 12:00 NOON, AUGUST I .

I . from 9 : 00

2. from II ; 3o
3. from 81: 00

4. from to : oo,

to : oo She

to now
to 8 : 15

to now

waited' for two liburs.
eaten for thirty miliutes.

minutes.
two hours.

(Continue.)

He has
He ran for fifteen
He has worked for

(Listen.)

4, 5. from 8 : oo to now 9.

6. from June r, to July I 16.

7. from II : 45 to now ir.
8. from 8 : oo to II : 00 12.

Practice 5. Chart 10. (2 c)-

Teacher : (Examples)

from 6 oo to 6 : 15
from 9 oo to-now
from 9 : oo to 9 : 05
from II : oo to II : 02

l

Students :
(Listen.)

They've brushed their Faeth, but they haven't ironed yet.
2. 'She's ironed,- but s4 hasn't painted yet.
3. He's,painted, but he hasn't rowed the boat yet. (Continue.)

181
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Practice 6. Chart 10. (23d)
r-----

Teacher : (Key woods and examples) Students :

x. A). HaVc they, brushed their teeth ?

,.. 13) Yes, they rave.
C) No; they I haver n't.

2. B) Has. .she ironed ?
C)-. Yes, she has... , ..

D) No, she hasn't. ...

3,_-C---)----44as he painted.__---

ID) XT, Il-has.
-----E)--t.14o, he hisn't., <-----. (Caz intte.._

________4___---- , 0
s--1.*.**.,,,,,,

( Lis-ten. )

Practice 7. Chart 8. (23d)

teacher : (Examples)

x. Did they drive a longtime.?
No, they J didn't.
Have they driven a long time?
No, theylhaNtren't.

2. Did they fish a long time ?
No, they didn't.
Have they fished a long 4me ?
No, they haven't.

3- Did they -sew a long time ?
Iqo, they didn't.
Have they sewed a long time ?
No,.they haven't.'

Students

Listeri4,

r
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Practice 8. Chart 7. (23d)

Teacher? (Key words and examplei)

41. A.

J'

Students :

Did she wait ?' .Yes? she Ffid. - (Listen.).

2. Has he smiled ? No, he
3. Did he swim.? No, lice didn't. (Continue.)

4 Has hg worked t
5 Did she dance ? q. HAs

6. Did he smile ? Has she Washed..? -,

7: His he studied ? II. Did she cry ?
8. Did he Listen ? I2.' Has he rested ?

Practice 9. Chart 8,. (;3c, 230

- Teacher (Key words and examptgs)

I. already A) They've 1 dri en
B) They I hal!ien't driven.

2. last night

3- two hours

4. last year
5. already
6. yesterday

now

9-

.

Students :

already. (Listen.)

B) They -fished last night.
C) They didn't fish.

They've sewed two hours -now:
(Continue.)

last Suntlay
already
,last night,

They, haven't sewed.
last Saturday Jo.
3o minutes !low II.
yesterday morning 12.

Practice 10. Chart 7. (23c, 23e)

Teacher : (Examples)

r. The nurse hasn't] eat en . yet.

2. farmer- hasn'i yet.
3. The soldier hasn't worked yet.

. 183

Students :

(Listen.)

(Continue.)
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Practice 11. Chart 9.- (23e)

Teacher: (Key words and examples . Students:

eat ItitC- \A) I aterrunch. (Listen.)

B) I've eaten Punch.

-j3) u ran home.
C) You home.
C) He drove the car.
D) He has driven the car. (Continue:)

4. sit in the library 8. fall

5. find the books g. stand in the librar'y
6., _keep pencils to., build little houses
7. buy *ifewslothes sell our tops

2. run home

3. drive the car

Practice -12. Chart 8. (Composite of 23a, 23b, and some 3e)

Teacher-: (Examplits) "%Students :
, .

1. I thInIZ- tifey Ave driven for 3o minutes,
bin] youtsay they've' drivaii. for anTiour.`

2. , I think they have fished' for 3o minutes,
but you sia, 'they've fished for an hour.

3. I Think they have sewed 'for 3o minutes,.
fe , but you say they:ve seW.ed,.for an hour. {`Continue.)

Practice 1 3. Chart 7. (Composite 023C, 234
Teacher : (Examples). Students

I. A) Has the nurse waited -ariW:i71

B) Yes, sherlias, but the I farmer

) Has the farmer, eaten a lot ?,
C) Yes, he has, but the soldier hasn't.
C) Has the soldier run a lot ?
15) yes, he has, but the doctor hasn't. (Cont:nue.)

(Listen.)

8

M.
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LESSON TWENTY -FOUR

Practice I. *d'art 4. (24p)

Teacher:. (Key words and examples) . Students :

1. sell The tea was ( sold;
Uft.

.
2. break

pay

The 'ruler was broken.
The teacher was, paid.

4. need ,open . ±o. need; 13.
5. sell 8. wash xi. break 14.
6. find 9. delay 12. paint i5.

r

Practice

Teacher :
1

2

2. fled

cut:
4. break

2. Chart 6.-(24a)

(Key words and examples)

A)

B)

C)

DJ

E)
E)
G)
H)

I sold the (House.
The house isFold-..
I sold thqj hodses.
The houses arereold.

I found the money.
The money is found.
I found the money.
The Money is fbund.,
5. open 7:

*6. cut S.

Practice 3. Chart I. (24b)

(Corttinue.).
steal
break
eat

break
buy

'Teacher : (Key words, and examples) Students :

2., John
g. we

The comb was bought by
,The cup was bought by John.
The manta was bought by

(Continue.)

(Listen.).

(Continue.)4, ct--

4
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4. you , they to. he 13.
5. he 8. you It. you 14.
6. she 9. I 4c-ft 12. Sue 15.

Practice 4. Chart 5. (24b)
,

Dad
Jane and Bill
Betty

Teacher : - (Key words and examples). Students :
(Listen.).

116

1. I'll buy it The car will be bought, bvi-Fiez...
They'll paint them The cars will be painted bvrtRem.

2. She washed it.
We build them.
John stoic it.
You'll usi them.

4. The student found it.
The boy bought thethi

5. The roan wanted it.
The lady sells them,'

6. The student reacy(it.
The teacher bought

The window was washed bY her.
The windows are built by us.
The notebook was stolen by John.
The notebooks will be used by you.

(Continue.)

7. The lady used it.
Some chidren broke them.

8. I ,will find it.
Mr. Smith sold, them.

Practice 5. No Chart. (24c) INDIVIDUAL DRILL

Teacher : (key sentence and examples)' Students :

t. I slept from 8 to to o'clock. (Liste
I HAVE SLEPTIURS.

2. She thought about lessons 22 and 23.
SHE. HAS THOUGHT ABOUT I TWO LESS NS.

Mr. Smith won the lottery in January and February.
MR. SMITH HAS WON THE LOTTERY TWO MONTHS.

4. I taught English frOm 1955' to 196o. (Continue.)
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5. She brought het PronunciatiOn, Vocabulary; and
Grammar`'' books.

We heard her sing in Saigon and Hui.
7. I met Mr. Yates' axed Mr. Jones.
8. I helti-a job in Saigon and an her in Nha-trang.
9. I felt sick yesterday and today.

ro. They thought about going to America om arty to. Jan r .

Ir. i slept yesterday afternoon and this aftet'noon.
Sue fed the birds rice from 1957 to 1960.-

P

Practice 6.. Chart I I. (This practice introdtiCes, the -chart.)

Teacher: (Introducing the chart),

r. .The bicycleJpleaies the, boy.

2. The monkeys_aTriuse the girl:

3. The movie excites the boys.'
4. The children annoy Mr. Smith-.
5. The lady charms the people.
6. The food disappoints him.
7. HI bores her.
8. The work tires him.
g. The language interests him.

xo. The toy surprises the biby.
t. The bear frightens the girl.

12. The. Inusic pleases them. t

S.tudentt ;

(-Repeat.)

*See Vocabulary for special semantic problem of these verbs.

Practice 7. Chart I I . (24d)

Teacher: (Key words and examples) 4
Students

The bicycle please's A) The bov is eased.. (Listen.)

the boy. B) The bicycl 'is pleasing.

i

187



PP, Lesson Twenty-four

z The monkeys ainuse
the girl.

3. The movie excites
the boys.

- 177 -

(Cont'd)

B). -The girl is 'amused.
-C) The monkeys 'are amusing.
C) The boys -are excited.
D) The movie is exciting. (Continue.)

.

(Teacher continues to repeat sentences -of Practice 6 to reinforce
vocabulary so recently learned.),

Practice 8. Chart 8. (24e)

Teacher : (Examples) . Students :
(Liiten.)

z. The drivers still rdiive, but they don'tJ fish I any more.
2. The fisheries, still fish, but they don't sew any more.
3. The girls_still sew, but they don't work any More.

Practice 9. Chart 10. (24e)

Teacher : (Examples)

(continue.)

Students :
(Listen.

z. They've brushed theirMeth already,

but they haven't( Roned yet.
2. She's ironed already, but she hasn't painted yet.

3. He's painted already, but he hasn't rowed the boat yet.

Practice-10. Chart 8. (2i.e).

Teacher : (Examples)

(Continue.)

Students :
( Listen.)

. They still try, to drive, but they /don't drive veryrwe 1 Iyet.

2. They still try to fish, buy tgey don't fish very well yet.
They still '.try to sew, but they don't sew very well ye

188
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Practice 1 I No chart. (24e)

Teacher : (Key word's and oamples) Students :

1.- Vietnamese
(Listen.

He can speak' English already,
put he can't speak Vietnamese any more.

French He can speak 'Vietnamese already, but he
can't speak French any. more...

Chinese. )-le can .speak French 'already,; but-he 'can't
speak Chinese, any, more.

(Continue.).
4. Vietnamese 7. Thai io. VietnatseSe
.5. t nglish 8. English II. Chinese
6. Rade' 9. French 12; Fade

Practice 12. Chart 7.. (24f)
. ,Teacher : (Key wards and examples) Students :

1. tired . The nurse is tired, ofl waiting. (Listen.)
2. interested The farmer is interested' in eating.
3. used The soldier' is used tp running. 1`. (Continue.)
4.* accustomed. 7. accustomed -1o. bored

.5. interested 8. bored used
6. used, 9. tired 12. accustomed

Practal 1.3. Chart 4. (24f, plus review 21c),
Teacher : (Key words and examples) Students-:-

1. accustomed Frei is more accustomed to tea thanfIcilisten.)
2.1 interested He is more interested in the ruler than I.

He is more used- to teacher than I.

(Continue.)

3. usz,ci

189
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le

. .

4. interested 7. bored to. tired 13.. accustomed
.

5. ....Used . 8, ., accustomed i r. ustd 114. tised
6.: tired ' . 9. interested ii. bbreclks 15. tired

;.

Practice 14'. No Chart. (240'

Teacher : (key' words and examples) Students :
(Listen.)

1. Dalat We'tetnot as accustomed to Dalat asfiRey.
2. .swimming We're not as accustomed to swimming as they.
3. tired We're not as tirgd of .swimming is they.

{Continue.)

4. rice 7. English to. speakivg 13. driving
5. bored '8. ,working tr. interested 14. sewing,
6... used 9. cold weather 12. accustomed' x5. tired`

., , . .,. ...

Practice 15. Chart 10 (24f) INDIVIDUAL DRILL
1- . Students :Teacher : Examples).

/.. A) They brush their teeth very( ten.

B) They arel used[ to brushing them. ,

2. B) She irons very often. ,

/7 C) She is used to ironing.
-/ 3. C) He paints 'very often.

fr

D) He is used to painting.

Listen.)

(Continue.)

Practice 16. Chart II. (24d)

Teacher : (Key words. and examples) udents :
'141 (Listen.)

1. when he was a boy
The bicycle used to please him when kin was

190
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2. before she got a dog.
The Monkeys used to amuse her before she got a dog.

/3. last year.
The movies used to excite them last year. (Continue.)

.4. when .-hwas at dome
5. ,before they went to Dalat
6. last month
7:' when she was younger
8. in 1957

Practice 17.islo Chart.

'Teacher : (Key words and

1. .sell` the car A).

B)

a build the hotise B)

C)

3. buy the typewriter C)
D)

4. keep:the money
5. find the bottle
6. sit on the neiv chair
7. read the ,teacher's book
8. drive tin.- green car

(24e,

9: before- he learned it
.to. ,when he was a boy

until he saw the movie
12. when he was in school

A.

23d)
4

t.

examples). Students.:
(Liven.)

Have you sold thij car yen
Yes,' I've I sold l it.

Have you built Oft house yet ?
Yes, I've built it.
Have you bought the typewriter ?
Yes, I've bought it.. (Co

so

9. stand on the coiner
o. eat Vietnamese food

. swim across the river
12. sleep in the .upstairs room.

lb 1
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LESSON TWENTY -FIVE .

Practice I. Chart 10. (25a)

Teacher : ,(Key words and examples) (Note that the pronouns
are taken from the preceding picture.) Students :

.(I) let I let them brush theirrlieth. (Listed
2. observe They observed her iron.
5: make ,She made him paint.

4. see 7. let r o. hear

5. let S. have it. .watch

.. . 6. hear 9. observe 12. make

.--------' Practice 2. Chart 10. (Review t8a)
-

Teacher : (Key words and examples). Students: .

(Continue.)

i. (I) ask I asked them to brutlieiriTeeth.
2. expect They expected%her to iron.

3. allow *She allowed him to paint.

4. persuade 7. permit - to. allow

advise 6. order r t. expect,.
. tell 9. urge '12. want

NOTE : This drill is made almost rentical to Practke, as far
as format and chart used, to bring into stark contrast

. the difference betwecn the two patterns being- drilled,
namely, the- Use of 0 to o 'with certain verbs, but not

with others.

*

_(Listen

(Continue.)

Practice 3. Chart 8. (253)
Teacher : (Key words and examples) Students:

1. hav,.. rtri, oitFarlave'them rive.

2. watch I'm going to watch them fish.
3.= let I'm going to let them sew.

a-.

(Listen.)

(Continue.)
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4. make . see Id. hear
5. watch 8. let II. watch
6. observe 9. have 12. hear

Practice 4. Chart 8. (253)

Teacher: (Key words and examples).

ask

Students :

A) Did Sue ask them to isit ?

B) . No, she didn't ask triem to (fish.
C) She asked them to jdrive.

2. B) Did Sue let them sew ?
C) No; *she didn't let *them sew.
D) She let them- fish.

3. :.expect C)
D)
E)

4. observe

5.. make

Practice,

Te6-cher :

yes

2. yes

3. no

Did Sue expect them t6 work ?
No, she didn't expect them to irork.
She expected them to sew.

6. permit. 8. have

7. expect 9. tell

5. Chart I) . (25b) (Review 24b)

(Key words and examples)

( Listen. )'

(Ciwitinue.)

Io. ur
force

Studetits :

A) I wish the bicycle) pleased I him.
B) I wish he was pleased by --thrEicycle.

B)

C)

C)

n)

I wish the monkeys amused her.
I wish she was amused by the monkeys
I wish the movie didn't excite them.
I wish they weren't excited by the movie

193

( Listen.)

(Continue.)
+1.
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4. no 7- no
5:. yes 8. no

6. no 9. yes

Practice 6. Chcirt 7. (25b)

Teacher : (Examples)

ro. yes
, yes-

12. yes

T. Does she wish she were pretty, ?
2. Does he wish he, were hungry. ?

. 3- D roeshe wish he we e hot ?

Practice 7. Chart 7. (2513)

Teacher : iExamples)

I. She .wis 'es she wasn't FraTting.
2. He wishes he N1(asn't eating.
3 He s he v.\asn't running.

Practice 8. Chart 7. (25c)

Teacher : (Key words and examples)

. can't .A) The nurse can't Fait.
By I wish she Roitld. .

2. won' i B). The -farmer can't wait.
C) I wish he would.

isn't C) The soldier isn't running.
D) I* wish he was.

doesrCt 7. isn't
can't 8. doesn't
won't 9. can't

19,1

5'
. 6.

meo

Students :

(Continue.)

Students :

(Listen.)

(Continue.)

StUdents :

(Listen.).

(Continue.)
ro. won't
II. isn't
12. doesn't
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Practice 9. Chart .8. (25c)

Teacher : .(Key words and examples)

2. are

3. will

4. can
5. are
6. will

A) They can drive.
B) TO wishes they IcouldtiL

Br-II-ley are fishing.
. He wishes they weren't.

C)
D) He wishes they wouldn't.

They will sew.

7. can
8. are
9. will

Practice 10. Chart 1. (25d)

Teacher : (Key words and examples)

Students :

. ( Listen.)

(Continue.)
ro. an

12. will

Students:
( L4ten.)

r. bend I have bent the Romb.
2. put on the shelf I have vat the cup on the shelf.\_._
3. cut I have cut the mango.

4. lend to- John ro. put on the flo r (Continue.)
5. sell I I. cut
6. hang on the clothesline 12. lose

7. sweep 13. bend
8. make 14. send to her

set on the table 15. set on the tai I9.

Practice 11. No chart. (25d)

Teacher : (Key v-Srds ;tad exarriples)

1. The boys

Stude i t

The boys Aid ri't, fight_ jesterday,
btit the h.: often four lit bjay ore.

itnJ.flti
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2. Lunch costs ten piasters Lunc didn't cost ten piasters
.., yesterday, but it has often cost

ten piasters before.
3. She sweeps the house She didn't- sweep the house

yesterday, but she often swept
it before. (Continue.)

4. The moon shines.
5. The scorpion stings. ., 1o. She means what she says.
6. My hand bleeds. t. They sleep late.
7. She tells a story. I2. I feel ill.
8. They ,dig the canal. 13. We fieed the dog.
9. meet a friend. 14. The )dog bites other dogs.

Practice 12. Chart 8. (25e)

Teacher : (Key words and examples) Students :

I.

I

.knew where4 They knew where to [-Sive. (Listen.)

2. learned how They learned how to fish.
asked what They, asked what to sew. (Continue.)
learned when 7. asked where 1 o. knew whal

. knew when 8. learned how ii. decided when
6. knew how 9. asked when 12. learned how

Practice 13. Chart 10. (25e)

Teacher : (Key words and examples) Students :
(Listen.)

I. (I) when I told them when to brush their Reeth.\--
2. what They told her 4hat to iron

..),
where She told him where to paint.

4. how 7. where to. when (Continue.)
5. how far 8. where ii. what
6. When g. how 12. how

...,1,9F,
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Practice 14. Chart 7. (25e, 25c)

Teacher: (Key words and examples)

T. ::here A)

B)

what ,B)

C)
3. where C)

D)
4. when
5. how
6. when

4

I

Students:

Does she know where tojwait ?

No, she idoes:n't. I wish she rdid.,

Does he know what to eat ?
No, he doesn't. I wish he did.
Does he know where to run ?
No, he doesn't. I wish he did.
7. how king. ro. what
8. where' ir. when
9. how 12. where

4.

197

( Listen.)
1

(Cfntinue.)

0
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LESSON, TWENTY- SIX

Practice I. Chart 3. (.26a)

Teacher : (Key phrases and exampleS) Students :

ate it.

(Listen.)

A) Was the mango so good that you rate it?
B) Yes, It was such a ,good mango that I Ftte" it.

I didn't want it. B)

2. It broke.

C)

C)

D)
She couldn't use it.

3. She wore it.
She washed it.

4. They didn't ,buy it.
He read it.

5. It was still white.
It was useless.

Wis the mango so bad that you didn't
want it ?
Yes, it was such a bad mango that I
didn't want it.
Was the cup so-big that it broke ?
Yes, it was such a big cup that it broke.

(Continue.)
We couldn't drink it.
It' still had ice in it...

7. I bought it.
He didn't want it.
They didn't buy it.
The child bought it.

Practice 2, Chart 4. (263, 25e)

Teacher : (Key words and examples)

1. much

2. many We
3. few We

4. k few
5. much
6. little
7. many.

)Students :

( Listen.)

We have so muchiTsa we don't know what to' ck
so many rulers we don't know what to do
so fey: teachers we don't know, what to do.

have

have

8.

to.
II.

few
many
little
mucl

12. many
13. few
14. many
15. much

(Continue.)
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' Practice- 3. Chart 10. (26a)

Teacher : (Key words and examples) Students :
(Listen.)

carefully They brush their teeth so I careful y that
there is noj trouble.

2. 'quickly She irons so quickly that there/ is no trouble.
3. well He paints so well that there is no trouble.
4. rapidly 7. -quietly Id. well (Continue.)
5. seldom 8. carefully xi. hard

5. often 9. ofteii .12. busily

Practice 4. Chart I I. (26b)

Teacher : (Examples) Students:

i. A) The bicycle' plealrs him, doesn't. it ? (Listen.)

B) Yes, it rates.

2. B) The monkeys amuse her, don't they ?
C) Yes, they do.

3. C) T le excites them, doesn't it ?
D) Yes, it d e s. (Continue.)

Practice 5. Chart 8. (26b)

Teacher : (Examples)

A) They were driting, weren't they ?
B) Yes, they Fvere.

2. B) They were fishing, weren't tl
C) Yes, they were.

3. C) They were sewing, weren't they ?
D) Yes, they were.

. .199

Students :

(Listen.)

(Continue.)
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Practice 6. Chart- 7. (26b)

TeacbEr

pretty

(Examples)

A)

B)

Students :

(Listen.)pretty, isn't she ?

is.

2. noisy B) He is noisy, isn't he ?
C) No, he isn't.

j3. hot C) He is tot, isn't he ?
D) Yes, he is.. (Continue.)

sleepy 7. active to. idle

5. hungry 8. tired I. happy
6. happy 9. old 12. artgry

Practice 7. Chart 7. (26c)

Tea:her : (Examples). , . Students :
. ,.

x. A) The nurse isn't) hunIgry, is she ? (Listen.)

B) No, she isn't.

2. By The farmer isn't hot, is she ?
C) t No, -he isn't.

3. C) The soldier isn't skillful, is he ?
D) No, he isn't. (Continue.)

Practice 8. .Chart 8. (26c)

Teacher : (Key words and examples) Students:

.. ....-
1 . dric.,.. A) They aren't 1 drqing, are Ithey ?.

(Listen.)

B) 71e7 they rare.
.._....

2. eat B) They aren't eating, are they ?
C) No, they aren't.

; 1 200
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a, sleep C) They aren't sleeping, are they ?
D) No, they aren't.

.4. work 7. teach
5. cook 8. swim
6. swim g. cry

Practice 9. Chart I I. (26c)

Teacher : (Examples).

I.* A) The monkeys didn't I please him, did they ? (Listen.)

B) No, they 'didn't.

2. B) The movii didn't amu d it ?
C) No, it didn't:

3. C) The children didn't excite
D) 1o, they didn't.

Practice 10. Chart 4. (26d)

Teacher :. (Key words and examples.)

She has drunk tea. Listen.)

2. buy She has bought a ruler.

3. meet She has met a teacher.
(Continue.)

4. find 7. write io. drink 13. see

5. keep 8. bring 1 r. give 14. sell

6. take g. know 12. build 15. eat

Practice I I. No Chart. (264i)

Teacher : (Key phrases and examples) Students :
( Listen.)

4

. She come, to lk_Io A) Ha; she come to sclic)1

Ei

(Continue.)
I o. sing
It. point
12. sleep

Students :

them, did they ?
(ontinue.)

Students :

201
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2. He is student. B)

3. The t achers go to
Nha-ttang

4.
5.

6.
7.

C)

C)

D)

Bill goes to Hue. 8.
They do their lesson. 9.
She is a teacher. 10.

The boar sinks. I I -.

Has he been* a student ?
Yes, he has.
Have they gone to. Nha-trang ?
Yes, they- have.
The telephone rings.
He sings well.
whey begin the English class.

he students come to school.

ractice 12. Chart 10. (26e)

Teacher :,, (Examples). Students :

(Listen.)1. They've been brushing theirrT4th every Flay.

2. She's beenfirpning every Flay.
3. He's been painting every day.

Practice 13i Chart 7. (26e)

Teacher : (Examples)

A)

2. B)

2. 6B)

C)

3. C)
D)

(Continue.)

Students :

Hat she been waiting for a long time ? (Listen.)

No she's been waiting for only 15i minus tes'.
alo

Has he been eating for a long time ?
No, he's` been eating for only 15 minutes.'
Has he been running for a long time ?
No, he's been riming for only 15 minutes. (Continue.)

2 0 9
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Practica 1 4. Chart 7.. (26e)

*Teacher : (Key words and examples) *u.lerits :

(FOR THIS DRILL, THE TIME IS 12 NOON, JULY (Listen.)

r. since 9is 011ock She's been waiting for three [Pours.

2. since' II : 45 He's been eating for 15 minutes.
3. 'since I I : 3o He's been running for 3o minutes.

1

, . (Continue.)
4. since Jane 30 7. since 9 : oo It).- since II : 00r
5. since January 1 8. since io : oo II. since II : 50
6. since II : 55 9. since 6 : oo 12. since II :. 4o

LESSQN TWENTY-SEVEN

Practice I. Ch t I I.. (7a)
Teacher : (Key w rdsi and examples) . Students :

(Listen.

I. new The bicycleipleaseditim, whether it was

2. 'pretty The monkeys amused her, whether they we
pretty or not.

3. interesting The movie excited them, whether it was interest-
ing or not.

4. noisy 7. happy ro. new
Getty 8. easy 1 r. good

good 9. difficult 12. noisy

Practice 2. Chart 7. (27a)'

Teacher : (Key words and examples)

(Continue.)

Students :
(Listen.)

young She isj pretIty, whether she is young orrriot.

2. fat He is hungry, whether he is fat or not.
3. slow He is hot, whether he is slow or not.,
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4. young.
5.- pretty
6. quiet

7. idle

8. b'usy

9.- active

Practice 3. Chart IQ. (27a)

,tired
angry

12. serious

Teacher : (Key words and examples)

They were dirty.

(Continue.)`

4

Students :

A) They brushed theirftl$th, whether they
were dirty or(not.

B) They brushed t it rt-4th, whether or not
they were I ditIty.

2. It is Tuesday..
B) She irons, whether it is Tuesday or not.
C) She irons, whether or not it is Tuesday.

3. tHe was tired.
C) He painted, 'whether lie was tired or not.
D) He painted, whether or not he was tired.

4. It is raining. 7. They are busy., zo.

5. They have coney. 8. They were big.

6. He Was polite. 9. He has oil.

PractiCe 4. Chart 8. (27b)

TeAcher: (Examples).

(Listen.)

(Copti-nue.)

They are zirid.

Ir. It is lafe. ,
12. He was tired.

Students :

I) I like e Iva Rve if they are careful."have if (Listen.)

B) He doesn't like, to have thcmf'rive unless
tliaALE.ecareful.
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z. B) I -like- to have t em fish if they are patient.
C) He doesn't like to ye them fish unless they are patient.

3. C) I like to have them w if they are -quiet.
D) He doesn't like to /have them sew 'unless they are' quiet.

(Continue.)

Practice 5.t, Chart 1 1. (27b)

Teacher : (Key words and examples) Students:

. new A) He will be pleased by therblcycle
if it is pew. (Listen.)

old B) He will be pleased by the(blicycle
unless' it isrold.

'2. naughty B) She will be amused by the monkeys
if they are naughty.

dirty C) She will be amused by the monkeys
.-

. unless they are dirty.
interesting C) They will be excited by the movie

if it is interesting.
boring D$ They will be excited by the movie

unless It is boring. (Continue.)

noisy 7. sad 10. new
quiet hapy old

5. pretty 8. hard II. angry
boring easy ,sleepy

bad 9. Chinese 12. quiet
good English noisy

2 Otri K.
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Practice 6. Chart 10. (27b)

Teacher : (Key words and examples)

T. They are dirty. A).

They are clean.

2. She was idle.
She was busy.
He is happy
He is sad.

B)

B)
C)

C)

D)

The weather is cool.
The weather is hot.
They have money.
They are poor.
He is with a girl.
He is with a boy.

7. They are tired.
They are idle.

8: They go by bus.
they go by car.

Students :
(Listen?)

They don't brush their[?eeth unless
they are dirt` y.
They don't brush theirrteeth if they
are raean.

She didn't iron unless she was idle.
She didn't iron if she was busy.
He doesn't
He doesn't

paint unless he is happy.
paint if he is sad.

(Continue.)

9. He goes to a 'movie.
He stays at hothe.

to. The weather is cool.
The weather is hot.
They have an examination.
They are at home.

12. He gets money.
He is tired.

iPractice 7. Chart 8. (27c)

a' Teacher : (Key words and examples)

1. like They like to (drive, although they

Students:

aren't very [careful. (Listen.)

2. can , They can fish, althOugh they aren't very patient.

.3 want They want to sew, although they aren't very quiet.
(Continue.)

26;
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4. should 7. want o. want-
5. like 8. learned rt. should
6. might 9. must 12. .like

Practice 8, Chart I I. (27c)

Teacher : (Key words and exarriples) Students :

x. new The bicycle' ple4es him because it isiriT.(Listen.)
2. naughty The monkeys amuse her because-they

are naughty.
3. interesting The movie excites him because it is

4.- stoisy
5. - )aretty
6. bad .

7. sad
8. hard
g. Chinese

interesting.
new
big
quiet

(Continue.)

Practice 9. Chart 10. (27c). INDIVIDUAL DRILL

. Teacher : (Key words and examples) Students :

I. They are clean. They brush their[ ieth although
they are [-clean. (Listen)

2.

3,
4.

She is tired She irons although she.. isr-iired.
He likes to He paints because he likes to. (Continue.)
It is difficult.

5. They have money. 9. It isn't necessary.
6. He doesn't want to. They should study.
7. They are- friends. r. They will have an examination.
8. They are strong. 12. He doesn't like to.

This exercise requires the student to make choice of gram-
matical forms on the basis of the meaning of the *key words, as
related to the chart:
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Practi e 10. Chart I I. (27d)

Teach r : (Examples) Students :
1

I. , He ' was rRetased because of therbTCycle.
2. Shy was. amused because of the monkeys.
3. They

,.
were excited because of the movie. (Continue.)

Practice I I. Chart 10. (27d) INDIVIDUAL DRILL

Teacher: (Key 17hras:es and examples) it_.*?.. Students
\ (Listen.) .

I
1. The water irbad: ' They brush their Re,eth in spite of

i .
i.. . the badl s aier.

2. She was ill. She ironed in spite of her illness.
3. It is going to rain. He is going to paint in spite of the rain.

(Continue.) '
.4. There was a Storm: .
5. It is expensive. 9. He used a dirty comb.
6. The weather is.bad. to. It is going to rain.
7. It will be noisy. it. It 'is hot. .,

8. It will be a long distances 12. He had poor eyes.

(Listen.)

Practice 12. Chart 8. (27d)

Teaser : (Key words and examples) Students :
410.

(Listens

I. bad A) Did they drive in spite of bacl !weather?
B) No they didn't drive because Of Ind weather.

2. illness B) Did they fish in spite of illness ?
C) No, they didn't fish because of illness.

party C) Did they sew in spite of the party ?,,
D) No, they didn't sew because of ,the party.

3.

i
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4. rain
5. heat
6! storm

7. height
8. distance
9. noise

to. cold (Continue.)
t. noise

12. teacher

Practice I3. No Chart. (27e). INDIVIDUAL IDRIL

Teach e (Key words and examples) Students :
( isten.)

t. I rew a picture of Viing-tau and another of Dalat.
has drawn two pictures.

2. got 4 letter from Hui, Saigon and Nha-trang.
He has gotten

3- I. flew all day yesterday and today.
He has flown fort two dtays (Continue.)

I wore a new coat last week and this week.
T threw the ball to you twice.

6. I grew flowers last year and this year.
7. I broke a window in this house, and two in the other house,.
'8. I spoke twice yesterday.
9. I chose to study Chinese and French.

to. I forgot to eat breakfast yesterday and today.
I drew one map of Saigon and another of Nha-trang.

12. I got a telegram from AMerica and one from England.

Practice 14. Chart II. (27c, 27d)

Teacher : (Key words and examples.) Students :
(Listen.)

i. it v: a: new The bicycle pleased him because it wa
the:. 7.ere cute The monkeys amused her because the

cute.\
the -,:ory The movie excited them because of the story.

(Continue.)
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4. the noise
5. her smile
6. it wasn't good
7. h( talked too much
8. it was too diffictilt

9. the grammar
to. it jumped
rt. its size
12. it was well played

Practice I 5 Chart I I (27c, 27d)

Teacher : (Key words and examples).

I. its small size

2. their black color

5. it was too long

1

(4isten.)

The new bicycle pleasedihim in spite
of its small Dize.

The monkeys amused her in spite of
their black color.

The mo vie excited them although
it was too long.

(Continue
4. they were his own children 9. it was difficult
5. her height 1o. it was cheap
6. he cooked it himself- i i . its small size
7. his interesting story 12. the poor radio
8. he was strong

Practice 16. Chart 7. (27f) OPTIONAJ

Teacher : (Examples) Students :

1. A) Had she waited before itwelve o'clock ?

B) No, but she had waited before Ionej o'clock.

2. B) Had he eaten before one o'clock ?
C) No, but he had eaten before two o'clock.

3. C) Had he run before two o'clock ?
D) No, but he had run before three o'clock.

sty
210
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Practice 17. Chart 10. (27f) OPTIONAL

Teacher : (Key words and` examples) .Students:

z. before they ate (Listen)

A) When had they brushed their rtleth ?
B) They had brushed their teeth before theyrate.

2. in the kitchen
B) Where had she ironed ?
C) She had ironed in the kitchen.

3. because the old paint was bad.
C) Why had he painted ?
D) He had paintecLbecause the old paint was bad.

4. in the river (Continue.)
5. by train 9. before he went out
6. when the lady came to. after school
9. in the house it. to pass the exam
8. to the market 12. at home

It
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LESSON TWENTY-EIGHT

Practice I. No Chart. (28a)

Teacher : (Key words and examples) Students :
I' SEE MYSELF WFLL. (Listen.)

1. she She sees herself ravel` l.
2. hear She hears herself well.
3. clearly She hears herself clearly. (Continue.)
4. they TT. he
5. well /2. wash 18. ask a question
6. teach 13. it 19.
7. wash /4. klOt 20. Mt
8. we z5. hurt 21. quickly
9. dress 16. he 22. they

1o. you 17. seriously 23. feed

Practice 2. Chart 9. (28a)

Teacher : (Key words and examples) Students :

1. hear clearly
2. dress well
3. cut seriously
4. see clearly
5. tellIies
6. teals English
7. make study

I heard r1ThielF52y.
You dressed yourself well.
He cut himself seriously.

8. break
9. explain well

zo. correct.
xi. enjoy a- lot

Practice 3. Chart 4. (28b)
Teacher : (Key words and examples)

0

they buy
he finds
we get

They bought themselves, some Rea.
He found himself a ruler.
We got ourselves a teacher.
4.

2.12

(Listen.)

(Continue.)

(Listen.)

(Continue.)
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4. I buy 8. she gets
5. they find '9. she finds'
6. you buy x o. I get
7. he sends x i. she makes

12. he builds
13. you draw
14. they give
15. she prepares

Practice

Teacher

x.

4. Chart I. (2813)

: (Key words and examples) Students :

?,
(Listen.)are A) What are youl buying yourself

B) I'm buying myself a (2 ornb.

a. did B) What did you buy yourself ?
C) I bought myself a cup.

3. will C) What will you buy yourself ?
ID) I'll buy myself a mango. (Continue.)

4. are going to 8. are going to 12. are going to
5. are 9. are 13. are
6. will x o. did 14. did
7. will II. will 15. will

Practice 5. Chart 10. (28c)

Teacher : (Examples). Students :

1. They brush their teeth them4selves.\---
a. She irons hetFelf.
3. He paints himself.

(Listen.)

(Continue.)

Be sure that the students pause slightly before t, themselves,
herself, himself H, etc.
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Practice 6. ,Chart 4. (28c)

Teacher : (K-ey words and examples) Students
(Listen.)

I. we bought We bought some tea ouirgelves.
2. he made He made a ruler himself.
3. they're going They're going to find a teacher themselves.

to find
(Continue )

4.. he is using 8. you'll see 12. I sat on
5. you must buy 9. we met 13. he tore
6. I'll get to. they are getting 14. she found
7. she is reading i t. he bought 15. we ate

(tt

Practice 7. Chart 10. (28d)

Teither : (Examples) Students :

z. They brushed their Resth by themr:slel ves. (Listen.)---
2. She ironed by herself.
3. He painted by himself. (Continue.)

Practice 8. Chart 7. (28d) INDIVIDUAL DRILL

Teacher : (Key words and examples) Students :

r. often She oftenfits by herFelf. (Listen.)

2. had to He had to eat by himself.
3. is going to He is going *to run by himself. (Continue.)

4. likes to
5. wants to
6. often

7. wanted to to. had to
8. will it. often
9. is going to 12. seldom
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Practice 9. Chart 7. (28e)

Teacher : (Key words and examples) Students :

x. detest The nurse derte-ited waiting. (Listen.)
2. insist on The farmer in,qtedeon eating.
3. give up The soldier gaverup running.

(Continue.)t,
4. enjoy 7. get through IO. finish
5. consider 8. avoid I I. give up
6. insist 'on 9. keep on 12. insist on

Practice 10. Chart 8. (28e)

Teacher : (Key words and examples) Students :

1. want They wanted toFilive
2. enjoy They enjoyed fishing.
3. finish
4. give up
5. decide
6. ask

Practice II. No Chdrt. (28f)

. .
They finished seving.

-7. insist on IO.
8. want. II.
g. try 12.

Teacher : (Key words and examples)
x. Please don't ride in the airplane.

(Continue.)
keep on
detest
enjoy

Students :

(Liiten.)

A) I rode in the airplane! yesIterday.
B) He has ridden irIsairjruany times.

2. Please don't steal a car.
B) I stole a car 'yesterday.
C) He has stolen a car many times.

-
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3. Please don't lie on the new bed.
C) I lay on the -new bed yesterday.
D) He has lain on the new but many times.

4. Please don't freeze the ice cream.
5. Please don't shake the oranges off the tree.
6. Please don't tear the paper.
7. Please don't rise early.
8. Pleased don't swear.
g. Please don't blow out the fire.

n: Please don't tide 'the bicycle.
II. Please ,don't steal any mangos.
12. Pledse don't lie on the desk.

Practice 12. Chart '8. (28g)

t

(Continue.)

Teacher : (Examples) Students :

I. They had .been) rying` before they Fished.
2. They had been fishing before they sewed.
3. They had been sewing before they worked.

Practice 13. Chart 10. (28g)

Teacher : (Examples)

(Listen.)

(Continue.)

Students :
(Listen.)

/. A) What had they be:n doing before one 'fock

B) They had been brushing their Meth.

2. B) What had she been doing before two O'clock ?
C) She had. been

3. C) What had he been doing before three o'clock. *
D) He had been painting. (Continue).

2 1 n
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Practica 14. Chart 10. (28h)

Teacher : (Key phrases and vsamples) Students
(Listen.)

f when I came They were brushing theirReth when IrcNamf.\--
2. last night She ,Aasri?..cning lastFight.
3. when it began He was painting when if began to rain.

to rain
4. when we saw them* (Continue.)

'5.. when they ran out of money .g. when I came
6 when Betty came to. in the evening.
7. during dinner i t. last night.
8. yesterday morning 12. when he lived in Gia -djnh.

Prbctice 15....Chart 7. (28h)

TeaCher : (ExampleS) Students:

1. A) -What was the rnurse doing at one °god?
B) waiiing.

2. B) What was the farmer doing at two o'clock ?
C) He was eating.

3. C) What was the soldier doing at three o'clock ?
Di lie was running.

(Listen.)

(Continue.)

Practice 16. Chart 10. (28e, 2810'.

Teacher : (Key words and examples). Students
(Listen.)

1. insited on. tiley were dirty
The..in7.-ted on bru,hint, theirFeetli when they wereldihy.L-

2. 1.t. TL r. ;_ht C-1!11

'---lon'ironint-.7 when fniitht Came.
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3., finished,. it started to rain .

He finished painting when it began to fain.

4. enjoyed, the weather was cool
"5. avoided, it was hot
6. insisted on, she came,
7. got through, they started to eat
8. gave up, they hurt themselves
9. kept on, the wind blew

arto. enjoyed, won the game
it. detested, vacation came .

12. avoided, he had money
.

S.

(Continue.)

.0

Practice 17.- Chart (28g, 28d)

Teacher : (Examples) Students :

. She had b_ een. waiting' byli4elf until at7ther nurse (Listen.)
waited] withl her.

2. He had been eating by himself until another farmer
ate with him.

3.` He had been running by himself until another soldier
ran with* him.

Practice 1 8 . Chart 2. (28c, 4c).

Teacher : "(Examples)

(Continue.)

Students :

(Listen.)
1. A) Did you get the bamboo your,self ?

B) Nor, someone got it me.

2. -B) Did you -get the ink. yourself ?
C) No, someone got it for me.

.3. C) Did you get the oil yoUrself ?
D) No, someone got it for me. (Continue.)
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Practice 19. Chart 2. .(28b, 14c)

Teacher : (Examples) Students :

1. A)

B)

2. B)
C)

3. C)

D)

Is he going to get himself some bainboo ?
Noche's going to get it for (us.

Is he going to'get himself some ink ?
No, he's going to get it for us.
Is he going to get himself some oil ?
No, he's goirig to get it for us.

LESSON TWENTY - NINE

'Practice 1. Chart 10. (29a).

Teacher : (Key words and examples) Students:.

I. should
could

They should have brushed theirreeeth." (Liston.)

She could have ironed.
might He might have painted. (Continue.)

4. must 7. might io. .could
5. should 8.. must might
6. could g. should 12. must

I
Practice 2. Chart 10. ,(29a)

Teacher : (Examples) , Students :
(Listen.)

They rsh(5uldt have brushed .their" teeth at twelve o'raock,

but they might h.a,.:e waited, untiOne.

- 216
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42. She should have ironed at one o'clock, but she
migit have waited until two.

-3. He shouldhave painted at two o'clock, but he might
have waited until three. (Continue.)

Practice 3. chart I. (29a)

Teacher : (Key words and examples) Students-:

z. buy He I could have bought a comb; but he (Listen.)

must have bought a I cupl instead.

2. have , He could have had a cup, but he must have
had a mango instead.

3.. find He could have found a mango, but he must
have found a pen instead. (Continue.)

4. get 8. hold
5. wear 9. mean 12. send

6. keep 1o. bring 13. make

7. sell I. lose 14. give

Practice 4. Chart 8. (29b)

Teacher : (Key *ords and examples) Students :

r. should They I should [have been driving until
one °lack. (Listen.)

........

2. could They could have been fishing until two o'clock.

3. might T ey might have been sewing until three o'clock.

4. must 7. might to. could r C ontidue .) .

5. should must ii. might

6. could 9. should I2. must

2.g0:
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Practice 5. Chart -10.
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.(Con ea)

(29b)
Teacher : (Examples) Students :

I. They should I have e been brushing their rfecth, but_'
they must have 'decided inot 1 to. (Listen.)

2.. She should., have been ironing, but she must have
decided not to.

3. He should have been painting, but he must have
decided not to. (Continue.)

Practice 6. Chart 8. (29b)

Teacher : (Examples) Students :
(Listen.

They could have been driving, or they might have
been Ifisliing.

They could have been . fishing, or they might have
been sewing.

They, could have been sewing, or they might. have
been working.

(Continue.)
Practice '7. Chart 4. (29c)

Teacher.: (Example)

I. should A)

B)

2. might B)
C)

3. could C)
D)

4. should
5. might
6. should

Students :

(Listen.)
Should I have brought the tea
Yes, you( should have.

Might I have brought the ruler ?
Yes, you might have.
Could I have brought the teacher ?.
Yes, you could have. (Continue.)
7. could 1o. should 13. should
8. might 1. might .14. might
9. could could 15. could
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Practice 8. Chart 7. (29c)

Teacher : (Ekamples) Students :

. A). the nurse have eaten ? (Listen.)

B) .- o, shed shouldn't have, but thel faimer should have.

2. B) Should the farmer have run ?
C) No, he shouldn't have, but the .soldier should have.

3. C) Should the soldier have worked ?
D) No, he shouldn't have but the doctor should have. _

(Continue.)-

Practice 9. Chart 10. (?9c).

Teacher : (Key words and examples) Students :

r. They should have brushed their rilqth, but they
might I not I have.

2. She should have ironed, but she might not have.

3. He should have painted, but he might not have.

Practice 40. Chart 10. (29d)

Teacher :

(Listen.)

(Continue.)

(Key words and examples)` Students :

1. should I don't think they brushed theirFeeth,
but they (should I have.

I don't think she ironed, but she could have.
I don't think he painted, but he may have.

7. may io. could (Continue.)

8. ight I r. may

s C ould 12. might

2. could

3. May

4. might
5. should
6. could

.222
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Practice I I. Chart 7. (29d)

Teacher: (Key words and examples) Students :

i. may She didn'tlwant Ito wait, but she[maylhave. (List n.)
2. could He didn't want to eat, but he could have.
3. might He didn't want te, run, but he might,, have.

(Continue.)
4. should 7. might to. could
5. may 8. should rt. might
6. may 9. may 12. should

Practice 12.

Teacher : (Key

Chart 7. (29d)

words and examples)- Students:
(Listen.)

t. shouldn't Shesanzi she waited, but she, shouldn't have.
2. couldn't He said he ate, but he couldn't have.
3. may not He said he ran, but he may not lave.

4. might not 7. may not to. couldn't (Continue.),
5. couldn't 8. migh not tr. may not
6. shouldn't 9. shouldn't 12. light not

Practice 13. Chart 10. (29d)

Teacher: (Key words and examples) Students :

t. should They did:n't brush their teeth, but (Listen:)
ihev I should I have.

.2. s 1 ouldn't She ironed, but she shouldn't have.
.,

3. ,/night He didn't paint but he might have.
4. ould 7. might to. shouldn't
5. couldn't S. might not i t._ should
6. Sh :.:suld g. should 12. could.

,

223
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Practice 14. Chart 10. (20)

Teacher: Examples). Students:

I. They rshould:Wt have brushed their teeth, but theyFlid. (Listen.)
2. She shouldn't have ironed, but she did.
3 . He shouldn't have painted, but he did. (Continue.)

LESSON THIRTY

REVIEW

Practice I. Chart 11. (22a)

. Teacher : (Examples) Students :-

i. This is the bicycle that pleased him.
2. These are the monkeys that amused her.
3. This it the movie that excited them.

Practice I a. "OPTIONAL

. Thisi is the 'bicycle that he [liked.

2. These are the monkeys that she liked.

3. This is.the movie that they liked.

Practice 2. Chart 8. (2b) INDIVIDUAL DRILL

(Listen.)

(Continue.)

Teacher : (Key words and examples)

I.

(Listen.)

(Continue.)

Students:

two hours They drove for twoTours. (Listen.)

raining They fished while it was raining.
morning They sewed during the morning. (Continue.)

, -
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Thirty (Cont'd)

4- came to school
5, dinner
6'.t cool weather
7. were throwing the ball
8. ten minutes

9- The teacher talked
noon hour

Ir. The storm came
12. one hour

Practice 3. No Chart. (23d, 23e, and irregular verbs)
. Teacher : (Key wordS and examples) Students :

1. Eat. A) Have you I eaten yet ( Listen.)

B) No, Il hairen't*. 031yen't eaten yd.

2. Read the book. .B) Have you read the book yet ?
'C) Np, I haven't. I haven't read the

book yet.
Build a house. C) Have you built a house yet ?

D) No, I haven't. I haven't buHt
a-house yet.

4. Meet Mr. Yates. 14. Sing a song. (Continue.)
5. Bite a mango. 15. Ring the bell.
6. Feed the dog. 16. Do the lesson:
7. Hear the music. 17. Go to Dalat.
8. Think of her name. i8. Fly to Hue.
9. Dig the canal. 19. Throw the ball.

Jo.. Tell a story. 20. Grow flowers.
Ir. Let them go. 21. Forget the trouble.
12. Come home. 22. Speak Vietnamese.
13. Begin work. 23. Choose a wife.
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Practice 4. Chart 8 (26b, 26c, 260

Teacher : (Examples) Students :
(Listen.)

I. A) They've beerirciri,ling for thirty minures, haven't they ?
B) Yes. that's cort?ect. They have.

2. B) They've been fishing for thirty minutes, haven't they ?
C) Yes, that's correct. They have.

3. C) They've been sewing for thirty minutes, haven't they ?
D) Yes, that's correct. They have. (Continue.)

Practice 5, Chart I I. (24b)

Teacher : (Examples). Students :

1. He was pleased' by the' bicycle.
2. She was amused by the monkeys.
3. They were excited by the movie.

(Listen.)

(Continue.) -

Practice 6. No Chart. (26c, 26d) INDIVIDUAL DRILL

Teacher : (Key sentences, and examples) Students:
(Listen.)

S. He won't study because it is raining.
HE WILL ISTL:15Y ALTHOUGH IT IS [RAINING.

2, He worked in spite of the heat.
HE DIDN'TjTQRK BECAUSE OF THE r1"-TEAT.

3. She isn't buying the dresS because of the price.

SHE IS BUYING THE DRESS 'IN SPITE OF THE PRICE.
(Continue.)

Teaelp.r 41a:. pint out that sta&nts' tusponses are apposite in meaning to
'&hat 2 26

1
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4. I couldn't study because of the not e.
5. They didn't take an umbrella because of the weather.
6. She will study because of the examinations:
7. They'll come to Saigon although it is hot.
8. We won't study French be4use it is difficult.
g. The airplane came in site of the rain.

to. I like Dalat because it is quiet.
He didn't get the job in spite of his English.

12. They'll stay in school although they failed their examinations.

Practice 7. Chart I. (28b, 28c) INDIVIDUAL DRILL.

Teacher : (Key phrases and examples) Stttdents :

i. I found it, not John.
I FOUND A COMB MYrSELF.

2. Sue bought it to keep for herself.
&. SUE BOUGHT HERSELF AFEUP.

3. John ate it all alone.
JOHN ATE A MANGO BY HIMSELF.

4. Sue-used it, riot Betty.
5. Ann made it to wear herself.
6. I used my own money to buy it.
7. We bought it to use for ourselves.
8. Betty ironed it all alone.
0. She tinade it, not her teacher.

to. He lost it, not his brother.
Bill can find it all alone.

12. They played with it, not their friends.
13. I got it to use for myself.
t4. She shook it, not her brother.
15. She found it to use herself. :2.1...

.227
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Practke 8. Chart 7. (28h 29b, 29d)

Teacher : (Examples) Students :

1. The nurse) shouldn't have been waiting when the

fartnerRame.
The farmer shouldn't have been eating when the
soldier came.

3. The soLdier shouldn't have been running when the
doctor came. (Continue.)

( Listen.) .

Practice 9. Chart 10. (293, 29C, 28g)

Teacher : (Examples)

1. A)

B)

2. B)
C)

3 C)
D)

Students :
(Listen.)

Couldn't they have brushed their teeth before 'dinner ?

\Lis, they could have brushed their teeth before dinner .

Couldn't she have ironed before dinner ?
Yes, she could have ironed before ditther.
Couldn't he have painted before dinner ?
Yes, he could haye painted before dinner. (Continue.)

.44

Practice 10. No Chart. (273; 28a) .

Teacher : (Key words and ,examples) Studetas.:

i. enjoy The weather is good. (Listen.)

A) I don't enjoy myself, unless the weather isrgOod.

B and C) Wel enjoy ournives, whether th.e weather is good
or t.

2. hear ,It is quiet.
B) I don't heat myself, unless it' is quiet.

C and D) We hear ourselves, whether it is quiet or-not.

2,288

10/
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3. teach English Someone helps..
C) I don't teach myself English, unless someone helps me.

D and E) We teach ,ourselves English, whether someone helps us
or not. (Continue.)

4. cut Be careless.
5. wash Have soap.
6. correct Am careful..
7. enjoy Go to a movie.

hear Speak loudly.
9. teach French = Be interested.

to. wash Have hot water.
it. cut Be in a hurry.
12. correct Have enough time.

Practico 1 1. Chart 7. (24f, 26a)

Teacher : (Key words and examples) Students :

I. Everybody looks at her. (Listen.)
A) She is.so I pretty that ev_erybodyf looksi at her.
B) She is suchalpretty I nurse that everybody! looks I at her.

. He could eat four mangos.

3.

B) He is so that he could EatI four 'man'gos.
C) He is such a hungry farmer that he could eat four mangos.
He is wet.
C) He is so hot that he is wet.
D) He is such a hosoldier that he is wet. (Continue.)

4. His work is,expensive;
5. The children like her; g. Everybody remembers him.
6. The girls smile at him. to. She works all day,
7. He can't learn. 1. She can't talk.
8. He wants to go home. 12. He is shouting.
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Practice I 2. Chart 8. (25a, 25e)

Te ?cher : (Key words 'and examples)

2.

Students :

where theldriiers know %vivre to chtve, butrian't. (Listen.;
I wish IR lid.

how The fishermen know how to fish, but I don't.
I wish I did.

when The girls know when to sew, but I don't.
I wish I did. (Continue.)

4. .6Whe.re
5. how./A
6. when

7. where
8. how
g. , when

ro. how.
Ir. where.
12. when.

-Practi, 13. No Chart. (240

Teacher : (Key words and examplei) Students:

HE _IS USED' TO SMOKING.

1.

2.

4.

bored He is (Listen.)bored with smoky ing.

tri.athernatics He is bored with mnthematics.
4

interested He is interested, i i mathematics. (Continue.)

used
5. tired ro. used 15. eating rice

6. going to school Ir. his house i6. accustomed

7. driving. 12. noise 17. Saigon

8. bored 13. cold we her 18. interested.

9. studying. 14. tired r9. the movie.

JJ
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Practice 14. Chart 10. (24e)

Teacher : (Key words and . exam es) :Students-:

i. 'aren't ye They aren't brushing theirFegth yet. ( Listen.)
still She is vitt I-ironing'.

3. isn't any more He isn't' paithing any more. (Continue.)
t

4. can already 7. are already to. can already,
5. still 8. don't any more it. are stills
6. doesn't yet 9. doesn't any more 12. isn't yet

I

SON THIRTY -ONE

Practice 1. Chart 7. (31a)

. Teacher : (Key words and examples) Students :*-

x. It is necessary.' She will waitlif it isflnecessary. (Listen.)
2. He is hungry. He will eat if he is hungry.
3. He is strong enough He will run' if he is strong enough.

(Continue.)
4. He isn't too busy.
5. The students come.
6. He sees his friend.
7. He has no work.
8. He has work.

§. He wants t
Iv. The clothes re dirty.
II. The plate is t roken.
12. He is angry.

23 t
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Practice. 2. Chart 8. (3ta)

Teachir : (Key words and examples) Students

I. can (Listen.)Thecant
2. will They. will fish if they want to.
3. might They might sew if they want to. (Continue.)
4. can 7. can 'or cin
5. will 8. will will
6. might 9. might I a. might

P9stice 3. Chart 10. (3ra)

Teacher : (Examples) Students t

I. They could brush theirfTieth if they weren't busy (Listen.)'

.2. Sho'lliCOLtid iron if she weren't busy.
3. He could paint, if he weren't busy.

Practice 4. Chart/J. (3sa)

Teacher : (Key words and examples)

(Continue.)

Students-:
(Listen,)

I. could She could wait if she thou lbt it was necessary.
2. would He would eat if he thiought it was necessary.
3. might He might run if he thought it was necessary.

(Continue.)
4. could
.5. would
6. . might

7., could : o: could

8. would - i t. would

9. 'might r2. might

I
'

1.16.
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Practice 5. Chart 10. (3ra)

Teacher: (Examples) Students :

i. A) Will they brush theirfleeThi if I tell them, to ? (Listen.)

B) Yes, I think they Fill.
2. B) Will she iron if I tell her to ?

C) Yes, / think she will.

3. C) Will he paint if I tell him to ?
D) Yes, I think he Will. (Conttnue.)

Practice 6. Chart I. (3ra)

Teacher : (Examples). Students.:

'(Listen.)r. A) Would the brush their teeth if I told them to
B) I don't think they [Vould.

2. B) Would sheriroili if I to rl eThh7iO1

C) No, I don't think she would.
3. C) Would he Paint if I told him to?

D) No, I don't think he Would. (Continue.)

Practice 7. Chart 10. (3rb)

Teacher : £Key words- and examp es) Students:

r. would' They would have brushed their! teeth] (Listen:)
yesterday if they had needed to.

2. might She might 'have ironed yesterday if she
had! needed to.

3. could He could have paisited yesterday if he
had needed to. .

4. would 7. would io. would (Continue.)
5. could 8. could i i. could

6ts. might 9. might 12. might
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Practice 8. Chart 10. (31b)

Teacher : (Key words and examples)

I. now

2.

3.

4.

Students :

They could brush their( teeth 1 now if (Listen.)
. they J wanted to.

yesterday She could have rii,9ned yesterday if
she had I wanted to.

last night He could have painted last night if
he had wanted to.

now
5. last month
6. yesterday

7. last week
8. now
g. last night

Practice 9. Chart 8. (31b)

Teacher : (Examples)

i. A)

B)

B)

C)

They would drive(.Egos
They would have driven
AITOwed them to.

They would fish now if
They would haye fished

io. last month (Continue.)
I riow

12. last Friday

Students :
(Listen.)

if the teacher allowed them to.
Eyesterday if the teacher had

3. C) They mould -sew now if
D). They would have sewed

;.r

the teacher ;flowed 'Them to.
yestet:day if the teacher had

allowed them to.
the teacher allowed them to.

yesterday if the teacher had
allowed them 'to.

(Continue.)

23'1
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Practice 10. Chart 7: (pc) .

Teacher i (Key words and examples)

(saw). I saw the nurse' waiting.
2. watched- I watched the farmer. eating.
3. we

4. he
5. heard
.6. saw

cv

Students :

(Listen.)

We watched the soldier running.

7. lie to. we
8. found ;1. heard
9. they I 2. saw

Practice II. Chart 10. (etc)
. Teacher : (Examplei)

1. I saw them brushing their Feel
2. I a,x, her ironing.
3. I saw him painting.

Practice 12. Chart 9. (3rc)
Teacher : (Examples).

t. They saw met standing there.
They saw you standing there.

(Continue.)

. Students:

(Listen.)

(Continue.)

Students :

(Listen.)

3- They saw, him. standing there. (Continue.)

Practice 13. No Chart. 13 t c)

Teacher : (Key words and examples) Students :

WE HEARD YOU STUDYING ENGLISH. (Listen.)

i. I I heard you studying I Edo-fish.

2. them I heard them .studying English.

3- we We heitrd LI:Am _studying English. 4111b (Continue.)

4. him 7. us. to. him
5. I 8. me ; r. them t" 01.
6. they g. she 12. he
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.Practice I. Chart' 7. (32a)

Teacher : (Key words and examples) Students :

I. appointed, secretary of the nursing school ( Listen.,"

They appointed theFa ,rse secretary of the nursing school

2. made, gardener of the, park
They, made the farmer gardener of the park.

3. elected, group leader
'They elected the soldier group lbader. (Continue.)

4. nominated, chairman of the committee
5. appointed', principal of the school
6. chose, leader of the group
'7. tiominted, king of the party
8. appointed, leader of the committee
9. chose, .baby king

1o. made, cook
xi. chose, class leader
12. nominated; group leader

Practice 2. No Chart. (32a). (Review 24b)

Teacher : (Key sentences and examples) Students :
(Listen.)

i. Hue was made the capital of Vietiffam by King Gial;Tong.
King Giaang made fl-Tue the capital of VietWam.

2. Hba was electecigsecretary of the club by us.
We elected Ma' secretary of the club.

3. Bill, was nominated chairman of the committee by the
class leader.

The cl ss leader nominated Bill chairman of the committee.
(Continue.)

e "I)
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4. `Ann-was-'made secretary by the students.
5. Hea was appointed group leader -by the principal.
6. Dr. Yates Was elected principal by them.

. 7. , Sue was appointed leader by the teacher.
8. Paul wars nominated treasurer' by the, crass.
g. Mr. Thompsori was appointed teacher y the principal.

Thuan was nominated president us.

Practice 3. Chart la (32b)

Teacher : (Keywords!. and examples.) -Studetits :

z; washed, clean I washed 'the- comb clean.
2. found, dirty I *found the cup :dirty.
3. found, bad I found the 'Mango bad. (Continue.)
4. bought, new ___8.1 washed, clean 12. painted, white
5.

'bought,
blue g. painud, red 13. washed, clean

6. washed, white to. 'dyed, bla-dk----_ 14. bought, knew
7: painted, green i I. washed, clean ij.-----washed, clean

(Listen.)

Practke 4. Chart 4. (32b)

Teacher : (Key words and examples) Students :

1. make, black
2. want, small
3. like, young

4. make, strong
5., buy, white
6., like, blue
7. want, interesting

They make their tea black.
They want their rulers small.
They like their teachers young.

8. wash, clean
9. keep, quiet

to. drink, cold
Ir. make, white

2
3.7

(Listen.)

(Continues)
12. like, strong
13. print, green
14. want, black
15. like, hot
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Practice 5. Chart 8. (pc)

Teacher : (Kq words and examples)

I. must, yesterday
They must have driven yesterday.

2. could, last night
They could/ have fished lastriTight.

3. might not,! when they were children
They Might not have sewed when they

May, last /week
ought, yesterday noon
should, last year
must, when they were children

4).

5.
6.

7.
8. could, yesterday
9. should, when they were ix school

10. might, at noon
II. may, last'' night
12. must note this morning

Practice 6 Chart 10.. (32c)

Teacher : ((ey words and examples)

I. must, forJgotten

Students:

1 -

2. should, tried
3. might, Onished
4. ought tc'i, learned
5. Should, inished
6. must, f rgotten
7. may, be n
8. might, rie&

(Listi.)

were children.
(Continue.)

Students :
(Listen.)

They must have forgotten to brush
their' teeth ! yesterday.

She should have tried to iron yesterday.
He might have finished painting yesterday.

(Continue.)
g. may, forgotten

to. ,should, learned
must, enjoyed

12., should, started
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Practice 7.

Teacher: (Key

Chart 9. (-32c)

words and examples). Students:
(Listen.)

x. ought .to I ought to have toldlthem that I atniki4.
2. could I. could have told them that you are Lang.
3. must I must have told them that he is Kilt.
4. niight 7. ought to - (Continue:)
5. may 8. could , to. might
6. should g. must ii. may

Practice 8. No Chart. (32d)

Teacher : (Basic sentence, key words and examples) Students :
JOHN HAD THE. TREES CUT LAST NIGHT. (Listen.)

i. yesterday John had the trees cut yesterday.
2. his hair John had his hair cut yesterday.
3. washed Johil had his hair washed yesterday.

4. Mr. Gregg
5. car
6. repaired
7. typewriter
8. Bill

(Continue.)
9. last week' 14. made ready

ID. removed 15. breakfast
xi. repaired 16. cooked
12. coat x7. Mrs. Smith
13. this morning i8. lunch.

Practice 9. No Chart. (32d)

Teacher : (Key words and examples) Students:

(Listen.)
1. don't carry hi bags.

H doesn't car: w hirnalf, lint lid has l them carried.

.2:39
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2. Mr. .Yates doesn't wash his car.
.He doesn't wash it himself, but he ham washed.

3. We don't order our food.
We don't order it ourselves, but we have it ordered.

(Continue.)
4. Bill doesn't wash his bicycle.
5. Stanley doesn't wash his shirt.
6. I don't row the boat.
7. Mrs. Campbell doesn't iron the coat.
8. You don't open the door.
9. I don't drive- the car.

xo. Sue doesn't type the letters.
t. Mary doesn't wash her hair.

12. The students don't prepare their meals.

Oa

Practice 10. Chart 10. (32e)

Teacher :.(Ecamples) Students:

1. A) Djd you have them brush their FEEig ?

B) Yes, I had them brush theirrfeeth.

2. B) Did you have her iron ?
C) Yes, I had her ion.

3.---C) Did you have him paint ?
D) Yes, I had him paint.

(Listen.)

(Continue.)

Practice 1 1. No Chart. (32e) INDIVIDUAL DRILL

Teacher : (Basic sentence, key words and examples) Students :

MR. CAMPBELL HAD HIM READ THE BOOK YESTERDAY.
(Listen.)
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oiled)

I. buy Mr. Camp ell had himi'bity the book yesterday.
2. tomorrow Mr. Cam ell is going ,to

book tom krow.
have him buy the

3. me. Mr. Cam bell is going to
book tom rrow.

,s

have me btty the
(Continue.)

4. food 8. wash I2. iron i6. often
5. every day 9. yegter y 13. wash , 17. drive
6. Mary to. clothe 14.: George 18. get
7. them ix.. us 15. car 19.. lesson

Practice 12. No Chart (32e)

Teacher : (Key phrases nd examples) Students :
(Listen.)

i. John's friend is got g to send the letter.
John is going to have his friend send the fie-titL er.

2. NguyVs cook prep red the meal.
Ngu gt had her cook prepare the rraal.

.3. Tares gardener c ut the grass.
- Tua had his gardener cut therg7ass.

(Continue.)
4. Mr. Yates's students usually do their homework.
5. Tuytt's daughter ate her lunch.
6. Bill's sister wrote a letter.
7. My student is going to read the book.
8. Mrs. Campbell's students often. speak English.
9. Mrs. Smith's son is going to go to America.

I

24
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to. Noc's cook made ice cream.
x1. Paul's .brother closed the window.
12. My barber usually cuts my hair. _

Practice 13. Chart 5. (32b, 32d)

. Teacher': (Key words".and examples.) Students :
(Listen.)

Did you have the car painted [black ?
Yes, I painted it black myself.

i. paint black

. bought new

2. washed clean

3. opened wide
bought new

4. made sharp
cut short

A)

B)

B) Did you have the cars bought new ?
C) Yes, I bought them new myself.
C) Did you have the window washed clean ?
D) Yes, I washed it clean myself.

(Continue.)

7. painted blue
washed clean

8. bought new
cut short

5. made much better
washed clean

6. printed small
opened wide
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